
RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/10/27 19:41_____________________________________.Got any Ramblin' Jack news?  Videos? mp3s?  Here's a place to post whatever you got.Here's Jack singing "Engine 143," in August, 2007, at The Henry Miller Library in Big Sur, CA:http://tinyurl.com/23b9wvkJack begins by telling a tale about Pine Top Smith. Here's Smith's famous recording:"Pine Top's Boogie Woogie," from 1928http://www.sendspace.com/file/r2oxf1ETA: links re-upped JN/10============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Memphis Blues Again - 2007/10/27 21:30_____________________________________I recently bought, "I Stand Alone." My favorite song on there is Arthritis Blues. Jean Harlow is great but too short! I also like Driving Nails in My Coffin.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2007/10/28 01:11_____________________________________from Renaldo & ClaraJack announces that Bob has just traded Joan Baez for Harry Dean Stanton's horse! :dry:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyzKnIAFr-cSalt Pork, West Virginiahttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FbFmn54gJeY-----------------------RJE (L.A., 5-4-07)South Coasthttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Rn1Um_FVrQMe and Bobby McGeehttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fagpZz_wrMg------------------------RJE (on Pete Seeger's Rainbow Quest tv shoe, 1965)Talking Merchant Marinehttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3G_kLxZ8FMWoody's Rag (with Pete Seeger and Malvina Reynolds)http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbuvfMAjfXY-------------------------============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/10/29 23:31_____________________________________It still seems odd seeing Jack with that electric geetar ("Salt Pork"), 4th.Here's a few words (posted, also, in the Name Your 5 Favorite "I'm Not There" S'track Songs thread) from a commentator regarding the Soundtrack:Some interesting selections: "All Along the Watchtower" by Eddie Vedder; "One More Cup of Coffee," by Roger McGuinn and Calexico; "Simple Twist of Fate," by Jeff Tweedy; "Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window?" by the Hold Steady; and "Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues" by Ramblin' Jack Elliott.I sure don't agree about McGuinn and Calexico on "One More Cup of Coffee," incidentally.  As for Jack, and simply put, he did good work, imo. He recorded this last year, which means he  was 75 or 76. He hasn't lost it at all when it comes to his picking, and his singing on this one is a pleasant surprise.  It would be unrealistic to think that he could roll out the voice he had at 25, or 45, for that matter.  Besides, it's good to hear the voice of a person who loves to sing, no matter their age.  We are richer for the experience. Btw, the other musicians on "Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues" combine to play a very tasteful supporting role.http://www.presstelegram.com/news/ci_7308444============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Michael Harding - 2007/10/30 00:26_____________________________________My favorite Ramblin' Jack song is Hard Travelin', that defines him for me.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2007/10/30 01:59_____________________________________Warren wrote:Here's a few words (posted, also, in the Name Your 5 Favorite "I'm Not There" S'track Songs thread) from a commentator regarding the Soundtrack:Some interesting selections: "All Along the Watchtower" by Eddie Vedder; "One More Cup of Coffee," by Roger McGuinn and Calexico; "Simple Twist of Fate," by Jeff Tweedy; "Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window?" by the Hold Steady; and "Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues" by Ramblin' Jack Elliott.I think Jack's JLTTB on the 'I'm Not There' soundtrack is ACE!His voice is in amazing shape, and his guitar picking is sharp.Good to see that reviewer singling him out as a highlight.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Bob T. Guevara - 2007/10/30 07:09_____________________________________I always dug Jack's version of Me And Bobby McGee he did on both Providence shows during the RTR.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/11/13 14:03_____________________________________The Gaslight Cafe and the Night Jack Elliott Learned that Mississippi John Hurt had DiedWhat follows is an account by a musician who performed at The Gaslight, on NO 2, 1966.  John Hammond, Jr. was also on the bill, along with Tom Ghent. There was a tradition at the Gaslight that stated thus: whenever a major folk star unexpectedly dropped into the Gaslight, he'd be given the stage for as long as he liked. It was the custom; didn't matter who was playing. So, here's the story, by a Randy Burns.  The specific section  pertaining to Jack makes up the latter part of the story, and is in green print. Reading the preamble, however, gives a sense of what it was like to be inside the Gaslight in the the fall of '66, in the relatively immediate post-motorcycle accident era. Mr. and Mrs. Hood were the original Gaslight owners.A Folksinger in Greenwich Villageby Randy BurnsWearing old dirty jeans and a clean shirt, I headed down Bleecker Street with my guitar in hand. Finally, I was actually going to work at the Gaslight Cafe. After taking a right on MacDougal Street I caught sight of the marquis. It was right where it always was, directly in front of the club on the sidewalk.      Now Appearing At The Gaslight                       * * * *                 John Hammond                 Tom Ghent                 Randy Burns                       * * * * Certain moments stay with you forever. That first glimpse of the Gaslight marquis with my name on it, made all the hard times seem petty. From the moment I descended the stairway and greeted Mr. Hood, I felt like I was a part of history. This had always been my dream since I was a young kid living at home. I'd read about the Gaslight and all the folk stars who performed there. How they would all go upstairs to the Kettle of Fish when the night was done... guitars lined up along the bar like dominoes... drinking and singing until the early hours of the morning. I was only sixteen when I first read about it. Before I'd finished the article I knew that's what I wanted. I'd found it, the search for what I'd do with my life was officially over. Nothing ever changed that.When you went to see a show at the Gaslight, you had to go down a flight of stairs from the sidewalk to enter. When the show was over, the audience left by using a different stairway on the left. Entering from the world upstairs, you'd be greeted by the Gaslight's original owners, Mr. and Mrs. Hood. There was an old cash register on the left and you could pay either one of them. However, I don't recall anyone ever receiving a ticket. After you were escorted through a partially drawn red curtain, one of them would walk you directly to your seat. You were definitely underground inside the Gaslight, it was conducive to the atmosphere. The two-foot high stage faced the front of the club where you came in. A single non-directional mike picked up the voice and guitar perfectly. A bright white spotlight shone straight down on the microphone and the empty stool behind it. With the rest of the lights in the club turned low, that scene created a visual atmosphere that was an important part of the music that people came to hear. It literally "set the stage."Mr. Hood introduced the performers from the front of the club using a hand held mike. They'd make their entrance through another red curtain just off to the right of the stage. Once introduced, the curtain in the front of the club was drawn shut. Performers could feel that happen. It was show time, man! You and the audience were left together to entertain and be entertained. It was a completely different way of being alive. Every aspect of your life, good or bad, disappeared the moment you were introduced and took the stage.On Saturday, I arrived at the Gaslight an hour before the first show would begin. Each performer had three complete shows to do on the weekends. There was a sizable break in between shows, so the house could be turned over. The tables needed cleaning and the chairs were straightened out, which gave the performers time for a couple of cold ones upstairs at the Kettle of Fish. The new audience would be given enough time between shows to get settled. They were never rushed or made to wait too long. The intervals were always just right; Mr. Hood made sure of that. When the club was ready for the next show, he'd come upstairs to the Kettle and signal the performers. This gesture let others know it was time for the show to begin. I sang my best that Saturday night, and I didn't allow myself to expect any more from it. Hell, being able to say I played the Gaslight for two nights with John Hammond would be a fine first feather in my cap. One that I could wear proudly.One of the Gaslight's all-time favorites was "Mississippi John Hurt." He was loved and followed everywhere he went, but when he played the Gaslight it was a special occassion. John Hurt, with his charisma and easy way of playing and singing, simply charmed the hell out of everyone all the time. Mr. and Mrs. Hood loved him from the deepest part of their hearts. Although he'd come back to center stage with the emergence of the urban folk revival, everyone knew he'd been ill and spending time in the hospital. We all wished him well and looked forward to his return.Whenever a major folk star unexpectedly dropped into the Gaslight, he'd be given the stage for as long as he liked. It was the custom; didn't matter who was playing. On a very cold winter night, Ramblin' Jack Elliott came down the stairs and into the Gaslight. I was performing with Steve Gillette and we relinquished the stage in short time. It was late, so Jack's set just might finish off the night. Steve and I sat down to listen. Ramblin' Jack took the stage, grabbed a stool and sat down. He pulled the mike stand back in toward him. Jack was wearing a double-billed, plaid, Sherlock Holmes style hat. It looked a little odd on him at first, but it worked. He sang song after song, interspersed with crazy stories that came off the top of his head. Somehow, these stories tied right back into the ones he had just told. By now, everyone was glued to him. Jack was really "on." I got up and walked toward the front of the club where Mr. and Mrs. Hood always were, to see how much they were enjoying Jack's show. I stepped behind the red curtain, wondering why they weren't out in the room listening with everyone else. When I found them, they were alone-facing each other with their heads down. Both of them were crying. Obviously, I'd stumbled into a very private moment. They noticed I was there, and then both of them approached me at the same time."Randy," Mr. Hood spoke softly to me, "we've just received word that Mississippi John Hurt has died." I can't remember what I said, but I knew how much they loved him. I was sad for them both.Back on stage, Ramblin' Jack Elliott was on a roll with everyone loving it. Mr. Hood waited until Jack finished a song, then he walked on stage quickly and handed him a note. When Jack opened it, he stared down at it without moving. After a few silent moments, he put the note in his pocket."Folks," he said, "I just received word that Mississippi John Hurt has died." There was a gasp from the audience, many of them started to cry. The urban folk revival had lost a legend.Jack Elliott stood up, pushed the stool off to the side and pulled the microphone up to standing height. He took off his plaid hat and placed it on the stool. Then, soft and clear, he sang a John Hurt favorite, "The Angels Laid Him Away." The Hoods were standing in front of the curtain while Jack was singing. Tears flowed freely down their faces from their hearts.When Jack finished the song, he put his hat back on his head. Then he lowered the microphone, pulled the stool back toward him and sat down. When he finished the set, Ramblin' Jack Elliott stood up quietly and left the stage. The show was over. There were no more performances at the Gaslight that evening.http://www.eclectica.org/v6n1/burns.html============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2007/11/13 22:20_____________________________________thanks, Warren - great read.Here's Lucinda singing 'Angels Laid Him Away'http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Q-NqYr1hD8============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/11/25 15:46_____________________________________http://img140.imageshack.us/img140/5273/derrolladamsjackelliottvp6.jpgDerroll Adams and Jack Elliott"Cigarettes and Whiskey"http://www.sendspace.com/file/o6t8cdIf interested, some of the Elliott-Adams duets are available on The Early Sessions CD.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/11/26 00:43_____________________________________.Woody, Jack, and Bob have all sung "Buffalo Skinners."  On this youtube link, you can hear Woody sing the song while viewing a series of historic images (photograhps and drawings).http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ik-ydov-7b8ETA: link still active, JN '10============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2007/11/26 01:10_____________________________________Jack and Wizz Jones (George Melly observes) - James Alley Blueshttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2xZpE2BkUQSouth Coast (5/4/07)http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Rn1Um_FVrQSouth Coast (1975, Renaldo & Clara)http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyzKnIAFr-c============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/11/26 01:37_____________________________________.Thanks for the Wizz Jones clip, 4th.  Hadn't seen it. Here's a mighty fine segment of a Belgian tv documentary about the life of Derroll Adams, titled, "I was Born In Portland Town."  Both Jack Elliott and Arlo Guthrie are featured, with singing by Derroll and others.Part 1:EDIT: This video is no longer available because the YouTube account associated with this video has been terminated.I'll post the other segments, in due course.Edit: Didn't see that you posted the song title, either!  :whistle:============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/11/26 02:23_____________________________________."I Was Born in Portland Town," Part 2:EDIT: This video is no longer available because the YouTube account associated with this video has been terminated.Part 3:EDIT: This video is no longer available because the YouTube account associated with this video has been terminated.These are about 1 1/2 minutes, each.  Part 2 has a brief piece of Adams singing with Pete Seeger. Part 3 has a photo of Adams with Doc Watson, from a few decades ago, and also clips of Derroll singing.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2007/11/26 02:46_____________________________________Nice (but too short!) documentary - thanks, Warren.By the way, that Jack/Wizz Jones clip above is posted on Wizz's own YouTube page: http://www.youtube.com/user/wizzjones... and here's Wizz in a 1960 report on 'Beatniks'. :cheer:============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/11/26 02:55_____________________________________.... and here's Wizz in a 1960 report on 'Beatniks'.:huh:============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/11/26 03:04_____________________________________.George Melly ...interesting guy:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Melly============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2007/11/26 03:30_____________________________________Warren wrote:> ... and here's Wizz in a 1960 report on 'Beatniks'.:huh:just testing to see if anyone's paying attention http://smilies.sofrayt.com/%5E/_950/wink.gifnow, here's Wizz in 1960http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDsQSOf6_ow============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2007/11/26 21:26_____________________________________Kenneth Williams as Rambling Syd Rumpohttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWTs9SP3AIchttp://diemazz.com/vids/index.php?k=Rambling_Syd_RumpoRambling Syd Rumpo was a folk singer character played by English comedian Kenneth Williams in the radio comedy series Round the Horne. The Rambling Syd sketches generally began with a short discourse on the nature of the song which would inexorably follow; these discourses in their own right would have assured Rambling Syd Rumpo a place in radio history as masterpieces of suggestivity and double-entendre. For this, Rambling Syd was customarily introduced by Kenneth Horne, who would set things up by (for example) inquiring as to the nature and origin of the song. Rambling Syd would (usually) respond with an "Ullo, mi dearios" before launching into the ensuing detailed explanation which left a great deal to the imagination. This action and the name were a parody of Ramblin' Jack Elliott.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by TimeFadesAway - 2007/11/30 05:10_____________________________________here's three RJ shows in mp3 upped to megaupload1 rar, 129 MB which expands to the following--The Main PointBryn Mawr, PAFebruary 15 19751. Friend of the Devil2. San Francisco Bay Blues3. Matchbox Blues4. Salt Pork, West Virginia5. Strawberry Roan 6. Anytime7. Muleskinner Blues8. Talkin' Fishing Blues9. Blue-Eyed Elaine10. Don't Think Twice, It's All Right11. Salty Dog12. House of the Rising Sun13. Talkin' Sailor Blues14. (talk)15. If I Were a CarpenterPhil Ochs Tribute ConcertFelt ForumNew York CityMay 28 19761. Bound For Glory2. Pretty Boy Floydunknown venue (at least I don't know it)LondonMay 19 20061. (introduction)2. High Sheriff3. San Francisco Bay Blues4. (talk)5. The Cuckoo6. (talk)7. Diamond Joe8. (talk)9. Rock Island Line10. AnytimeIntermission11. (introduction)12. (talk)13. Don't Think Twice, It's All Right14. (talk)15. Buffalo Skinners16. Railroad Bill17. (talk)18. If I Were a Carpenter19. (talk)20. I'll Be Your Baby Tonighthttp://www.megaupload.com/?d=CX9T54NX============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/11/30 11:57_____________________________________4th., thanks for Rumpo. :laugh: Thanks for posting, TimeFadesAway.The MA 19, 2006 show was at The Borderline.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/12/10 18:36_____________________________________.Excerpts from the link:Master of slide guitar wants to move you with his music" Rogers is an exceptionally articulate slide guitarist, either he's scorching Robert Johnson's 'Ramblin' Blues' or taking a lovely, lyrical journey or rockin' it out. One of the rare guitar heroes who values feeling over flash." Rolling StoneBy all measures, Rogers is one of the best. In the 27 years he's been playing professionally, he's been nominated for eight Grammys as producer and performer and has received three nominations for best guitar instrumentalist by the Blues Foundation (The Blues Music Award). He's also played with the likes of Bonnie Raitt, Linda Ronstadt, Sammy Hagar and Jason Newsted and collaborated with such greats as Miles Davis, John Lee Hooker and Taj Mahal in recording the Grammy nominated movie soundtrack, "The Hot Spot." "Lots of folks come up to me," says Rogers, "to tell me it's their favorite soundtrack."Future endeavors include a duet - piano and guitar - release with Ray Manzarek (from The Doors) titled "Ballads Before The Rain," and an oral history recording with Ramblin' Jack Elliott, a man in his 70s. Rogers calls Elliott a cultural icon, "a link between Woodie  Guthrie (with whom he toured) and Bob Dylan - a giant in American folk music."http://www.theunion.com/article/20071206/NEWS/112060124============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2007/12/20 15:54_____________________________________.Various ArtistsI'm Not There OST (Columbia)By Dan Strachota Published: December 20, 2007There was a time when covering Bob Dylan was downright easy. The Byrds, Jimi Hendrix, the Turtles, and even William Shatner put their distinctive spins on the legend's tunes. Those times, however, have a-changed. Witness this 2-CD soundtrack to the current Todd Haynes film; even though it assembles a who's who of alternative artists, including a house backing band that features Television's Tom Verlaine, Sonic Youth's Steve Shelley and Lee Ranaldo, organist John Medeski, and Wilco guitarist Nels Cline, only a few of the 34 tracks here succeed. Mostly, it seems the artists don't know what to do with Dylan. Either they treat him too reverentially, playing the songs in the same tempo and style as the originals (Karen O's version of "Highway 61 Revisited." Or they discover nothing new in songs that were near-perfect - and covered thusly - in the past (see Eddie Vedder's dull take on "All Along the Watchtower" ).It isn't just a case of the new kids not "getting" it: Roger McGuinn's Calexicoed cover of "One More Cup of Coffee" is flaccid and overwrought, while Richie Havens doesn't sound any more interesting than he did in the '60s. That said, a few tracks are pretty stunning. Much like Cate Blanchett, who offers the best take on Dylan in the film, Charlotte Gainsbourg and Yo La Tengo's Georgia Hubley reconfigure Dylan's persona, offering delicate, beatific versions of "Just Like a Woman" and "Fourth Time Around," respectively. Steve Malkmus turns Dylan's shaggy-dog love song "Can't Leave Her Behind" into a lost Pavement track, and Antony & the Johnsons add an incomprehensible amount of pathos to "Knockin' on Heaven's Door." But Bob's old pal Ramblin' Jack Elliott has the last word, stripping "Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues" down to its essence, playing it in his indelible blues style. It seems that the best covers are the ones that sound the least like Dylan songs. http://www.miaminewtimes.com/2007-12-20/music/various-artists============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2007/12/21 02:28_____________________________________Ramblin' Jack (with Sticky Vikki & the Pinecones :)) - San Francisco Bay Blues (December 16, 2007){youtube}ufVRrDP7FEk{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2007/12/21 02:53_____________________________________some YouTube comments:'saullouis'I first heard Jack in about 1962. I went out and bought a Gibson j45. Never had no regrets. I havent much talent but Jack was my idol. Heard him about 2 years ago in Albany NY. He did a really great job. I know for a few years he kind of didnt do too well. But recently just great. After the show I went up to him and told him Id been hearing him for 40 years. He told me to have my ears examined. :laugh: 'ejg4'His real name is Elliot Charles Adnopoz of Eastern European Ashkenazi extraction. He followed Woody Guthrie around for years, copied everything about him, then set out to make a career. Forerunner of the sexual revolution ( i.e. the assault on monogamy), the original "Jewish Cowboy". :unsure:============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/01/05 23:17_____________________________________.This article is from The Tripwire, NO 14, 2006FEATURESRamblin' Jack Elliott: 60 Minutes With An American Music Folk HeroRamblin' Jack Elliott is a hero of American Music. He was mentored by Woody Guthrie, called a "long lost father" by Dylan, and Mick Jagger claims to have first picked up a guitar after hearing Elliott's  "San Francisco Bay Blues." He is a folk musician, a poet, a storyteller, and a most of all, a cowboy. Earlier this year, the 75 year old Elliott put out a collection of traditional folk songs on Anti- called I Stand Alone. The album, contrary to its title, features guests like Flea and Lucinda Williams.Last week, Ramblin' Jack played a concert at the wonderful BB King's in New York City. Before the show, I was given the great honor of being able to meet Jack and ask him a few questions. Elliott is still a handsome man and looks much more like a cowboy than any New Yorker with a pair of tight jeans, a snap button shirt, and a pair of eBay-bought cowboy boots. He had long gray hair and was sitting on a couch with a cup of coffee. He was wearing an old shirt, wranglers, and a bandana around his neck. His large cowboy hat was upside down on the table next to him. Early on, Jack told me that his fans either ask about chord changes to his songs or tell him how much they love his records. His response: "I never listened to it. I'm not a music lover."When Elliott was a young kid living in Brooklyn, his parents made "a big mistake" and took him to see a rodeo with Gene Autry at Madison Square Garden. "I was just totally captivated by the horses, the cowboys with their big hats, and the cattle, the longhorn cattle. Then Gene appeared as if by magic with a bright spotlight shining on him and a circular hoop that had paper stretched over it so it made a bright circle of light. That was blocking the entrance gateway to where horses ride in. His horse leaped up over the bottom of that circle and came crashing through into the light bursting through the paper like a bullet."Elliott knew early on that Autry wasn't a real cowboy. "Nothing like the way it really is on the desert," he says. "It was a show. A very spectacular show." All of that didn't matter to Elliott. He wanted to be a cowboy, so at an early age, he ran away from home and joined the rodeo."I was just totally captivated by the horses, the cowboys with their big hats, and the cattle, the longhorn cattle." He got his first big break as a musician in the 1950s when he recorded a few songs for a country and folk compilation. Woody Guthrie was a dear friend of Jack's, and Jack was heavily influenced by Guthrie's songs. He eventually ended up touring Europe for many years and became a big influence on the emerging British music scene. When Jack returned from Europe, he went to visit Guthrie who had grown sick and met Bob Dylan.I (embarrassingly) told Jack that I had dressed up as Dylan during his Rolling Thunder Revue (of which Jack was a part of) and true to character, Jack busted right into some storytelling about that famous tour. "I was the first one to put the flower in my hat on Rolling Thunder Revue. We got into the Rolling Thunder Revue hat/flower contest, who could have more flowers in their hat. At each successive show, I'd have 3 flowers, Bob had 4. I'd have 4 and he'd have 5. We were just playing around with the makeup too. I had a heart painted on my face one time. Another time I had a tear coming out of my eye. We were like rodeo clowns. I remember when Arlo  asked Bob why he always had that clown white on his face. Arlo said, 'What's that shit on your face?' Bob said, 'what face?'"A few years after Elliott's daughter made The Ballad of Ramblin' Jack, a fantastic documentary about his life and career, Elliott decided to go into the studio and record a few quirky traditional songs that would become I Stand Alone. Lucinda Williams, Flea, Los Lobos' David Hidalgo, and Sleater Kinney's Corin Tucker all appear on the album w/ Jack. "Never met them," says Jack. "They didn't even tell me they were gonna do that."Elliott had gone into the studio, recorded a few favorites like The Carter Family's "Engine 143" or Hoagie Carmichael's "Hong Kong Blues," and all of the guests were recorded afterwards. The result is an intimate look at a living legend whose voice still has the campfire elements that made him such a hero for the past 50 or so years. If you're thinking that this is an attempt to remake a version of Johnny Cash's American Recordings, you're wrong. Elliott's album is much more loose, much more unrehearsed than Cash. It's as if you're listening to Elliott pick up the guitar in his living room and sing a few of his favorites for his nieces and nephews. Most of the time, you don't even notice anyone else is playing. Elliott commands your headphones and your attention never strays from his delicate guitar picking and raspy voice. It's a true treasure.My twenty minute conversation with Elliott turned into a full hour long discussion about Bob Dylan, where to find real cowboys, Earl Scruggs, cowboy poetry, The Byrds, and more. It's obvious where the man gets his name from, as a simple question can yield a 20-minute answer full of stories that had nothing, yet everything, to do with what I was asking. The man comes from the cowboy tradition and it doesn't seem like he can stay in one place for very long. "A cowboy never walks anywhere," he told me. It's his way to ramble on about the amazing life that he's had and is still having (Elliott will be headlining a four day cowboy poetry festival in Nevada starting on February 1st).The night climaxed when Elliott came on stage to play. He sat down by himself and played a set full of old classics like "San Francisco Bay Blues," "House Of The Rising Sun," and songs from his new album. His voice still sounded dynamite and his guitar playing never skipped a beat. He told stories (long stories) in between each song and for an hour, BB King's turned into a hot night in the horse stables of a large western ranch. People gathered around the campfire as everyone's hero, Ramblin' Jack Elliott, sang us songs, told us stories, and made us laugh.As Jack and I were finishing up our conversation, Jack leaned over and told me, "I met Mick Jagger one time. We talked for three or four hours. Never said a word about music." Gaynelle,  Jack's tour manager, looked him in the eye while speaking to me and said, "It's just a way for him to be a cowboy." Amen.Nov 14, 2006 in FEATURESThe link includes photos:http://www.thetripwire.com/features/2006/11/14/ramblin-jack-elliott-60-minutes-with-an-american-music-folk-hero============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/01/05 23:56_____________________________________.Btw, for any of you Bay Area (and beyond) people, Elliott plays tonight (the 5th) at the Noe Valley Ministry, in San Francisco.The link includes a map:http://tinyurl.com/6usszg8"San Francisco Bay Blues," from '58:http://www.sendspace.com/file/5e2kv3EDIT: Links are either outdated or dead.MA, 2012============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Chimes - 2008/01/06 01:28_____________________________________if you go into deaddisc.com and search Bleeker Street Blues,all sorts interesting references come upbeing a wonderful thread, I'll have to come back to thisThanks Warren============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/01/25 17:34_____________________________________.Elliott, along with Guy Clark, and Austin singer-songwriter Slaid Cleaves, will apparently be playing Town Hall on June 13th.On sale today  at 10 a.m.: Joe Jackson, April 12, UPAC in Kingston, $35-$60 at Ticketmaster; Guy Clark, Slaid Cleaves and Ramblin' Jack Elliott, June 13, Town Hall in NYC, $26-$36 at Ticketmaster; My Morning Jacket, June 20, Radio City Music Hall in NYC, $39.50 at Ticketmaster.http://www.recordonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080125/ENTERTAIN/801250336/-1/ENTERTAIN08============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/01/29 18:13_____________________________________.From JA 11, '08 here's Elliott, on stage, at "Bill's  Birthday Bash," with Phil Lesh and Jackie Greene.  They sing "Friend of The Devil."http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qwUDteBt0EDIT: The two videos in the next post have been "removed by the user."MA 2012============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2008/01/30 08:35_____________________________________alternative (close-up) video of San Francisco Bay Blues (December 16, 2007):{youtube}lrPYUerPCi8{/youtube}from the same show: I'll Be Your Baby Tonight{youtube}i3BG0tZt4fU{/youtube}he soldiers on, in spite of laryngitis============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/02/04 20:21_____________________________________.In England, some 50 years ago, when Bob Zimmerman was in Grade 11 or 12, Jack Elliott recorded this song:"Dink's Song"http://www.sendspace.com/file/jfzojf============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by T.H.MONK - 2008/02/05 03:43_____________________________________Thanks Warren for that nice version of "Dink's Song"..I seen to recall Mance Lipscomb doing a version..Am I correct?..Peace..B)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/02/09 22:37_____________________________________.Don't know, offhand, MONK.  Lipscomb being from from Texas, and the song having Texan origins, would seem to suggest that there's a fair chance that he did record it or sing it.I played a drop-dead gorgeous song, some hours ago, posted below.  The occasion was a gathering of friends and fellow musicians to celebrate Derroll Adams' 65th birthday, in October, 1990 (Adams, born in 1925, died FE 6th, 2000, and was best known for his "Portland Town."  Attending his celebration, and performing, were Bert Jansch, Jackie McShee, John Renbourn, and bassist extraordinaire, Danny Thompson.  Put another way,  Pentangle (minus drummer, Terry Cox).  Also present, was Happy Traum, a Bob pal from wayback, and Ramblin' Jack.  There were some other gifted musicians present, including Hans Theessink and Wizz Jones.Here's the Traditional song, "The American Stranger," arranged and played by Happy Traum.  Stunning guitar-playing, strong vocals, great sound, sung before an audience gathered in Derroll's honour (his actual birthday was in late November).http://www.sendspace.com/file/w26913More of Happy Traum's music is available from:http://www.homespuntapes.com/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by T.H.MONK - 2008/02/10 05:58_____________________________________Yes Warren I agree with you..The sound and performance by Happy are wonderful..Happy has a brother named Artie I believe..Woodstock boys as I recall..Happy was the one who recorded some sides way back in '71 with Bob..Later released on Greatest Hits Volume Two..My brother who is a pretty fair guitar player is a fan of one of the Traum brothers slide guitar playing..We had a blues band:"The Furnature City Slim Band"..Man those were the days!!(When we were still slim!) HA! Elmore James and J.B.Hutto meet George Thorogood!Years ago he had a VHS of slide guitar instruction from Homespun..Mance Lipscomb recorded several albums for Arhoolie back in the 60's..Thanks for bringing all these memories back to my mind..Keep up your excellant work..Peace my Brothers and Sisters..B)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/02/13 23:36_____________________________________.Ramblin' Jack will be at this year's Dylan Days, in Hibbing.  He'll perform a song on Bob's birthday in the Hibbing High School Auditorium.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/03/20 18:42_____________________________________.Excerpt from a recent interview with slide-guitarist and John Lee Hooker producer, Roy Rogers:http://img136.imageshack.us/img136/9773/royrogersfrom08intervieyb6.gifRoy RogersMichael : Tell me about the oral history recording of Ramblin' Jack Elliott that you're producing. Is this in the spirit of what Alan Lomax did? Roy: I produced a couple of records for Jack, The Long Ride and Friends of Mine. I've been friends with Jack now for, oh boy, at least ten years. Maybe a little more. And the thing about Jack Elliott is that he's truly a living legend. He is the link between Woody Guthrie and Bob Dylan. He was the last guy to hit the road with Woody Guthrie, when Woody was still traveling. Jack didn't write a lot of material. But, he's got stories and he has inspired more people than you can think of. We're talking across the water too. He was one of the first folkies, folk artist to go across to England. He made recordings in England in the mid-'50s. He's got stories about meeting the Stones, not just people here. When he came back to Greenwich Village in the early '60s he was already the old man. Dylan and Phil Ochs and all those guys, they were the new kids. He had already been there in the '50s and late '40s with Woody Guthrie. He recorded prolifically throughout his career. I want to get the stories and his narratives because people need to hear them first hand. Heâ€™s got an incredible memory about things in general and his travels have taken him far and wide. He's got stories about Sonny Terry and Brownie McGee, Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg and on down through the Rolling Thunder Review and farther. And he's inspired so many people. Johnny Cash loved Ramblin Jack Elliott!I wish Johnny Cash was still living. He would certainly make a contribution to tell people what a guy Rambling Jack is. Those kinds of people are what I'm talking about. So, I'm in the process of doing this recording and I have him up to 1963. There's a long way to go. We've done early stuff, we've done family stuff and I've got to get him back in the studio and do maybe a couple, two or three more sessions. We've already got, probably, a thousand hours worth. I'm gonna edit it and it'll probably be two or three CDs. And you know, he keeps his guitar handy, so if he feels like going into song. It's not about recording his songs. But, if it helps him tell the story, that's what we do. It's a very cool situation, very cool. And I hope to have some special guests make some comments. You know, Wavy Gravy's a dear friend of Jack. I can't tell you enough good things about Jack Elliott. He's just one of those people that I think a lot of younger people are not familiar with. How could they be? They're not really familiar with his recordings. Anyway, that's my latest project. I'm about ready to start writing for my new record that I hope will come out in the fall, maybe this year. I'm in no hurry. But, I'm sitting on this record with Ray Manzarek. It's done. We may do a more blues oriented record. I'm the kind of guy that when it comes to projects, I kind of got to get in the mood. It's got to strike me that now's the time to do it. I'm fortunate that way. In the meantime, there's lot of places to play.Note: Bolded text is mine.  http://www.modernguitars.com/archives/004251.html============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/04/02 23:13_____________________________________.Wavy's birthday party May 15Wavy Gravy will celebrate his 72nd Birthday on Thursday May 15th with a Benefit for Camp Winnarainbow at 142 Throckmorton Theatre, in the heart of Mill Valley. FeaturingMoonalice with G.E. Smith, Pete Sears, Barry Sless, Jimmy Sanchez, Roger & Ann McNamee with special guestsMickey Hart & Barry MeltonJonathan RichmanDavid NelsonRamblin' Jack ElliottEmory Joseph & Woody VermeireWavy Gravy & the Clown Conspiracy Show 7:30 (doors 7:00)Pre-show reception 6:00 â€“ 7:00General Admission Tickets $35Circle of Schmooze Tickets $100These include special seating, access to the pre-show reception and an autographed event poster.To purchase tickets please visit 142throckmortontheatre.org and click on tickets, or call 415-383-9600. Camp Winnarainbow is a Circus and Performing Arts Camp run by Wavy Gravy and his wife Jahanara Romney for over 30 years. Your ticket purchase is a contribution to Camp Winnarainbow and the Grace & Joy Scholarship Fund, which allows economically challenged children to attend camp. Camp Winnarainbow is a 501c3 non-profit organization. Circle of schmooze tickets are tax deductible as applicable by law. Please visit campwinnarainbow.org for more information. The Throckmorton Theatre is located at 142 Throckmorton Ave. in the heart of downtown Mill Valley. (Corner of Throckmorton Ave. and Madrona St.) Visit 142throckmortontheatre.org for directions.This entry was posted on Tuesday, April 1st, 2008 at 8:10 am and is filed under General discussion.http://cloudsurfing.gdhour.com/?p=781============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by PSB - 2008/04/08 01:10_____________________________________For those in the Bay area:Ramblin Jack ElliottAnd Country Joe McDonaldAn Evening of Song, Stories, Wit, Wisdom and Much More . . .Living Legends Share Stage for theFirst Time in Berkeley April 25 & 26thBerkeley CA- It is hard to believe that two of music's living legends and long time evangelical Woody Guthrie devotees had never broken bread together.   Three weeks ago, Ramblin Jack Elliott and Country Joe McDonald met for the first time for dinner at CafÃ© de la Paz in Berkeley's Gourmet Ghetto, and something special happened.   Jack picked up a guitar and started playing Woody Guthrie's Ladies Auxiliary and Country Joe, who has been performing his critically acclaimed tribute to Woody for several years, dropped his jaw when Ramblin Jack sang some long forgotten stanzas to the popular old Union ballad.   After hours of swapping lies, stories and lessons on text messaging, the two decided to do an intimate one-time only show right in the CafÃ© de la Paz's intimate (100 seat) Fiesta Room.WHERE: CafÃ© de la Paz 1600 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, CAWHEN: Friday & Saturday, April 26 & 27th============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by five_chimneys - 2008/04/09 05:03_____________________________________My thoughts on Ramblin JackHe was hot when he was young and still is. :)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/04/09 12:54_____________________________________http://img239.imageshack.us/img239/3240/jackelliottage22edmundted1.jpgHot ...http://img137.imageshack.us/img137/5197/jackcellphonekg1.jpg...still hot.chimneys has spoken. :)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/04/10 22:23_____________________________________This one slipped under the radar."Recorded at the Thistle Hotel, Barbican, London . It was a bitterly cold day and Jack had just flown into town with his daughter for a short but intense British tour and to receive a Lifetime Achievement Award at the Radio 2 Folk  Awards. I was interviewing him for a piece in The Telegraph. We sat at a small table in the hotel restaurant and Jack regaled me with stories and songs. About Woody Guthrie and Bob Dylan. About sailing ships, cowboy poets and rodeo clowns. About Jack Kerouac and adventures in Ireland. Settle back and enjoy."John May, Interviewerhttp://img81.imageshack.us/img81/2691/rjewithinterviewerjohnmwh9.jpghttp://www.sendspace.com/file/739qzwIf interested, you will learn more about Elliott's relationship with Dylan, over the decades, than in anything published that I am aware of, including "The Ballad of Ramblin' Jack."There is also a lot about Jack as a young guy, in particular.  Off the top of my head, the following are cited, and Jack does vocal imitations of a few, and imitates Bobby and Bob, several times:WoodyLead BellyTom PaleyLiam ClanceyKerouacGinsburgBob NeuwirthVictor MaimudesPeter LaFargeThis said, the inevitable rap about sailing ships, masts, ropes, cords, harbour captains, nautical flags, and so forth, precedes the artistically-related topics, generally speaking.  Interestingly, given that this discussion takes place in London, Derroll Adams' name does not surface. It no doubt would have if they had had another hour to spare. Incidentally, some of the anecdotes are hilarious.37MB, 70 minutes.The female voice, which is only heard a couple of times, is probably Jack's daughter, Aiyana.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2008/04/11 08:11_____________________________________That was wonderful, Warren - thanks! :)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by TimeFadesAway - 2008/04/21 21:25_____________________________________i attended a concert by the man himself just a few days ago. one of my favorite venues, this little church that doubles as a venue for folk, blues, and general "roots" music. near-perfect acoustics, capacity of about 250, a place where i've had the good fortune to both see and meet richie havens (twice), honeyboy edwards and jack once before.he played two sets this evening. a couple songs in, he started having trouble with his guitar (something about a battery needing to be replaced) and after trying to fix it himself for a while, it was taken backstage and tinkered with, allowing him to just sit there and tell stories. he talked about clarence white, meeting lead belly, talking with earl scruggs, 'dylan days' in hibbing (at which he is to play this year), the history of his old guitar (the one that was currently being fixed backstage), letting his dog drive a volvo (but how you should never under any circumstances let one drive an RV). to my surprise this actually disappointed some attendees (someone behind me said something to effect of "he better play a song cause if he just keeps talking i'm gonna leave". i also overheard someone outside during intermission talking about "the worst set i'd ever seen"), and i noticed the pews in front of me to be a bit sparser after intermission. they shouldn't have been there anyway.i got to meet jack himself during intermission (one of the many things i love about this venue is the fact that the artists usually come out into the social room to talk with people and sign autographs). i was planning on complimenting him on his version of 'tom thumb's blues' from the 'i'm not there' soundtrack and then asking him about the last time he saw bob, but the lady next to him (he later said to be the wife of guitarist roy rogers) was trying to move things along as there was a sizable line. i did however managed to get a handshake and "r. jack elliott" signed on my copy of 'i stand alone' and asked him to play "pastures of plenty", to which he said "well sure, that's a good one".i found out during the second set that he had a few requests, namely "jack of diamonds" and "912 greens", which he apologized for not being able to remember and offered to play "219 blues" instead, from which he said "912" was partly derived. after those he went back into the list of songs he had planned. at this point i thought he had forgotten "pastures of plenty", but at the end of the show he pointed to me in the audience and closed the show with the song! i think that warrants an exclamation mark.i jotted down the set on a church donation envelope, here it is for anyone interested--san francisco bay bluesleaving cheyennefreight train bluessadie browndon't think twice, it's all right-intermission-jack of diamonds219 bluesstewballol' sheppastures of plenty============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/04/21 21:54_____________________________________It's a mighty hard road ...being an entertainer. Thanks for your review, TFA. My guess, not that Elliott can't tell a story, poorly, is that not having his guitar to cradle and play a few notes, here and there, rattled him a bit.Good one about getting your request for "Pastures of Plenty" played, and for being non-verbally cited. B)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by wildfishes - 2008/04/21 21:56_____________________________________Great recounting of the show.  Thanks, TimeFades! I saw him in Seattle in the 1980's at an old small funky venue called the Rainbow Tavern in the U District.  I was just out driving around with a buddy with nothing to do and we saw the sign out front and decided to drop in for the show.  It was the same sort of experience that you recount.  The atmosphere was like sitting in a living room.  He said that the main reason he was in the Seattle area was to visit the plant where they made Kenworth trucks.  If I remember correctly he had either a broken leg or arm in a cast.  At one point he broke a string on his guitar and while he took his time restringing it (I think he got the string from an audience member) he just told stories.  Mainly about traveling with Woody and some other funny stories and a couple jokes.  It was a wonderful, unexpected experience and the first time I'd ever seen a live show that was so personal and clearly heartfelt.I can't believe people complained about him sitting there telling stories. Well, sadly, I guess I can. That must have been quite a thrill to have him point you out and then sing Pastures of Plenty.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/05/01 12:33_____________________________________Some Spring and Summer Ramblin' Jack dates:  Sat 5/17/2008 8pm Groveland CA Historic Iron Door Saloon  Sat 5/24/2008 Fri: One Song @ Singer/Songwriter Hibbing MN Hibbing High School Auditorium  Fri 6/6/2008 8:00 PM Chester NY Bodles Opera House  Sun 6/8/2008 7:30pm Brattleboro VT The Church  Wed 6/11/2008 7:00 PM Annapolis MD Rams Head Tavern  Fri 6/13/2008 004> New York NY Town Hall Theatre  Fri 6/13/2008 8pm New York NY Town Hall Theatre  Sun 6/15/2008 8pm Albany NY The Linda  Fri 6/20/2008 8:00 PM Charlottesville VA The Paramount Theater  Sun 7/6/2008 TBD New Bedford MA Whaling National Historical Park  Sun 8/10/2008 TBD Regina, SK, Canada, Regina Folk Festival  Sat 8/30/2008 7:00 PM Approximately Nelson OH Nelson Ledges Quarry ParkHere's Jack Elliott (before he was known as Ramblin' Jack Elliott) giving a spoken imitation of Lead Belly, and then singing the song, "Blind Lemon Jefferson."  This performance took place 43 years ago (AP 30th), at Town Hall, where Elliott will be this June.  If you want to get a sense of how good Elliott was as an entertainer, then give this one a listen. (Btw, Vanguard is the label to check out if you want more of this vintage of JE).http://www.sendspace.com/file/i9t2hdhttp://www.keithcase.com/profiles/Ramb/index.htm============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/05/15 12:40_____________________________________May 14, 2008 At the request of artist management, the Paramount Theater performance featuring Guy Clark, Ramblin' Jack Elliott, and Jesse Winchester, scheduled for Friday, June 20, has been postponed. Musician Guy Clark is taking time off from his touring schedule to recuperate after suffering a broken leg. The performance will now be rescheduled. The Paramount has contacted all ticket holders for the performance, who will be able to use their June 20 tickets for the new show date to be announced.http://www.charlottesvillenewsplex.tv/news/headlines/18935429.htmlThis is one of Elliott's few self-penned songs. He once recorded this with Johnny Cash."Cup of Coffee," Marin Bluegrass Festival, CA, AP 28 74 http://www.sendspace.com/file/jau3lgTechnical assistance by 4th Time Around.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/05/23 09:50_____________________________________Update:Also,  Rogers mentioned he's been holing up at Prairie Sun recording studios with Ramblin' Jack Elliott, working on a spoken-word record of the itinerant folkie's life. Look for that to come out later this year or early next year.http://pop.pressdemocrat.com/default.asp?item=2205785============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2008/05/23 19:55_____________________________________that would be the first quadruple album============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2008/05/28 13:14_____________________________________The Itch to Ramble (short, 12 min. documentary)part 1{youtube}YfET_hdOrqY{/youtube}part 2{youtube}iHLb-r9Leic{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/05/28 14:50_____________________________________Great find, 4th! Thank you.Correction in part 1: The "late night banter and song fragments" were not on Young Brigham, the Warner Bros. album under discussion.  The banter and fragments were on the follow-up Warner album, Bull Durham Sacks & Railroad Tracks. According to Stefan Wirz, both albums are from 1967. Possibly, they were recorded at the same sessions, but that's conjecture on my part.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/05/28 16:09_____________________________________Correction in part 2:"After a 20 year hiatus from the recording industry, Ramblin' Jack Elliott returned, in 1995, with South Coast.At the risk of sounding picky (who, me?), the above just isn't so. After the two Warner albums, in 1967, Jack stepped back into a studio and recorded what he described as his best album up to that point.  The vinyl album was Kerouac's Last Dream, recorded in 1980, in Germany. This album had nine or ten songs, including his 2nd recorded version of "912 Greens."  Elliott was in his 49th year.http://img81.imageshack.us/img81/8600/kerouacslastdreamoriginti6.jpgThen, in 1990, Jack, along with the late, U. Utah Phillips and "Spider" John Koerner, recorded a live album, (Legends of Folk), on the Red House Records label, in which Jack sang five songs, including a third version of "912 Greens."  He was in good form.  Incidentally, of the officially recorded versions of the song, nothing tops the original, from 1967, imo.Then came South Coast in 1995, and to my mind, while the album is a good one, it's not as good as Kerouac's Last Dream, an album that very few had heard on this side of the Atlantic.  In 1997, Appleseed Recordings got American distribution rights to the album, tossed in about 10 outtakes, slapped together an unbecoming drawing of Elliott, and there you have it.  The nine or 10 song original album is a better overall listen.As for South Coast winning a Grammy (Dave Van Ronk was also a nominee, that year), to my mind, it was more along the lines of Elliott deserving something.  In a sense, I believe that the award was akin to a lifetime achievement award, not that South Coast was a bad album.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2008/05/28 16:32_____________________________________Thanks for the clarifications + added info, Warren.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2008/05/28 16:50_____________________________________April 17, 2008San DiegoDon't Think Twice, It's Alright{youtube}y2z5F11ZLi0{/youtube}Pastures of Plenty(seems to be last song in set, his voice is rough){youtube}Wlokeez6KIk{/youtube}(reminder: Jack was born almost 10 years before young Mr. Dylan!)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/06/02 12:34_____________________________________Coming up:Fri 6/6/2008 8:00 PM Chester NY Bodles Opera House  Sun 6/8/2008 7:30pm Brattleboro VT The Church============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by PSB - 2008/06/02 17:47_____________________________________Warren wrote:Great find, 4th! Thank you.Correction in part 1: The "late night banter and song fragments" were not on Young Brigham, the Warner Bros. album under discussion.  The banter and fragments were on the follow-up Warner album, Bull Durham Sacks & Railroad Tracks. According to Stefan Wirz, both albums are from 1967. Possibly, they were recorded at the same sessions, but that's conjecture on my part.I'm very surprised Stefan Wirz says that on his site.  Bull Durham Tracks was was recorded way later, in a different city, different studio, with different players.  Young Brigham was recorded in Los Angeles, Bull Durham Sacks, in Nashville.  But it was either recorded in late 69 or even the year of its release, 1970.  The key to this of course is "Lay Lady Lady" which of course was written and recorded in 1969.  The second key is the opening track, "Me and Bobby McGhee."  The first recording of that song was a single by Roger Miller which was also in 1969.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/06/09 05:53_____________________________________Before I posted the above, Peter, I checked album labels and jackets for dates.  Only the date of the liner notes by Johnny Cash, on "Brigham," were cited, that being DE 13, 1967.  My gut instinct was that "Bull Durham" didn't appear until sometime later, and Stefan Wirz' claim puzzled me.I'd forgotten about LLL, but had I taken a moment to scan the song titles, then the proverbial coin would have dropped, and I may have then pointed out Wirz' (obvious) error.  I may also have spotted the details about the different recording locales, indicated on the jackets.Thanks for setting the matter straight.Coming up:Wed 6/11/2008 7:00 PM Annapolis MD Rams Head Tavern  Fri 6/13/2008 004> New York NY Town Hall Theatre  Fri 6/13/2008 8pm New York NY Town Hall Theatre  Sun 6/15/2008 8pm Albany NY The Linda Source: http://www.keithcase.com/profiles/Ramb/index.htm============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/06/10 11:46_____________________________________From a brief John Prine Q & A, dated JN 5th:Red Rocks is your latest visit to Colorado. What was your earliest?â€œIn the summer of â€˜73, Ramblinâ€™ Jack Elliott and myself played a tour of nothing but Colorado ski towns in the summertime. There are crowds year round for different events now, but back then a lot of those little ski towns werenâ€™t known as destinations, so we were playing mostly to locals in movie theatres. And it was absolutely crazy. If I live to be 200, Iâ€™ll remember that tour. We got in an RV with Ramblinâ€™ Jackâ€™s big sheepdog Caesar, and we had about eight people with us that I think fell off of Ken Keseyâ€™s bus. We just rambled around Colorado. It was great!â€•http://www.examiner.com/x-363-Denver-Music-Examiner~y2008m6d5-Asked-and-answered-John-PrineNOTE TO ADMIN:  This is the second time that I've posted a link to a thread since the recent changes at The NEP that hasn't worked.  Just sayin'.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/07/03 16:43_____________________________________This weekend, in Hew Hampshire and Massachusetts:Ramblinâ€™ Jack Elliott Sat 07/05/08   Newmarket, NH  Stone Church    Sun 07/06/08   New Bedford, MA  Whaling Museum   Here's a song by Derroll Adams from a long ago out-of-print album of his.  He has an anonymous "Jack" in the studio on this occasion, flatpicking. Adams plays his banjo and sings."Portland Town,"  by Derroll Adams (composer of the song), from 1967.  Adams was 42:http://www.sendspace.com/file/julg63============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/07/06 15:10_____________________________________Iâ€™d Have 3 Flowers, Bob had 4.http://img172.imageshack.us/img172/2377/dylanrtrwflowersinhatla0.jpgFrom a blog:A few years back, we went up to BB Kingâ€™s in Times Square and sat in a small dark room with Ramblinâ€™ Jack Elliott, an upside down Stetson, and a whole mess of coffee. Tim didnâ€™t know how to work a camera, I didnâ€™t know how to do an interview, but Ramblinâ€™ Jack sure did know how to talk. He gave us a little info about him and Bob Dylan touring together as the Rolling Thunder Revue and we just about lost it:â€œI was the first one to put the flower in my hat on Rolling Thunder Revue. We got into the Rolling Thunder Revue hat/flower contest, who could have more flowers in their hat. At each successive show, Iâ€™d have 3 flowers, Bob had 4. Iâ€™d have 4 and heâ€™d have 5. We were just playing around with the makeup too. I had a heart painted on my face one time. Another time I had a tear coming out of my eye. We were like rodeo clowns. I remember when Arlo  asked Bob why he always had that clown white on his face. Arlo said, â€˜Whatâ€™s that shit on your face?â€™ Bob said, â€˜What face?â€™â€•http://www.coldsplinters.com/?p=198============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by diamond sky - 2008/07/06 17:35_____________________________________Warren wrote:This weekend, in Hew Hampshire and Massachusetts:Ramblinâ€™ Jack Elliott Sat 07/05/08   Newmarket, NH  Stone Church    Sun 07/06/08   New Bedford, MA  Whaling Museum   warren, thanks for the tip!we're on our way to the whaling museum!show starts @ 3pm.ten bucks ain't a bad deal i hope jack speaks of paul clayton.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by diamond sky - 2008/07/07 02:07_____________________________________great show!  ramblin' didn't mention clayton, but, he spoke of every sea capt and ship he knew of along with mentioning ships whenever he could.  he's a riot and extremely adorable.i could have listened to jack carry on all eve.he kicked off the show with 'san francisco bay blues'and told a funny story abt mick jagger hearing him on a train platform when jagger was a young lad.  this led into the stones song, connections, which has the same chords as san franciso bay blues.he played a couple of bob's tunes.'i'll be your baby tonight'.later he mentioned bob was a village club back in the 60's when ramblin played 'don't think twice'  he said he saw bob standing in the room with what appeared to be a halo around his head.  bob said, 'i relinquish this song to you, jack' B) i didn't feel like shooting photos while he was performing, but, got a couple prior to the show from a distance while he graciously met with people and signed autographs. apologies for quality.jack's approachable, but, i wasn't in the mood to deal with the mobs.http://www.picvault.info/images/537076011_ramblinjack6jul08.jpgthe woman on the stage introducing jack is phil ochs sister, sonny.p.s. following the show, he was anxious to tour the amazing whaling museum.  it's a beauty!also asked a professional photographer what he planned to do with the photos he shot of the show.  he said, he'll publish some on his blog:  http://folkbluegrassblog.com============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by LostJohn - 2008/07/07 02:11_____________________________________Thanks Diamond!Good insights, you'll be in the mood next time.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by diamond sky - 2008/07/07 02:20_____________________________________ha! ya think john.i'm pretty shy ya know B) anyhooo, here's the other photo.poor guy hadn't even performed yet, he was resting on a chair and people were surrounding him.http://www.picvault.info/images/537076012_ramblin.jpg============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Rubyinthebackyard - 2008/07/07 02:35_____________________________________Shy?You?No way :blush: glad you enjoyed yourself.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by diamond sky - 2008/07/07 04:51_____________________________________thanks, ruby..yeah, i'm pretty friendly. i'm surely not going to bug a artist tho unless they bug me first.  we did enjoy ourselves despite the outdoor heat & humidity.summerfest is a worthwhile event on cobblestone streets.there were at least 6 or 8 outdoor workshop stages with fantastic performers.we ran into eddie, who i'm sure many people here at nep know.he entered ramblin's show with us.  he stuck by me, wearing a dylan fan sticker pass thing and claimed he was with the press B)  i persuaded him to walk over and take a photo. can't say it's any better than the others, but, he did it!ya gotta laugh! http://www.picvault.info/images/537076016_6jul08.jpg============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/07/07 13:16_____________________________________> i didn't feel like shooting photos while he was performing ...Good thing, Dancin'.  Elliott DOES NOT like to be photographed, while performing.Glad you ("us") enjoyed the gig. Thanks for your report.Edit:  I just put quotes around the "us," Dancin', but if you add a bracket, then the smiley appears.  Weird. :(============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by diamond sky - 2008/07/12 16:57_____________________________________ha! let me try that ~ ("us")warren, he said if people continued shooting at him, he would have to shoot back seems the guy from the patriot ledger was true to his word! he posted photos and more at his blog http://folkbluegrassblog.comphotos ~ http://search.fotki.com/idesign/?search_text=ramblin%27_jack_elliottyoutube videos ~ http://2008newbedfordsummerfest.googlepages.com/homehttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2CSRqdDcrAhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dar_G007Icohttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AeCTknumIakenjoy!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/07/13 09:47_____________________________________I did, diamond sky.  Great post!  Thanks.Ftr, of the three vids that diamond sky posted, I'd recommend the second and third ones.  I just spent a half-hour typing up a post (I was, naturally, logged in) describing these, but when I clicked on "Submit," the message was not posted and it showed that I was "logged out."  This has been happening a lot since the recent techno changes to the Forum.  Anyone else experiencing this?http://img410.imageshack.us/img410/8238/ramblinjackelliottcowbojt0.jpgCowboy, Beat, Folksinger's Folksinger, soon to turn 77============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/07/20 17:09_____________________________________http://img511.imageshack.us/img511/8541/ramblinjackwgesmithhaigme6.jpgRamblin' Jack, Great American Music Hall, San Francisco Occasion: Haight Ashbury Free Clinics' Benefit, JN 22 08G. E. Smith is on the left.http://img241.imageshack.us/img241/6296/gesmithhaightashburyfregi6.jpgG. E. Smith============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/07/23 17:41_____________________________________Some Billy Faier news (from a blog):http://img397.imageshack.us/img397/2828/billyfaierprobjn08xt8.jpgJN 23 08This past weekend was Gene and Angela's annual "Spudacular" aka: The First Potato Salad of Summer Picnic in St. Paul MN. While this event always attracts some pretty darn good musicians (and me), this time the legendary banjo picker Billy Faier performed. He had done a gig at the Ginkgo Coffee House on Thursday. The stars and frets were aligned such, that he put on a house concert on Gene's back deck for about a dozen or so lucky folks on Saturday afternoon.Meeting and spending time with Billy is an experience, privilege, and a pleasure. He shoots from the hip and is very economical with his words in the course of conversation. I aptly listened a lot and was fascinated by his recollections on his career in folk music. On Friday afternoon he took my friend Wayne behind the proverbial banjo woodshed. He said Wayne's banjo "had no bottom" and it's neck was too skinny (as in narrow). Also he told Wayne "You don't play any notes!" No kidding! Wayne is more adept at frailing. Like I'm more comfortable strumming or flat picking my guitar than actually trying to play music...Sheeesh.Jo (Deermouse) and I were attempting to tune my guitar to her autoharp, but it took too long and Billy mumbled something and ambled away. I suspect when you've played with the giants of the genre, you don't have a lot of patience for a neophyte suffering from "chain-saw ear".Billy is a gracious guy and has a wry sense of humor, and I get the sense he's always thinking something.  Or maybe playing something. Twice while I was at Henriksen's Billy sat down at the piano and played...West Texas Rag? Shit, I don't know, but it was darn good. I'll try and post a picture from his show soon. As Rambling Jack Elliott wrote in his song 912 Greens: "We had the name of this 5 string banjo player named Billy Faier to look up, so we found Billy Faier, down there at 912 Toulouse Street and the rest, well that's a whole 'nother song."http://thewhitsuntidesingers.blogspot.com/2008/06/billy-faier-live.htmlBilly Faier's website:http://www.billyfaier.com/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/08/08 08:49_____________________________________Tommy Shaw, of Styx, being interviewed:M: Name a musician whom you admire, and would like to collaborate with.TS: Iâ€™d like to sit down with Ramblinâ€™ Jack Elliot  and be to him what he was to Woody Guthrie.http://www.eagletimes.com/ET/Story/080806-jem-SHAW============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/08/21 18:55_____________________________________I have heard, from a usually reliable source, that the new album will include a cover by Mississippi John Hurt.  As stated elsewhere in this thread, Elliott once arm-wrestled with Hurt ...and lost.Courtesy of moon j. and expectingrain.com:Tuesday, August 19, 2008Ramblin' Jack Elliott back in the studio Legendary troubadour Ramblinâ€™ Jack Elliott has entered the studio with producer Joe Henry (Bettye LaVette, Solomon Burke, Elvis Costello/Allen Toussaint) to record the follow-up to his Anti- Records debut, 2006â€™s I Stand Alone. The 77 year old Elliott sings and plays acoustic guitar, and is backed by a stellar collection of musicians, among them Van Dyke Parks, Brian Wilsonâ€™s collaborator on SMiLE and dozens of others from Joanna Newsome to U2, and David Hidalgo of Los Lobos fame on guitar.Revered for his interpretive take on traditional American music, Elliott steps out of the cast that has shaped his legend -- 50+ years in the making -- on the new record. Dark and evocative landscapes crafted by Henry, a wonderful musician himself, construct a mood that is enhanced by Elliottâ€™s world-scarred voice. Together, musician and producer examine a carefully selected number of pre-WWII blues songs in a wholly unique way. "Jack Elliot had never approached this music before,â€• say Henry, â€œbut it's important to understand that many of the country blues masters represented here were friends of Jack's. These blues share a tremendous amount -- in both form and substance -- with the folk music of the same era, the 1930s; and few people made any such distinctions during that day. Everybody was dipping from the same stream, be it Woody Guthrie or Tampa Red, Jimmie Rodgers or Furry Lewis; and Jack drank it all in. His approach is fresh but authentic. He's using an old language but he's speaking in the present tense."One of the great American musical treasures, Elliott has had a rich and storied life. As a budding musician, Jack developed his voice under the tutelage of Woodrow Wilson Guthrie, truck hitching across the country off and on for a couple of years with Woody, carrying â€œonly razors and guitars.â€• The pair eventually landed in the McCarthy-free enclave of Topanga Canyon CA in the 1950s, where Elliott played for James Dean and stole his girl (who later became Elliottâ€™s first wife). On the other coast, Elliott was also a fixture of the Greenwich Village scene, and once spent â€œthree days and a lot of wineâ€• listening to Jack Kerouac read On the Road. But it is his relationship with a young Bob Dylan that Elliott is perhaps most famous for. Though back in the 1960s the up-and-coming Dylan was often mistakenly dubbed the â€œson of Jack Elliott,â€• today Elliott simply states â€œDylan learned from me the same way I learned from Woody.â€•Scheduled for release early next year, the yet-untitled release from Ramblin Jack Elliott promises to be an original and compelling rendering of timeless songs by one of the most important figures in American music.http://mickieszoo.blogspot.com/2008/08/ramblin-jack-elliott-back-in-studio.html============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/08/27 14:34_____________________________________Elliott will be appearing this Saturday, AU 30th., at Nelson Ledges Quarry Park, Ohio.If you are in the Bay Area, he will be at Camp Mather, Yosemite, this Thursday, the 28th.http://img156.imageshack.us/img156/1112/ramblinjacknelsonledgestk9.jpgRamblin' Jack at Nelson Ledges Quarry Park, 2007============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Nutopia - 2008/08/27 16:31_____________________________________Warren wrote:Elliott will be appearing this Saturday, AU 30th., at Nelson Ledges Quarry Park, Ohio.If you are in the Bay Area, he will be at Camp Mather, Yosemite, this Thursday, the 28th.http://img156.imageshack.us/img156/1112/ramblinjacknelsonledgestk9.jpgRamblin' Jack at Nelson Ledges Quarry Park, 2007I need etiquette help...I had every intention of going to see Ramblin' Jack at this Ohio show. In fact, I was just going to spend the weekend at this music festival. However, I'm a groomsman in a wedding the next week and the bachelor party is this Saturday - the day Ramblin' Jack plays. So... uh... can anyone think of a good excuse?============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/08/27 16:57_____________________________________No excuse necessary.  You tell the groom what you REALLY want to do, and why.  Ask him to let you off the hook, Nutopia.  Elliott is only doing a couple of dozen gigs, annually, nowadays.  If you truly want to go and then don't go, and never see him, subsequently, I think you'll regret it at some point in your life.  Opportunity is knockin'.  Go.  But be upfront with your buddy.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/09/05 15:47_____________________________________Some upcoming Texas shows:Thu 9/18/2008 8:00 PM  Austin TX Texas Union Ballroom Fri 9/19/2008 8:00 PM Fort Worth TX McDavid Studio-Bass Performance Hall Sat 9/20/2008 7:30 PM Winnsboro TX Crossroads CoffeehouseI happened upon a link to The Old Quarter, in Galveston, TX, which said:TUESDAY. Sep. 16th - Ramblin' Jack Elliott - Yes this great legend will be here. It will sell out.Ftr, The Old Quarter was once in Houston, and is where Townes Van Zandt recorded (in 1973) what some consider to be his masterpiece. Then it's out to Californy:Sat 9/27/2008 3:00 PM Big Sur CA Henry Miller Library Theater============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Tim Out of Mind - 2008/09/11 04:41_____________________________________Anyone going to see Jack?============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/10/04 09:31_____________________________________Elliott in Austin, SE 18 08:- sings "San Francisco Bay Blues," by Jesse Fuller- tells a story about Jesse Fuller, citing Paul Mc Cartney learning SFBB from an Elliott record.- sings "High Sheriff From Baltimore," another Fuller song that Elliott has never recorded.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JQhAiD6QTc&feature=related============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/11/09 08:28_____________________________________http://img522.imageshack.us/img522/9872/guycarawanwbjo1961wm1.jpgGuy Carawan, 1961We Shall Overcome In 1960, when Guy Carawan first came to the Highlander Research and Education Center, then known as the Highlander Folk School and located near Chattanooga in Monteagle, Tenn., he was a 33-year-old veteran of the Greenwich Village folk revival and a compatriot of Ramblinâ€™ Jack Elliott and Pete Seeger. Guy and his wife, Candie, met at Highlander when he took over the music program there that same year and have stayed with the school ever since, participating in sit-ins, teaching new generations of activists, and introducing the anthem â€œWe Shall Overcomeâ€• to the civil-rights movement.Their efforts may not have made them household names, but last week the Tennessee chapter of the ACLU honored the Carawans with its Lifetime Achievement Award for their decades of activism and organizing.â€œThe Carawans lifelong integration of music with activism, including their role in introducing â€˜We Shall Overcomeâ€™ to the civil rights movement, exemplifies the power of freedom of expression to promote justice and equality,â€™ said ACLU-TN executive director Hedy Weinberg in a press release.With the rest of the Highlander Center staff, the Carawans moved to Knoxville in 1961 after a Georgia group branded Highlander a communist training school. Since 1971, the Center has been based in New Market, about 25 miles east of Knoxville. (Matthew Everett)http://img148.imageshack.us/img148/8810/jackelliottfrankhamiltotd4.jpgL to R: Perry Horton, Jack Elliott, Lee Tom Perry, Frank Hamilton, Guy Carawan at the Highlander Folk School, 1953Again, Hamilton and Carawan were the "Frank and Guy" of Elliott's masterpiece, "912 Greens."http://www.metropulse.com/news/2008/nov/05/eye-scene-stage-directions/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/11/15 21:21_____________________________________Elliott's forthcoming album, A Stranger Here, is set to be released AP 07, 2009, according to his record label, ANTI-Records. A current press release has this to say:He stole James Dean's girl, listened for two days while Jack Kerouac read him On the Road, and taught Dylan everything he knew , now Ramblin' Jack Elliott is trying something new: lending his plaintive drawl to Depression-era blues classics. Produced by Joe Henry (Elvis Costello, Solomon Burke, Bettye LaVette), the new album also features guest appearances from David Hidalgo (Los Lobos, Tom Waits) and Van Dyke Parks. Out April 7.This Blind Willie Johnson song may take a little getting used to.  It is very different from anything Elliott's done that I'm aware of.  I've only heard it twice, but I have a hunch it will grow on me."Soul of a Man," by Ramblin' Jack Elliott http://www.sendspace.com/file/dym8htThe ANTI- label is offering a free download of artists on their label, Mavis Staples included.The download (left side, near the top) can be found here:http://www.antilabelblog.com/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Flowr - 2008/11/15 22:06_____________________________________thanks warren!I love it.A hell of a song (in a good way), and a great job by Jack!Thanks for these updates!Ever hear Catfish Keith''s version of Soul of a Man?It is track 10 on his cd Rollin SEa:http://www.cduniverse.com/search/xx/music/pid/7158932/a/Rolling+Sea.htmif you're interested.But I'm not drawing comparisons.It's just yet another interpretation.And I love Jack's!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/12/17 13:01_____________________________________My pleasure, Flowr.http://img385.imageshack.us/img385/2629/ramblinjackelliottrestrld1.jpgFrom Anti Records, Elliott's label:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT TO RELEASE A STRANGER HERE APRIL 7 2009Legendary Troubadour Explores Depression-Era Blues Classics with Producer Joe HenryRamblin' Jack Elliott will release his long-anticipated follow-up to his 2006 ANTI- Record debut I Stand Alone on April 7th 2009, entitled A Stranger Here. Working with producer Joe Henry (Bettye LaVette, Solomon Burke, Elvis Costello/Allen Toussaint), the 77 year old Elliott sings and plays acoustic guitar, and is backed by a stellar collection of musicians handpicked by Henry, among them Van Dyke Parks and David Hidalgo (Los Lobos).Revered for his interpretive take on traditional American music, on A Stranger Here Elliott steps out of the country/folk arena that has shaped his legend, 50+ years in the making. Haunting and evocative landscapes crafted by Henry construct a mood that is enhanced by Elliott's world-scarred voice. Together, musician and producer examine a carefully selected number of pre-WWII blues songs in a wholly unique way. From the liner notes of A Stranger Here, Henry writes: "I pitched the idea that he interpret country blues music from the Depression era of his birth... songs as dark, funny and strange as is he and the times that produced them, and also ones that still resonate in these turbulent days: songs from the blues masters Jack had known during their latter-day resurgence - and his own ascension - in the early sixties (Son House, Mississippi John Hurt, Rev. Gary Davis); songs that share shape and subject with many folk songs of the same period but speak with a particular poetry to struggle, love, justice and mortality - off-handedly and all at once... I needn't have pitched so hard. Jack seemed intrigued by the notion from the start, and had no trouble reading the songs as pertinent to him. He pounced on each one as it came up during the four days of recording in my basement studio, gave each a face of suave cunning, and was as unexpectedly arch as Bob Hope might've seemed strolling through a Fellini tableau. He's using an old language but always speaking in the present tense." One of the great American musical treasures, Elliott has had a rich and storied life. As a budding musician, Jack developed his voice under the tutelage of Woodrow Wilson Guthrie, truck hitching across the country off and on for a couple of years with Woody, carrying "only razors and guitars." The pair eventually landed in the McCarthy-free enclave of Topanga Canyon CA in the 1950s, where Elliott played for James Dean and later married Dean's former flame. On the other coast, Elliott was also a fixture of the Greenwich Village scene, and once spent "three days and a lot of wine" listening to Jack Kerouac read On the Road. But it is his relationship with a young Bob Dylan that Elliott is perhaps most famous for, though back in the 1960s the up-and-coming Dylan was often mistakenly dubbed the "son of Jack Elliott." Today Elliott simply states "Dylan learned from me the same way I learned from Woody."A Stranger Here promises to be another wonderful tome in the library of Ramblin Jack Elliott, one of the great American storytellers.http://www.anti.com/catalog/view/123/A_Stranger_Here============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2008/12/19 08:07_____________________________________http://img265.imageshack.us/img265/3305/wguthriejelliottthemusimb8.jpgSong samples are in the link.  Some of Elliott's songs are rare, and are among his first recordings, dating from the early-to-mid 1950s. http://www.amazon.co.uk/Musical-Grandfather-Father-Bob-Dylan/dp/B001BHTNBI/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&s=music&qid=1229667889&sr=1-3============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/01/30 09:58_____________________________________Hilarious! Some of you will have heard Dylan and Elliott sing "Acne," from 1961, on The Ballad of Ramblin' Jack soundtrack, but the RTR video segment (in its entirety), here, is not in "The Ballad" video.Don't miss it, kids. Bob drivin' and Jack puffin', on the RTR bus: http://www.understandingacnefree.com/acne-pictures/ramblin-jack-elliott-bob-dylan-acne-live-1961Bonus laff: on the Acne Treatment Blog, yet! :woohoo:============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/02/01 05:58_____________________________________Jack talks about his forthcoming album, and weighs in on the state of the economy:Ramblin' Jack Elliott And Friends Sing The BluesFri Jan 30, 2009 7:17pm ESTBy Michael D. AyersNEW YORK (Billboard) - Van Dyke Parks and Los Lobos' David Hidalgo lend a hand on storied songwriter Ramblin' Jack Elliott's second album this decade, "A Stranger Here."Due April 7th via Anti-, the set finds Elliott, 77, working with producer Joe Henry to interpret Depression-era blues songs. Parks contributes piano and vibraphone, while Hidalgo offers acoustic guitar and accordion."The record company selected about 15 old blues songs that I might choose to learn, and I was listening to that CD about four or five times a day for three months," Elliott said of the origin of the project. "I got a good feel for some of the songs, but I didn't memorize them. So I was a bit nervous, because I hadn't memorized a single song. But I tried to give a good reading, despite all that half-assed preparation."The album was recorded in just four days, a pace Elliott attributes to the backing band. "They followed me; they were good listeners, good followers and gave a really great back up," he said. "It was so thrilling; I just dug into it."Grateful Dead fans will recognize "Death Don't Have No Mercy," a staple in the seminal band's early sets. Also included are the Son House classic "Grinnin' in Your Face" and a marching, dark version of Blind Willie Johnson's "Soul of a Man."The material here reflects the current economic crisis, a fact that's not lost on Elliott. "I think they're trying to deter people from getting too scared," he said."The word 'recession' is just a polite way trying to make it sound nicer. When I was born, it was the worst year of the depression -- 1931. But I was too young to notice anything."Reuters/Billboardhttp://www.reuters.com/article/musicNews/idUSTRE50U03V20090131============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/02/10 09:35_____________________________________Courtesy of moon j, expectingrain.com, and a tip from PSB:http://img7.imageshack.us/img7/4718/rjewearingsportsjacketwyz3.jpg============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/02/16 15:59_____________________________________http://img17.imageshack.us/img17/7548/rjeastrangerherecdcoverso9.jpgHere's another cut from Elliott's forthcoming album:Rev. Gary Davis', "Death Don't Have No Mercy"http://www.nodepression.com/articles.aspx?id=5282============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by LostJohn - 2009/02/16 16:23_____________________________________Thanks Warren!Good to see ya.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/02/19 15:05_____________________________________A recent Arlo Guthrie performance, in London, included the following between-song patter, according to reviewer Andy Gill:Later, he recounts how his mother insisted that on his first solo teenage trip to LA, he had to stay with his father's old travelling companion Ramblin' Jack Elliott, who promptly fixed him up with his first tab of acid, a transaction that went as follows:"Take this." "What is it?" "Don't worry, it'll wear off."B)http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/music/reviews/arlo-guthrie-100-club-london-1605274.html============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/02/27 09:15_____________________________________Here are the track listings for Elliott's forthcoming album:1. Rising High Water Blues  2. Death Don't Have No Mercy  3. Rambler's Blues  4. Soul Of A Man  5. Richland Women Blues  6. Grinnin' In Your Face  7. The New Strangers Blues  8. Falling Down Blues  9. How Long Blues  10. Please Remember Me  Editorial ReviewProduct DescriptionRamblin' Jack Elliott is one of folk music's most enduring legends. An influence on everyone from Bob Dylan and Pete Seeger to the Rolling Stones and the Grateful Dead, Elliott used his charismatic cowboy image to bring his love of folk music to one generation after another. On A Stranger Here, Elliott takes on Depression Era blues songs that have a particular resonance in these turbulent times. With his world scarred voice wrapped around these dark songs of dark days, Elliott has made his masterpiece, an album at once elegiac and defiant, that can stand beside great late career recordings by master singers like Billie Holiday and Frank Sinatra. With the fantastically sympathetic producer Joe Henry at the board, Ramblin' Jack delivers the album his legend has always deserved, and finally proves not just that he is a great folk singer, but a great American singer. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001SLNPQ6/pageturners0cNote: Amazon has used the wrong album cover for A Stranger Here============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/03/15 10:59_____________________________________.The Guardian/Observer gives Elliott's new album, A Stranger Here, 5 stars.Folk review: Ramblin' Jack Elliott, A Stranger Here (Anti-)Steve Yates The Observer, Sunday 15 March 2009 Born two years into the last big depression, Ramblin' Jack Elliott must have assumed he'd never see another. But here the folk legend rings in the new with songs from the old, sensitively produced by Joe Henry. Underlining the contemporary resonance, he begins with Blind Lemon Jefferson's Rising High Water Blues, reworked as a New Orleans dirge. The cracks in the 77-year-old voice only make songs like Death Don't Have No Mercy even more intimate.http://www.guardian.co.uk/music/2009/mar/15/ramblin-jack-elliott-stranger-here"Rising High Water Blues," by Blind Lemon Jefferson, from 1927http://www.sendspace.com/file/pepmpt============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/03/22 17:31_____________________________________.Another cut from the forthcoming album:"Richland Women Blues"http://www.sendspace.com/file/wqzokk============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/03/31 05:28_____________________________________.The Boston Phoenix Review:Ramblin' Jack Elliott | A Stranger HereAnti- (2009) By TED DROZDOWSKI  |  March 30, 2009 4.0 Starshttp://img25.imageshack.us/img25/3601/astrangerhere.jpgThe country-blues songbook as written by Son House, Blind Willie Johnson, Mississippi John Hurt, and Charley Patton seems like natural, if previously unexplored, territory for this folk legend. Add producer Joe Henry and a crack band including pianist Van Dyke Parks, Los Lobos' David Hidalgo, and Boston drummer Jay Bellerose and the results are soulful, moody, and entrancing.Little details like Hidalgo's acoustic slide guitar on "How Long Blues" and the electric rumble he tags on "Falling Down Blues" underline the humanity etched into Elliott's well-traveled, tattered, 77-year-old voice. But Henry's too smart to be predictable, so it's piano - not the genre's emblematic six-strings - that shares the most space with Elliott's dusty-road emoting. And there's even a little vibraphone to help recast Elliott's own "Please Remember Me" as lounge fare.This is not so much a reinvention as another way to look deep into the heart of Elliott's music. It's also an early nominee for folk album of the year.http://thephoenix.com/Boston/Music/79167-Ramblin-Jack-Elliott-A-Stranger-Here/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/04/01 20:20_____________________________________.Crawdaddy! presents a somewhat mixed review:Ramblin' Jack Elliottby j. poetApril 1, 2009A Stranger Here(Anti-, 2009)Ramblin' Jack Elliott is 77, and his legend looms large. Live, his charisma is palpable; even today his boyish charm and dazzling smile can turn an audience of strangers into a group of adoring fans. He doesn't write many of his own tunes, but he breathes new life into ancient folk songs, cowboy tunes, and blues classics. His long, between-song narratives-kaleidoscopic tales of his life and times may sound fantastic, but they're mostly true. His nickname, in fact, doesn't refer to his inability to stay in one place for very long, but rather to his habit of jumping from subject to subject in conversation. He was one of Woody Guthrie's last traveling companions, mentored the young Bob Dylan, and hung out with Pete Seeger, Odetta, Jesse Fuller, Allen Ginsberg, and Jack Kerouac.Elliott's had a strong cult following on the folk circuit most of his life, but over the past 15 years, he's been getting some mainstream recognition - a Best Traditional Folk Album Grammy for South Coast in 1995 and a National Medal of Arts in 1998. Anti- Records signed Elliott in 2006 and his first album for the label, that year's I Stand Alone, introduced him to generations of listeners that weren't born when he started ramblin'. Elliott has never made a bad album, but there are a few hit-or-miss titles in his back catalog, and A Stranger Here is one of them.Elliott is at his best without any fancy trimmings, which may be why he's seldom recorded with a band. He's a folksinger, and conveys the simple beauty of traditional songs with his energetic picking and a voice that can whoop and holler, plead and moan, sooth and excite. He's at his best all alone with his guitar and harmonica, rambling at will through the estimated 3,000 songs in his repertoire. He usually plays a couple of country blues numbers at each show or on each record, but for A Stranger Here, producer Joe Henry suggested an entire album of blues, and although Henry picked some great players to back Elliott up - David Hidalgo on guitar and accordion, Van Dyke Parks on piano and vibes, and Jay Bellerose on drums - some of the tunes have an awkward feel. Blind Lemon Jefferson's "Rising High Water Blues" limps along on a plodding beat with little swing. "Death Don't Have No Mercy," made popular by the Rev. Gary Davis, is taken at a funereal pace; Elliott sounds uncomfortable and the band superfluous. He starts to hit his stride on Blind Willie Johnson's "Soul of a Man," a religious blues song about mortality and salvation with a barebones arrangement: Just slide guitar, percussion, and a bit of dark, ambient electronica. Mississippi John Hurt's "Richland Women Blues" gives us the Elliott we're more familiar with. It's also the first stripped-down track, just Dobro and piano, and Elliott turning in a loose, playful, sexy vocal. You can feel him smiling as he sings."Grinnin' in Your Face," a Son House tune, is musically similar to "Death Don't Have No Mercy," but works better. Elliott sounds defeated and angry and the minimal backing - bass and percussion - uits the tune. Tampa Red's "The New Stranger Blues" has a ragtime feel with some bright mandolin work from Greg Leisz, Parks' piano accents, and a mischievous vocal from Elliott. For the Furry Lewis ode to drink and excess, "Falling Down Blues," Elliott uses a slurred, drunken tone, and plays some nice country blues guitar. The ambient percussion and keyboard is an interesting production choice, but doesn't add anything to the track. The album closes with two of the strongest tracks, Leroy Carr's "How Long Blues" with Hidalgo's conjunto accordion, slashing slide guitar, a down and dirty rhythm section, and Elliott's weary vocal. "Please Remember Me," a proto-R&B tune from the pen of pianist Walter Davis, sounds like a lament being played at closing time in a dingy bar on the corner of a dead-end street. Elliott turns in another boozy vocal full of anguish and self-pity.Henry's idea of a program of blues from the Great Depression was in production before the awareness of our current economic situation became front-page news. While the synchronicity of events makes for a convenient hook to hang a review on, the blues is a timeless state and doesn't need to be modernized to sound current. The same is true of Elliott. His weathered, soulful voice and traditional picking style define folk music at its purest and best. The continuing popularity of the blues, folk, and other traditional forms prove how vital they are. People who think they need updating are missing the whole point.http://crawdaddy.wolfgangsvault.com/Article.aspx?id=12904============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/04/05 12:53_____________________________________.Some upcoming gigs for Elliott:Thu 4/16/2009 7:30 PM San Diego CA Acoustic Music San Diego Sat 4/18 & 19/2009 8 PM Both Nights +10 PM As Needed Santa Monica CA McCabe's Guitar Shop Sat 5/2/2009 8:00 PM Kent OH Kent Stages Note: Sun 5/3/2009 Ramblin Jack' will be at Madison Square Gardens, NYC, for the Springsteen-led tribute to Pete Seeger, on the occasion of Pete's 90th birthday. Thu 5/7/2009 7:30 PM Cambridge MA Regatta Bar Sat 5/9/2009 8:00 PM Baltimore MD The 8 x 10 - Eight By Ten Tue 5/12/2009 9:00 PM New York NY Highline Ballroom Fri 5/15/2009 7:30 PM Piermont NY The Turning Point Sun 5/17/2009 8:00 PM Sellersville PA Sellersville Theater Dates for the gigs are courtesy of Keith Case & Associates.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/04/05 16:47_____________________________________.Several weeks ago, Ramblin' Jack had hip replacement surgery.  But he's been up and about, and rode around in a small pickup, giving an interview.  Included is an amusing anecdote about how he met producer, Joe Henry.Legendary Musician Has Seen and Done It All and Still Has a Twinkle In His EyeBy JOHN BECKTHE PRESS DEMOCRATSanta Rosa, CAPublished: Sunday, April 5, 2009 at 3:41 a.m. "I better learn the words to these songs before they get me out on the road singing them," says Ramblin' Jack Elliott.http://img239.imageshack.us/img239/5936/rjeprob0809possantistra.jpgRamblin' Jack Elliott learned from Woody Guthrie, introduced Bob Dylan and signed an autograph for a young Bruce Springsteen. At 77, he has a new CD out Tuesday. We're driving down a windy west Marin road listening to his new CD, "A Stranger Here." He starts singing along, his voice cracking in the same spots as the voice on the car stereo."Death don't have no mercy in this land," he lets loose in a cowboy blues drawl, with the windows wide open so anyone we pass can hear.Three weeks ago, he had his second hip replaced -- the right one this time. Now he's crammed into the cab of a small pickup truck with his walking stick, sitting at an angle so his "starboard cheek is off the seat."He's wearing a tattered nautical cap, green flannel shirt with a tan jacket and purple sweatpants. Every once in a while, before he arrives at the kicker in a long-winded tale, he gets a wry smile and a twinkle in his eye that makes you laugh even if you haven't followed the myriad tangents it took to get there. It's the reason singer Odetta's mom blessed him with the nickname "Ramblin' Jack."But for now, he's just trying to remember the lyrics, singing along to himself on the stereo: "Death don't take no vacation in this land."Covered by scores of musicians over the years, the haunting blues classic by Rev. Gary Davis is one of the "five out of 10 songs I like on the album," Elliott says.Coming out Tuesday, "A Stranger Here" is his first ever blues album, reviving masters like Mississippi John Hurt, Son House and Blind Lemon Jefferson. It was the brainchild of producer/singer-songwriter Joe Henry who, last fall, found himself humming the same song -- "Death Don't Have No Mercy" -- over and over, until he was stuck in a loop."I was just kind of walking around singing it in my head constantly," he remembers. But the voice he heard singing it was Ramblin' Jack Elliott's.They had met more than 20 years ago, one afternoon while Joe Henry was sitting in the hallway of the Warner Brothers offices. Sire Records co-founder Seymour Stein "came tearing out of his office, frustrated, yelling out loud, 'I can't believe nobody knows what Ramblin' Jack Elliott looks like!'"Henry did and wound up driving to the airport to pick up the folk legend in the cowboy hat who was attending Woody Guthrie's posthumous induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame that night."I thought, well if I want to hear Jack singing this song, I'm gonna have to have an excuse to do it," Henry says. "So I'm gonna scheme a record that will make sense for me and give us a context to allow me to get Jack to record this song."The perfect excuse was a timely collection of Depression-era blues songs -- music from the heyday of Elliott's birth, revived three-quarters of a century later as America once again teeters on the verge of Depression blues.Elliott likes the way it turned out even though "I had no faith, no hope and no expectations when I went down to record this thing."At 77, he's seen it all. He's busked all over Europe. Played the missing link between Woody Guthrie and Bob Dylan. Listened to Kerouac read on and on from the scroll that would become "On the Road." Signed an autograph for a wide-eyed kid named Bruce Springsteen. A Greenwich Village icon, he's recorded more than 40 albums, been nominated for four Grammys - taking one home for "South Coast" - and won over legions of fans and fellow musicians, including Beck, Billy Bragg and the cast of the folk mockumentary "A Mighty Wind."He did heroin once but hated it. Contrary to myth, he only rode a freight train once in his life. The best sound system he's ever had is in his pickup truck. Someone painted a picture of him riding a bull on his guitar. But "after several years of tequila dripping down underneath the plastic cover (of the pick guard), there's no face and no hat -- it's the headless bullrider."It's not a bad life for a Jewish kid born Elliott Charles Adnopoz in Brooklyn in 1931. His first guitar was a $12 Collegiate, made out of cigar-box wood with strings "an inch above the fingerboard." He joined the rodeo and the rest is history. At least that's the legend.To hear Ramblin' Jack tell it these days is an exercise in oral history."Feel like going to town?" he asks. "I think it'd be fun if I can stand the pain."We decide to drive in for coffee at Point Reyes Station House CafÃ©, where everyone knows him as Ramblin' Jack.When he sends back his water because it has ice in it, he takes a moment to explain. "You know that ice is not only bad for the vocal chords -- and I used to be a singer, that's how I know that -- but it's also bad for your immune system.""Well, I'm not drinking ice anymore," the waitress replies. "I'll take your word for it. You seem like a very wise man."Over the years, "I've gotten too much respect," he says in between tall tales and sailing yarns. "I'm anti-social. I really just dream about getting out on the bay in my dory, preferably alone."The Rev. Gary Davis song he sang earlier is never more relevant. "I never thought I'd be 77," he says. "This period right now is very scary because I feel like I'm three inches from death all the time."He says he's "not that creative anymore" but he would like to write down a few things on a portable typewriter an old girlfriend gave him. Problem is, he can't find any typewriter ribbons.His girlfriend these days is a woman who goes by the nickname Sticky Vikki. Back at the house, he pointed out her picture pinned to his bedroom wall. He met her a year ago, one night at Rancho Nicasio, where she was singing in the Sacramento Americana band Sticky Vikki and the Pinecones. She was the one in the cowboy hat and "the short abbreviated red dress." They bonded instantly."Although I told her she might have to change her name," he says. "I don't like sticky women."One of the biggest things on his mind these days is going out on the road for three weeks later this month. He's heading back east for Pete Seeger's 90th birthday celebration in May, sharing a Meadowlands stage with Bruce Springsteen, John Mellencamp, Dave Matthews, Eddie Vedder and at least 20 other notable musicians, many half his age.Then in Los Angeles, "they've got me gigging in one of my least favorite places -- McCabe's Guitar Shop. I've fallen asleep on stage there many a time. They're terribly religious folk music addicts who go there. They're my age and older. They're afraid to clap because there are a lot of guitars hanging on nails in the wall."Back in the car on the way home, we flip ahead a few tracks on the CD and listen to him sing "Soul of a Man" by Blind Willie Johnson."This song was not my favorite one to sing on the record," he says. "It's very difficult to sing."What was so challenging?"Well, I'm trying to sing like a 90-year-old blues singer there," he says. "I've been singing like a 60-year-old folk singer all my life."He rolls down the window, ready to sing another song, sitting at an angle so his "starboard cheek is off the seat" once again.He's eager to get back home. Sticky Vikki will be arriving any minute now, making her way by train, bus and car."You see she doesn't drive," he says. "I don't know if I can be with a woman who doesn't drive."When we arrive, Sticky Vikki is nowhere to be found. But he's already off on another tangent, asking, "Do you know where I can find some typewriter ribbon?"http://www.pressdemocrat.com/article/20090405/LIFESTYLE/904050310/1309?Title=Legendary-musician-has-seen-and-done-it-all-and-still-has-a-twinkle-in-his-eye#============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2009/04/07 13:32_____________________________________Some great lines in that interview, Warren! :laugh: 'A Stranger Here' has reached Ireland, and I'm really liking it.Interesting that Jack says he likes 5 out of the 10 tracks. I'm liking a lot more. Some of them have a great bluesy, honky-tonk, neworleansy feel about them. His voice is amazing (must be down to avoiding ice!). He doesn't sound like a 90-years old, or even a 77- years old. My favourite track so far: Soul of a Man, Death Don't Have No Mercy, New Strangers Blues, Rambler's Blues. But it's all good. A fine album, very recommendable!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/04/10 08:18_____________________________________.There're some fine tales in this interview, 4th.   Great to see you around (no pun intended)!  Your contributions are sorely missed in this forum, and evidence of that is the example you set on the first four or five pages of this thread.  Missed, too, is your wit, and also your sparring abilities with trolls that most always provided some of us with some yuks.Anywho, the mention of Ramblin' Jack and the Wall Street Journal in the same sentence strikes me as somewhat incongruous, but here it is, and it's a good read.  Love the anecdote about putting Rev. Gary Davis to bed:CULTURAL CONVERSATION APRIL 7, 2009 Ramblin' Jack ElliottDiving Into Deep Blues By BARRY MAZORRamblin' Jack Elliott, last musical partner of Woody Guthrie, mentor and model for young Bob Dylan, and sonic grandfather of just about every scruffy-voiced folksinger in the Western world, is now 77 and has just undergone some needed hip-replacement surgery. Unlike most people at that point in life, and well past 50 years in a performing career, he not only has a new CD, A Stranger Here, out today on Anti-Records, but it's a release that marks a whole new turn in his repertoire -- toward the hard, "deep" blues of the Depression era.http://img243.imageshack.us/img243/6121/rjeap0609wallsjintervie.jpgRamblin' Jack ElliottGetty Images"This is the first time I really tried to do something like Blind Willie Johnson," Ramblin' Jack noted in a recent phone interview. "I was always in awe of his music, and never even thought to try it, really, but when they suggested it to me I thought, 'Well, give it a shot.' I've always loved the blues, and especially the type on the new record -- but some of them were so tough that I wasn't sure if I was going to be able to do them."The suggestion that the veteran singer of cowpoke ballads and protest songs, and teller of rambling, often hilarious personal stories that gave him his nickname, take up darker, bone-cutting acoustic blues came from performer and producer Joe Henry. Mr. Henry has recently produced notable CDs that brought new 21st-century audiences to Solomon Burke, Bettye LaVette and Allen Toussaint. While Jack Elliott has always sung lighter, blues-related songster numbers of the "San Francisco Bay Blues" and "Don't You Leave Me Here" variety, hillbilly blues like "Salty Dog" and "East Virginia," he has never before ventured into the realm of Lonnie Johnson, Son House, Blind Lemon Jefferson, and Tampa Red, as he does on the new release. And that is despite having shared stages with so many central, even legendary blues singers during the folk revival."Yes, I'd hung out with Mississippi John Hurt, the nicest guy you'd ever want to meet," he recalled in typically picaresque style, "and played a couple of tunes with him . . . and Jesse Fuller, and I met Lead Belly one time, in 1948, when I was only 17. I met Big Bill Broonzy, and Muddy Waters, the first time they each played in England. . . . And when I opened for Reverend Gary Davis at the University of Indiana, we stayed overnight in the same room. He got back from the party afterwards before I did, and he was sleeping sitting up on the bed -- in a suit and tie! I loosened his necktie and laid him down, covered him with a blanket, and he slept -- fully dressed. I'd been honored to describe the scenery out the window for him on the plane ride there." (Davis was blind.)"I also played with Brownie McGee and Sonny Terry in Felton's Lounge in Harlem when I was 19 or 20. But I wasn't really picking up on the blues that intricately. I remember Brownie scolding me one time because I played a wrong chord. He said: 'Hey, Jack. That's a cowboy chord!'"While the bluesmen whose songs were taken up for this project were mainly either solo acoustic guitar players and singers, as Jack Elliott usually has been himself, or notable singing piano players (Leroy Carr, Walter Davis), the essential sound of the new record, captured in a series of sessions in South Pasadena, Calif., last summer, is that of a small blues combo. Producer Henry assembled a stellar group of supporting musicians for the back-up, including Greg Leisz on guitar, mandolin and slide Dobro, Van Dyke Parks on piano and vibraphone, and David Hidalgo of Los Lobos on guitar and accordion, and Ramblin' Jack credits their finesse for making the adventure in new territory easier than he'd expected:"All I had to do was sing my part; I'm usually a rhythm guitar player. On some of these, I didn't play guitar at all, and I actually played a little lead on John Hurt's 'Richland Women Blues' and 'Ramblers Blues' from Lonnie Johnson -- who I'd also met and done a show with. He was the first guitarist that I was aware of before I even started playing; I used to listen to Lonnie Johnson records on the radio when I was listening to jazz, back before I got into cowboy music and ran away from home in 1948.http://img6.imageshack.us/img6/3520/rjedrawingwwallstjournah.jpg...by Zina Saunders"It felt like a jam session, done live, with very few repeats. I've done very little playing with other musicians throughout my whole life, and I hardly ever have gone and jammed with people, even when I could have. I'm known to avoid that. But these guys were so good, and they played so beautifully, and it was so tasty, that everything just worked out very sweetly. We worked about nine hours a day, and took about three hours to get each song -- in the basement of a very nice house that used to belong to the widow of the assassinated President James A. Garfield."The result, some critics were already saying before the album's release, is another "career record," likely to be added to the Jack Elliott titles that have lasted decades, the likes of his live recordings in England in the 1950s , his cowboy-song recordings, and his salutes to Woody Guthrie and Jimmie Rodgers. Nicely recovered from the hip surgery, Ramblin' Jack is scheduled to perform his new blues repertoire at some select West Coast shows (including San Diego and Los Angeles) in mid-April, and back East (including New York and Cambridge) in mid-May. (For more information, go to www.ramblinjack.com.)"I'm trying to learn the words better right now," he admitted. "I was just reading them off a paper in the studio -- after listening to them about a thousand times. I don't really know how well I can do without that wonderful band backing me up, but I can't afford to hire them all the time."The striking vocals on A Stranger Here suggest that getting a handle on these blues won't really be a problem.Mr. Mazor, based in Nashville, writes about country and pop music for the Journal.http://online.wsj.com/article/SB123905726535894711.htmlP.S. 4th Time Around pointed out to me that Elliott's website has had a (much-needed) makeover.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/05/02 21:21_____________________________________.A recent interview:RAMBLINâ€™ JACK ELLIOTT: ALL THINGS GOOD AND ALL THINGS BAD!April 17th, 2009 Â· 2 Commentshttp://img21.imageshack.us/img21/3116/drawingcarolynpennypack.jpgcarolyn pennypacker riggsRamblinâ€™ Jack Elliottâ€™s first job was a rodeo hand after he ran away from his childhood home in Brooklyn. Not long after, he apprenticed under Woody Guthrie. Not long after that, Bob Dylan apprenticed under Jack. Heâ€™s only written four songs in his entire life, but one of those songs was a personal favorite of Townes Van Zandt. His newest album A Stranger Here (out now on Anti) is made up of blues standards and features Van Dyke Parks on piano. He had his hip replaced just last week. This interview by Kevin Ferguson.Can you still do the 45-second yodel at the end of â€˜Muleskinner Blues?â€™I havenâ€™t sung â€˜Muleskinner Bluesâ€™ in a couple of years. But actually I was going to get a lung test at the hospital one day. The doctors put me on this machine and they told me that I had a problem with my lungsâ€”that it wasnâ€™t reading good. And I thought, â€˜Well, Iâ€™ll show you guys!â€™ So I looked at the clock on the wall and I waited â€˜til the second hand came up the twelve and I started my yodel which I believe was supposed to be 45 seconds long. But under the added stimulation of having two young doctors watching me and the clock and allâ€”and having just done the lung test, which was like a warm up exerciseâ€”I held that note for sixty seconds! A couple of years later I went back to the hospital for another lung test and I had two new doctorsâ€”but the same machine, the same old story. I did the test and they said it wasnâ€™t a good reading and I said, â€˜OK, Iâ€™ll show you guys, too!â€™ And I looked up at the wall for the second hand again and I started my sixty-second yodel again, but that time I held that note for seventy seconds! But I havenâ€™t tried it much since then. And of course they repeated their diagnosis about what they thought was wrong, and I thought, â€˜You guys are a bunch of spoilsports! I ainâ€™t going back here!â€™Does the yodel require practice?Iâ€™ve never been known to do any practicing of the guitar or singingâ€”the only practice I get is when Iâ€™m on stage. Iâ€™m gonna be practicing again soon though, because I need to learn these new songs that I recorded almost ten months ago. I recorded them last Juneâ€”theyâ€™re on a new album thatâ€™s just coming out in a few days now? I donâ€™t know any of those songs. I didnâ€™t learn them when I went down there. I was just reading them off the paper.How did you choose the songs for that album?I didnâ€™t choose them. The record company suggested them to meâ€”they had this concept in their mind of me doing these funky old blues songs, and I thought, â€˜OK, that sounds like a good idea!â€™ I didnâ€™t want to be argumentative. As a matter of fact, I didnâ€™t even like about half the songs! I listened to them for three months about five times a day, and I never learned a single one! There was only one that I already knew, and I had been singing it for about fifty yearsâ€”the â€˜How Long Blues.â€™ But I sang Leadbellyâ€™s version, and this is not Leadbellyâ€™s version. This is a different versionâ€”the one by the guy that wrote it. I think he was a piano player. The only reason that record so good is because the musicians who were backing me up are a bunch of geniuses! They had done their homeworkâ€”they knew the songs pretty well, and we did it like a huge jam session. That too is unusual for me because I donâ€™t normally do jam sessions. The best way you can learn and improve your technique on guitar is to work out with other musiciansâ€”to play live. I did a lot of that for the first ten years or so that I was playing guitar. But after I got to traveling around and playing professionally more and more, I sort of lost interest in going out and jamming all the time. I love playing with those guys! They were great. Jay Belrose on drumsâ€”Van Dyke Parks on piano. And I knew Van Dyke from about twenty years backâ€”we were drinking buddies in L.A.!What has been the biggest revelation in your life?Biggest revelation! I had a marvelous time last night. I just got out of the hospital about ten days agoâ€”had a new hip put in, and I just started to walk back to normal. Iâ€™m walking with a walking stick. A friend of mine told me that Kris Kristofferson and Merle Haggard were playing in a theatre near where I lived, so he drove me over there in my truck because Iâ€™m not ready to drive yet. I got a special cushion I can sit on â€˜cause itâ€™s kind of painful to sit in a car. I got about two more weeks to goâ€”Iâ€™ll be ready to go on the road. But right now Iâ€™m just barely getting used to having this new hip in me, and it gets a little painful sometimes. But I walked a mile a day before yesterday, and that was a little bit too much. It took me an hour and a half to get the mail! But I went to see Kris Kristofferson and Merle Haggard last night! They did a great show. Joel Selvin was there from the San Francisco Chronicle, and he had just written a big story about themâ€¦ so a good time was had by all, and Iâ€™m starting to like get ready to face show biz and being on the road again. Soâ€”the greatest revelation! Well, I guess it was when I climbed the rigging in an old whaler in a museum ship in Mystic, Connecticut. Iâ€™ve always loved boatsâ€”water and clipper ships. So I met some people who sailed in these old square riggers, and I was memorizing a lot of information about boats and navigation. I went and climbed up the rigging that cold winterâ€™s day. My hands were so cold I could only go up about one third of the way! So then I climbed back down to the deck to warm my hands. It took me three separate climbsâ€”about an hourâ€”to gradually work my way up to the whale lookout about 125 feet above the deck on this old sailing whale ship called the Charles W. Morgan. That was kind of an exercise in control of cold and fear of heights, and learning to accept being alone in the cold. A lot of my heroes were singlehanded navigators, and Iâ€™d read about it. But I myself have never done a long trip solo. I had a small sailboat in the Atlantic Ocean about a mile offshore from when I was about 16 to when I was 20. When Iâ€™d sail it in the wintertime, theyâ€™d call that â€˜frostbite dinghy sailing.â€™Frostbite dinghy sailing? Warmly dressed, of course. Youâ€™d wear ex-Navy foul-weather gearâ€”wool and such. It was very fun. But then my first performance was playing for World War II survivors in a hospital in New York. These guys were pretty fucked-up from being in the war and they lost legs and arms and stuffâ€”they didnâ€™t make a very good audience. Some were laughing, some were crying, some were cussing, some were telling jokes, and some were even listening and enjoying the music! That was my first schooling in handling an audience. But I have never been able to handle drunks very well. My L.A. gigs are a bit trying, too, because the audience at McCabeâ€™s guitar shop are mostly elderly people and theyâ€™re serious fans and theyâ€™re dead quietâ€”sort of like in church! Iâ€™ve been known to go asleep on stage in that venue! So I have to be a stand-up comic at the beginning. Get them out of their reverent worshipful mood that theyâ€™re in and wake â€˜em up! Of course, thereâ€™s about a hundred guitars up on the wall thereâ€”people are afraid to clap for fear that they might start a guitar avalanche off the wall!Do you still play your old Gretsch?Well, it was stolen and it was missing for 23 years! I got it backâ€”I had a local guitar maker take it back and glue it all together again. He did a pretty good job. Itâ€™s got a lot of scars of battle on it. I asked him to please not make it look any prettier than it did before I lost it. Itâ€™s been over the Alps on the back of a motor scooter in a blizzard, all over Europe for about three years! So I donâ€™t need to kind of expose it to any more travelâ€”itâ€™s a museum piece. The other day, I hauled it out in its case and showed it to a friend whoâ€™s a boat builder. He stomped on it and he was amazedâ€”I was amazedâ€”how good the Gretsch still sounds and holds up despite all of the glue thatâ€™s been added to it. Because I got it back from this thief because he saw me singing with Kris Kristofferson in the same theater where I was last night to see Kris. He must have had a pang of guilt when he saw me playing on stage without itâ€”he knocked on the stage door later and he said his name, said he was a friend of so-and-so. He gave me his number and I called him and went up to visit at his farm and got my guitar back. It looked like he carefully removed the guitar from the case, put it on the ground, and rolled over it with a tractor two or three times! It was a mess! Totally wrecked! He said a friend of his gave it to him and stuff like, â€˜I didnâ€™t know where you were. I thought you were out of town, Jack! Hereâ€™s the guitarâ€”take good care of it.â€™ I was very tempted to say, â€˜Why didnâ€™t you take good care of it?â€™ But I thought it wouldnâ€™t be polite. Especially when Iâ€™m sitting in his house drinking his wine and heâ€™s treating me like a guest. I really think that kid stole my guitar. It took a couple of years for my guitar-maker friend to glue that thing back together again! You know, I loaned that guitar to the Experience Music Project museum and they had it travelling all over America for two years as an exhibit of early Bob Dylan influences. They had it in a glass case along with some pertinent information about the guitar because that was the guitar I had played on my first early recordings that Bob had gotten from some friends in Minneapolis when they first turned them on to Woody Guthrie and then to me.Did you ever really call him your son?No! I never did! The press called him â€˜son of Jack Elliott.â€™ They thought it was kind of a cute way to announce the arrival of a new talent on the scene. And I was very proud of it because he was very obviously imitating me, although other people saw it more plainly than I could see it. Iâ€™d sing a song on stage and a minute later Bob would jump on and start doing something that he just noticed that I was doingâ€”totally unabashedly! It used to piss people offâ€”they didnâ€™t understand why I was allowing it. They thought I ought to crack down on the bastard! But I liked him. He was my friendâ€”sort of unofficially like a student. Thatâ€™s the way I learned from Woody, too. I was out hanging out with Woody for about four years, starting in 1951. He just told me a lot of stories and weâ€™d play music together. I learned a lot about guitar playing with Woody.What was the first song he taught you?Actually, I learned it off a record of hisâ€”it was called â€˜Hard Travelling.â€™ I actually knew it by heart when I first met Woody. Iâ€™d been listening to that record for about two months before I finally called him one day. I got his phone number through a friend of mine. I called him up and said â€˜Iâ€™ve been listening to your records, and I sure like your music.â€™ And he said â€˜Well, come on overâ€”bring your guitar! Weâ€™ll knock off a couple of tunes together! Donâ€™t come today, thoughâ€”I got a bellyache.â€™ And indeed, he almost died. He had appendicitis.Whatâ€™s the worst indignity about travelling by air?Having to give them my guitar and put in baggage where they can break it! I was very lucky theyâ€™ve never broken it. But Iâ€™ve had many, many friends who had their valuable guitars broken by airlines, Earl Scruggs had his banjo broken by one of those airlines, and so he bought an airplane to learn how to fly on his own! Iâ€™ve had my suitcase lost four or five timesâ€”always got it back a few days back. I remember when they used to have beautiful stewardesses and nice food and silverware. Metal silverware! That was the old days when the plane stunk of cigarette smoke and coffee, and I didnâ€™t mind!How did it feel knowing that â€˜912 Greensâ€™ was one of the last songs Townes Van Zandt ever heard?Well, it felt very good that nightâ€”I didnâ€™t know that he was going to die. He didnâ€™t even let me know that he had a broken hip. He had tripped over a tree stump the day before and he was frightened to go to a hospital. But he needed to get a surgical operation to get his hip fixed. He put it off ac couple of days before his loved ones finally talked him into going to the hospital. Now, my father was a surgeon. When you operate an alcoholic, you have to give them alcohol. Otherwise theyâ€™ll die of shock! And those doctors mustâ€™ve not known that. You know, there are a lot of doctors who just donâ€™t know anything nowadays. Isnâ€™t that funny? I donâ€™t know what they teach in medical school. Thereâ€™s a lot to be found out about the medical profession. He said he liked â€˜912 Greens.â€™ I know he did because every time I talked to him he mentioned that. And I thanked him and I said, â€˜You have a nice New Yearâ€™s.â€™ He died about eight hours after that.What do you think America lost with the death of Odetta? She had a great powerful voice and a lot of spirit. She was a wonderful, wonderful woman and I just donâ€™t think they make a lot of people like that anymore. She sang Leadbelly songs and old folk songs. She sang a lot of Leadbelly songs. We did five or six concerts together, spread out over two years time. When she died they had a big tribute to Odetta, so I made a videotape and they played it on a big screen.Is it true that her mom was the first person to call you â€˜Ramblinâ€™?â€™Thatâ€™s correct! I like to tell a lot of stories, you knowâ€”long stories. I had just met Odetta about a month before and she lived across the street from a man that had several Model A Fords. I had just purchased a Model A and I went to see the man about fixing this and that I because he was an expert. The first time I visited Odetta, her mother answered the door and said, â€˜Odetta is in the bathtubâ€”you can wait here in the living room.â€™ So I waited and I waited and I waitedâ€”I could hear the water splashing in the bathtub. I could hear Odetta singing to herself! She seemed very content to be in the bathroom for over a half hour. Sheâ€™s a large person. Anyway, I got tired of waiting so I went up to the bathroom door and said â€˜Hey, Odettaâ€”itâ€™s me, Jack! Iâ€™m here!â€™ and I started telling stories about my adventures. Her mother thought that was odd. The next time I visited Odetta and knocked on her door, her mother looks out the little peephole, saw my face and I heard her holler, â€˜ODETTA, RAMBLINâ€™ JACK IS HERE!â€™ That was the first time I heard that name. Iâ€™ve heard it an awful lot since then!Was On The Road the only manuscript thatâ€™s ever been read to you?Thatâ€™s the only one! Iâ€™ve read manuscripts for movies and stuff, but that was the first and last time anybody read me their manuscript. We drank some wine, had some other things and we sat on the floor. Jack read to us for three days!How do you stay awake through that? I donâ€™t think we had any trouble staying awakeâ€”it was such a wonderful story. That was in the year 1953 and the book came out in 1956, or â€˜57! Yeah, â€˜57â€”it was four years prior to the publishing of the book. So when it finally came out I was in Paris and I gave a reading of some of the chapters of that book and along with a reading of some of Woodyâ€™s writings. I performed, too. I was performing in concert with Allen Ginsberg and Gregory Corso in Paris.How do you survive on two dollars a day when youâ€™re a rodeo hand?Well, it was in 1947â€”I could get bacon and eggs and a cup of coffee and sometimes still have enough money left over for a malted milk later! But that was itâ€”I was pretty much a one-meal-a-day kid for about three months. Well, the latter part of that time I was on the ranch I was paid 5 dollars a week, but they fed us. I had nineteen flapjacks every morning! The cook made the most delicious pancakes! To this day, I still love buckwheat pancakesâ€”theyâ€™re very different. A unique flavor. They taste rich and healthy without being too sweet. Itâ€™s sort of like a good bowl of oatmeal!Is there a trick to make the most money possible while busking?Aw, I never made much money busking! When I was busking in Paris regularlyâ€”practically every nightâ€”in the wintertime, we would work for approximately one hour and collect the equivalent of about $8 U.S., which was about enough to pay our room rent and one or two meals. Breakfast was just coffee and a croissant, lunch was a ham sandwich, and dinner was a beefsteak and frites.When was the last time you rode a horse?I rode a horse when I was watching Larry Mayham practice roping. It was at a Colorado film festival. Before that, I rode a horse about a year ago on a round-up finding some cattle up in the mountains of Northern California. Bringing them down in a rainstorm and sleeping in a very leaky tent with a cowboy who snored. After about three hours of soaking in my sleep, I apologized to him for abandoning him and went into my Ford truck. There, I had a wool blanket and 2 full hours of good sleep until I heard the cook rustling up the coffee pot. I was up like a flash! We couldnâ€™t even brand the calvesâ€”they were too wet! But I like riding horsesâ€”I just donâ€™t get to ride them enough. I used to have a horse for twelve years and rode him constantly in the hills of Northern California.What was his name?His name was Young Brigham. I had him on a record album coverâ€”the album was named after him, too. The saddle maker that sold me that horse told me, â€˜You know, Jack, if you put a picture of Brigham on the cover of your record album, the hay will be tax deductible!â€™Is that for real?It was a good sales point! I was already in love with the horse, anyway.How do you think your music and Woodyâ€™s music fits in with today, as weâ€™re risking a second Great Depression? I think it fits in perfectly. He was singing about hard times, and he went through the hard times and he saw it and he wrote about it. And now weâ€™re getting ready to have some more. I think people appreciate the music because it means something to them. Back as recently as a year ago, the country was still in a blind bourgeois alcoholic drug-induced Hollywood-induced fog of, â€˜Gimme, gimme, gimme! Gotta have a fast car, gotta have a big fat four-wheel drive, just like in the movies.â€™ We were totally stupidâ€”in a crazed state of mindâ€”which helped to bring about the fall. Itâ€™s like the rise and fall of the Roman Empire. Stuff goes up and comes back down again. Itâ€™s gravity!Whatâ€™s the one lesson we all should have learned from history but never will?I think that thereâ€™s a very good chance that most of the people will never have learned anything. Because it seems like itâ€™s almost built into human nature that itâ€™s easy for certain politicians to exist. As long as the politicians do exist, theyâ€™re always going to lie to the public and the deprivation and destruction of schools will continue. And California is the leading state in backwardness for education. Itâ€™s still shocking and hard to believe! I was raised on mom, apple pie, red white and blue, â€˜America the Beautifulâ€™â€”I was very patriotic in my heart, although I was lucky enough to not have to go to war. I was too young for World War II and later I just fell through the cracks. I probably wouldâ€™ve had to be a draft dodger or refuse to go. I donâ€™t approve of warfare and I donâ€™t like killing animals or people. Although I used to love a good steak!So youâ€™re a vegetarian?Iâ€™m part idealist and part hypocrite. Iâ€™m part yogi and part bull-rider. Iâ€™m all things good and all things bad! No, Iâ€™m not, Hitler was! No, Iâ€™m not a vegetarian. But I am trying to cut down on meat as Iâ€™ve found out that red meat is not as good for you as I had once supposed that it was. And yet I crave it! But Iâ€™m starting to eat more lamb. I love lamb curry and I love lamb chops. I like Indian food a lot, too. Theoretically, Iâ€™m much more a vegetarian than I am in practice. And I donâ€™t smoke cigarettes. I did smoke cigarettes for about twenty years. I started when I was fifteen, rolling my own cigarettes at the rodeo ranch. I thought that was cool! Then I started smoking Camels and Luckys and all that trash. I was very lucky that I didnâ€™t get seriously addicted to tobacco. One day I decided I was really tired and bored with it, and I just stopped buying and smoking cigarettes. I didnâ€™t have a difficult time quitting tobacco. I know that most people have a hard timeâ€”they say itâ€™s harder to kick than heroin!What was it like getting an award from Bill Clinton?Well, of course I donâ€™t ever rehearse what Iâ€™m going to say. It seems like it comes out better ad-libbed, in the style of Woody Guthrie and Will Rogers. They never rehearsed or planned out what they were going to say. And so here comes the president and heâ€™s about to shake hands with me in the White House. I said, â€˜Itâ€™s wonderful to meet you, Bill! Is it ok if I call you Bill?â€™ And he said, â€˜Of course, Jack.â€™ And I felt like he was my friend! I like him! And I had come in with no preconceived notion about him. I just looked in his eyes and I thought, â€˜This guy is OK. Good man.â€™ When I met his wife, I said, â€˜Iâ€™m Ramblinâ€™ Jack!â€™ and she just hollered, â€˜I KNOW YOU, RAMBLINâ€™ JACK!â€™ It reverberated down the hall of the White House! It was as if she was back in Arkansas knocking on the back porch to borrow some sugar. I thought, â€˜These guys are down home folks!â€™What was the most memorable time you sang the national anthem?As a matter of fact, I sang it the one time we were being serenaded by some musicians on foot who were in blue. It was the U.S. Marine Corp band, and they were playing all these tunes, mostly patriotic songs. So I chimed in with them on, â€˜America, America, God shed his grace on thee.â€™ I had had ONE shot of scotch and two glasses of red wine, which is about enough. I was a little bit in my cupsâ€”as they sayâ€”but I didnâ€™t dare look but my wife sitting next to me peeked over. I was singing a little too loud because I was carried away with patriotic fervor. Bill was looking right at me, grinning broadly. He just dug it! And later after the dinner was over, immediately I had to scooch over and allow Bill to sneak past me, ahead of some other people. As he walked by me, I put my hand up to my mouth as if I had a secret to whisper to him. And in fact the G-Men by the other wall couldnâ€™t see what I was saying, and I told Bill, â€˜I heard a rumor that Bob Dylan is in town tonight and I thought we could dress you up in a disguise and sneak you over there.â€™ He threw his head back and laughed, â€˜That would be fun!â€™http://larecord.com/interviews/2009/04/17/ramblin-jack-elliott-all-things-good-and-all-things-bad/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/05/25 08:22_____________________________________http://img33.imageshack.us/img33/183/ramblinjackspringsteenk.jpgAt Pete Seeger's 90th, MA 03 09============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/06/18 10:45_____________________________________http://img199.imageshack.us/img199/16/rjeap2309bouldercoetown.jpgIn April of this year, Elliott did a show (with Ralph Stanley and The Clinch Mountain Boys on the bill) in Boulder, Colorado.  The occasion was for a broacast on NPR, by Etown.org.Jack's segment begins at the 30-minute mark of this hour-long feature.  He performs two songs off his new album, A Stranger Here, followed by a short and amusing interview.  He is in good form.  He also sings the first Woody Guthrie song that he learned, "Hard Travellin'."The pod link is here:http://dreamhost.etown.org/podcast/Here is the mp3:http://www.sendspace.com/file/xz57ze============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by wildfishes - 2009/06/18 14:30_____________________________________Thanks Warren.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/06/26 12:51_____________________________________.Courtesy of Scott Miller and expectingrain.com:A Rolling Stone Interview.  Some of the tales will be familiar to some fans.Ramblin' Jack Elliott: Tales From His Long and Winding Career Urban cowboy talks Bob Dylan, Woody Guthrie and his own legacy DAVID BROWNEPosted Jun 23, 2009 7:40 AMOver a half century ago, Ramblin' Jack Elliott became Woody Guthrie's sidekick and leading interpreter, and later a hero to Bob Dylan and the early '60s folk scene. At 77, Elliott (born Elliot Adnopoz, in Brooklyn) still lives up to his nickname. Ask the San Francisco-based urban cowboy a simple question - for instance, how Joe Henry came to produce Elliott's new album of Depression-era blues, A Stranger Here - and he'll embark on the first of many detours through his long and storied career. "I've known him for close to my whole life, and I've never heard the same story twice," marvels Arlo Guthrie. "It wasn't until I was older when I realized that 'ramblin' was not a geographical name." A few of Elliott's fascinating rambles:On first meeting Dylan:"I met Bob when Woody was in the hospital. He was this funny little kid. He told me he had all my recordings. He rattled off the names of all the songs I did on those albums. I didn't remember them myself. He was kinda weird, and a lot of people were making noises about what a terrible voice he had. He did have kind of a screechy voice. But he was like a son to me. For his first gig at Gerde's Folk City. I took him down to the Musicians Union because you had to be in the union to work that gig. I was a member myself, and I vouched for him. Said he was a very good guitar player."On his memorable version of Dylan's "Don't Think Twice, It's All Right":"For three days I was locked in a cabin in a snowstorm in Pennsylvania after my second wife had run off with another man, who was later Bob's road manager. I was about to play a gig but it snowed so hard that we couldn't get down the hill to get out of the house. So we were locked in this cabin with firewood and a bottle of whiskey and a Bob Dylan record. I listened to that record all day and night for three days. On the third day the snow melted and I got the door open and jumped in my truck and drove to New York City and went to the Gaslight where everyone hung out. It was a Monday open mic night. I sang about one verse of 'Don't Think Twice' and someone stood up in the audience. I squinted into the darkness and recognized Bob and he waved his arm at me and said , 'I relinquish it to you, Jack!' I said, 'Wow' and went on playing. I'd never had anything relinquished to me before."On jamming as a kid with Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee:"I used to play with them when I was living in Brooklyn with Woody. Sonny used to tell me that my mother would call him up looking for me: 'Have you seen my boy?' He liked to rag me on that. I was about 15 and it kinda made my fur crawl. It kinda was embarrassing."On accompanying Nico in Greenwich Village, mid-'60s:"I really admired her. She was very beautiful. She had a very strange way of singing. It was kind of monotone but she put it over. I played that one weekend and got paid $75 with a check signed by Andy Warhol. I could've sold that check for $75,000, but I cashed it because I needed money. I don't know where that check is now. Probably some banker has it on a wall somewhere."http://img261.imageshack.us/img261/3657/rjerollingstoneintervie.jpgOn the cover of his just-reissued 1970 album Young Brigham:"I was living in a ranch in the San Fernando Valley, and Brigham was the name of my horse. The man who sold me that horse said, 'You know, Jack, if you put your horse on your album cover, the hay will be tax deductible!' I went, 'I gotta remember that.' I took a picture of me on the horse and put it on the record album and named it after him. But I don't think I ever bothered to do that tax deduction."On being part of Dylan's Rolling Thunder Revue (1975):"It was like a bunch of kids who'd run away with the circus. We were coddled and protected and it was kind of fun, like being a kid again. We probably had too much to drink and it seemed like we were having a lot of rollicking fun the whole way. One time I shared a back room on a bus with my daughter and Joni Mitchell for four hours. We saw a fire out the window. Joni was writing a song called 'Coyote' and she put that in the song, 'We saw a farmhouse burning down in the middle of the road.' I still don't know who Coyote is."On helping induct Woody Guthrie into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame (1988):"I was sitting there with a dirty beat-up old Stetson and a lumberjack shirt I had on the airplane. I was late and couldn't change clothing, so we went straight to the building. Had some cold coffee and some cake. Later we were all jamming onstage. That piano player from England, Elton John, stood up and turned around and shook hands with me. I guess he was a fan of mine. We didn't have a chance to talk; he had to sit right back down and continue playing. It was in the middle of a song."On seeing Dylan, recently:"He played here a few years ago at a lake up north, and he said, 'What's in your life, Ramblin'?' I said, 'I got a new Ford truck, I drove from Oklahoma, took me four days, fed the cats, got a little sleep.' He starts giggling: 'Fed the cats. Fed them cats.' He was giggling. That's all he said. I'm still waiting for a Dylanographer to explain to me what he meant."On his legacy - reinventing yourself:"I was going to visit Willie Nelson in San Francisco. One obviously gay young man recognized me on the street and he said, 'Ramblin' Jack! You know, you're a hero - you've done a lot for the movement.' I said, 'What movement?' He said, 'Gay liberation.' 'What did I do for you?' He said, 'Just being yourself.' I pretended to be angry and yelled, 'This ain't no Brokeback Mountain!' And they laughed like hell, because they knew where I was comin' from. I'm a friendly kind of guy."http://tinyurl.com/mph6fh============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2009/06/29 03:18_____________________________________not sure if this is posted but hes playing the newport folk fest this summer with baez a guthrie and a whole bunch============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/07/22 08:21_____________________________________.http://img530.imageshack.us/img530/4674/royrogersgtrjl09article.jpgBlues guitarist Roy Rogers (Bob Hawkins/Publicity Photo)Bluesman Roy Rogers' side job: Oral history of folk legend, Ramblin' Jack ElliottBy Jerry FinkTuesday, July 21, 2009Blues musician Roy Rogers probably should be hyping his new album or his shows in Las Vegas on Thursday and Friday.Instead he's talking about a nonmusical project that is dear to his heart, an oral history of the legendary folk performer Ramblin' Jack Elliott that Rogers is producing."He was the last guy to hit the road with Woody Guthrie," Rogers says. "Ramblin' Jack is truly a folk icon if ever there was one. He has the greatest stories on the planet."The 77-year-old Elliott grew up in Brooklyn, N.Y., and left home at the age of 15. He joined the rodeo, learned to play guitar and performed on the streets for a living. His nickname doesn't come from traveling but from the countless stories he tells."This is a guy who would stand by the side of the road and put his thumb out and when someone asked, 'Where you going?' he'd say, 'Well, where are you going?'"Rogers won't be finished anytime soon."I've been working on it for a couple of years," Rogers, 58, says from his home in the mountains near Nevada City, Calif., about 40 miles from Truckee. "I'm cutting some new teeth editing this guy. But it will be worth it in the end."Rogers figures he has one or two more sessions with Ramblin' Jack and then he'll start editing more than 20 hours of stories into a two-CD set, which should be available in fall 2010.Rogers produced two of Elliott's music albums, "Friends of Mine" and "The Long Ride," as well as albums for Carlos Santana, Bonnie Raitt and John Lee Hooker.Rogers doesn't rush his albums.His latest album, "Split Decision," is the first studio recording with his band, the Delta Rhythm Kings, in seven years.NOTE: For more about Rogers and his new album, click on the link.http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2009/jul/21/bluesmans-side-job-oral-history-folk-legend/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/08/04 09:04_____________________________________.http://img197.imageshack.us/img197/5048/rje78thbdayau012009newp.pngAugust 1st - Ramblin' Jack's 78th birthday, at Newport, RIHere's his set.  One continuous mp3 that lasts about 55 minutes. It's a 50 MB d'load:http://www.sendspace.com/file/1esv3fHis set list, usually with between-song anecdotes:01 San Francisco Bay Blues02 Engine 14303 How Long, How Long04 Freight Train05 Winding Boy06 If I Were A Carpenter07 Old Shep08 Diamond Joe09 Don't Thing Twice, It's Alright============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/08/13 14:49_____________________________________.Another shout-out for Elliott's new album, A Stranger Here:A Stranger HereRamblin' Jack Elliott | Anti- (2009)By Ian Patterson  Few living artists can claim to have been mentor and model to Bob Dylan, but the man Dylan described as the King of folk singers - Ramblin' Jack Elliott - has influenced a host of singers and story tellers from Johnny Cash and Ry Cooder to Tom Waits. Now in his sixth recording decade, Elliott returns in great voice with A Stranger Here, a collection of Depression-era blues numbers.Elliott has carried on Woody Guthrie's folk tradition, though the blues has been a part of the singer's songs since his first recordings in the mid-1950s, and he has sung the blues about everything from cocaine to arthritis. Therefore, it wasn't so far-fetched when producer Joe Henry pitched the idea for Elliott to record these songs of drifting, soul-searching, mortality and the cruel vicissitudes of nature.There's a lovely shuffling New Orleans gait to "Rising High Water Blues," Blind Lemon Jefferson's 1927 classic, and David Piltch's bass has a tuba-deep, second line swing; Elliott's gravely voice intoning: "Children stand there screaming, 'Mama, we ain't got no home...'" still conjures images of Katrina, and jangling piano and mandolin sound like the very water breaking the levees.Elliot's voice, despite his 78 years, is strong and emotive. On the influential guitarist Rev. Gary Davis' "Death Don't Have no Mercy" - once a staple of Grateful Dead concerts, for whom Elliott played between sets - there's a weathered, soulful quality to Elliott's voice. Although Jerry Garcia's voice had withered towards the end, the similarities are there. Appropriately, there's a naked, soul- laid-bare edge to Elliott's voice on Blind Willie Johnson's "Soul of a Man." Greg Leisz' slide playing is a delight, and percussion, bass and ghostly dobro build powerfully and hypnotically to make this arguably one of the definitive versions of this classic blues.The lovely country blues of Mississippi John Hurt's "Richland Woman's Blues," Tampa Red's "New Stranger Blues" and Furry Lewis' gorgeous, gently paced "Falling Down Blues" provide contrast to the darker undertones of "Grinnin' in your Face;" Elliott conveys the pain and resignation of Son House's lament, which has the sobering effect of a shovel-full of cold earth on a coffin lid. Somber bass and drums, almost funereal, and mournful piano close the song.The sensuous slow dance that is Leroy Car's "How Long Blues" sees Elliott belt out the lines: "If I could holler like a mountain jack I'd go up on the mountain, call my baby back..." over David Hidalgo's swaying accordion. These songs have the feel of a front porch get-together, albeit with impeccable musicianship from the supporting cast.Nat Hentoff wrote of a young Joan Baez, that she sang centuries-old, English folksongs as convincingly as if she was of that time. The same could be said for Ramblin' Jack Elliott's ability to become the protagonist of the songs he sings.Elliott has never been a prolific song writer, making Dylan's praise perhaps unduly generous; nevertheless, this is a hugely satisfying recording by a unique figure in American music.Here's the "gorgeous" Falling Down Blues:http://www.sendspace.com/file/je3yuvIan Patterson is dedicated to the promotion of jazz all over the world and to catching just a little piece of it for himself.http://www.allaboutjazz.com/php/article.php?id=33733============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Snuffy - 2009/08/17 00:55_____________________________________That show is available for free download at NPR podcast. so as Joan Baez,  Pete Seeger and others. SnuffyWarren wrote:.http://img197.imageshack.us/img197/5048/rje78thbdayau012009newp.pngAugust 1st - Ramblin' Jack's 78th birthday, at Newport, RIHere's his set.  One continuous mp3 that lasts about 55 minutes. It's a 50 MB d'load:http://www.sendspace.com/file/1esv3fHis set list, usually with between-song anecdotes:01 San Francisco Bay Blues02 Engine 14303 How Long, How Long04 Freight Train05 Winding Boy06 If I Were A Carpenter07 Old Shep08 Diamond Joe09 Don't Thing Twice, It's Alright============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/09/26 06:17_____________________________________.From Ramblin' Jack Elliott's website:Our national treasure Ramblin' Jack Elliott is currently facing a triple bypass heart surgery.  There are a lot of alternative methods he is exploring as well - so stay tuned.  However, we had to cancel our UK/Ireland/Norway tour because of this health news.If you'd like to send him cards, good wishes and such, please send to his manager and she will make sure he gets them all.Jack does not do e mail - so please do not e mail but you are welcome to send good wishes, prayers and light to:Ramblin' Jack Elliottc/o Gaynell RogersP.O. Box 1566Nevada City, Ca.  95959http://ramblinjack.com/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/11/26 19:02_____________________________________.According to one source, Dave Alvin  notes in Facebook that he spent a recent afternoon out and about with Elliott. He so much as said that Jack is as spunky as ever, following triple by-pass surgery.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2009/11/27 15:15_____________________________________that address seems like the last stop for my christmas in the heart christmas cards!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by blue eyed - 2009/11/30 14:03_____________________________________thank you for this thread, warren1964http://img37.imageshack.us/img37/2972/1964nycwithjackelliott.jpg============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/12/06 16:28_____________________________________.You're welcome, blue eyed.  Thanks for the encouragement. Ftr, Douglas Gilbert's great book, Forever Young: Photographs of Bob Dylan, has a couple more such photos, as you may know.  One includes John Sebastian and shows Bob holding a bunch of records, one of which is by the Rolling Stones. :)Word is now in that Ramblin' Jack has received a Grammy nomination:Category 66Best Traditional Blues Album (Vocal or Instrumental.)A Stranger HereRamblin' Jack Elliott Blue AgainThe Mick Fleetwood Blues Band Featuring Rick Vito Rough & ToughJohn Hammond Stomp! The Blues TonightDuke Robillard Chicago Blues: A Living History(Various Artists)Larry Skoller, producer http://tinyurl.com/yzmgp37============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by saut de basque - 2009/12/09 16:09_____________________________________Warren wrote:.Here's his set.  One continuous mp3 that lasts about 55 minutes. It's a 50 MB d'load:http://www.sendspace.com/file/1esv3fHis set list, usually with between-song anecdotes:01 San Francisco Bay Blues02 Engine 14303 How Long, How Long04 Freight Train05 Winding Boy06 If I Were A Carpenter07 Old Shep08 Diamond Joe09 Don't Thing Twice, It's AlrightThe set is available for streaming at http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=111347746, but the download link above is now inoperative. If anyone can repost it, I'd be much obliged. I last heard Jack on A Prairie Home Companion a few years ago, and I'm amazed at how good his voice sounds here.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/12/10 12:52_____________________________________.He's back:Saturday, Jan 2, 2010, San Francisco, CANoe Vallely Ministry 1021 Sanchez   Grammy nominee Ramblin' Jack Elliott starts his concert yearWednesday, Jan 27, 2010 Elko, NVCowboy Poetry Gathering 501 Railroad Ramblin' Jack Elliott appears at the Annual Cowboy Poetry Gathering in Elko, NevadaJanuary 27,28,29, 2010 http://ramblinjack.com/shows============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2009/12/10 13:28_____________________________________.saut de basque wrote :The set is available for streaming at http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=111347746, but the download link above is now inoperative.Click on your link, above.  Right below the word "Ramblin'" is the word "download."  Based upon some previous observations, saut, I suspect that you were impatient. Wait a few seconds and then click on "download."  It's active as a 50.7MB d'load.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by saut de basque - 2009/12/10 15:31_____________________________________Thanks, Warren! I hadn't noticed that teeny tiny type.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2009/12/11 15:52_____________________________________who do you think would win in a horse race ramblin jack vs bob and also  are they still freinds/in contact with each other and whats the relationship with both of them towards arlo gunthrie i know arlos mom used to make jack take care of him sometimes according to the story arlo told at the newport folk fest last year but i bob must feel some connection with arlo based of the respect of his father and compassion for music and maybe arlos personality (also i would assume bob built him self up to rank of a guthrie family freind).also at the newport folk fest i was front row for jack i thought was an amazing place to be considering his history and music its self that follows but the whole time at the newport festival i thought i would see them together or talk or mention each other i cant remeber if there was such besides jack talking about woody storys and mention a woman guthrie being present which i cant remeber and i figured it was woodys wife if shes still alive or arlos wife or other family member but my guess is since they didnt hang in the crowd probaly becuase i considerd them the biggest names for the whole two days maybe not the most present popular for the crowd the two i needed to see at least once but hopfully more times before i die. another thing im not all to familar with a large selection of jacks music the only recording i have his from the newport folk fest wich i like so much but im only 20 struggling to find a job so i can get to school to get a job ill dredless and getting his music isnt like picking grass there only few places to get it i would like records but those are like "pulling hens teeth to get" (something like that lol) so does anyone have anything they could let me download i once found in a free bin of records in to bad of shape to sell at the record store mystic disc in mystic ct if ur ever there a dave van ronk record withc sounds fine to me and the times they are a changin which sounds even better but that find gave me the will to never wither on finding more great old recordsand dont forget the main reason for this was to see who u think would win in a race jack or bob on horse the rest is my got nothing else to do ramblin back thoughts============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/01/21 11:21_____________________________________.gossamerglenn wrote :... and mention a woman guthrie being present which i cant remeber and i figured it was woodys wife if shes still alive or arlos wife or other family member ... .That was Nora Guthrie, Woody's daughter.Just published:http://img204.imageshack.us/img204/1738/hankreinekesrjethenever.jpgRamblin' Jack Elliott: The Never-Ending Highway This professional biography of Ramblin' Jack Elliott (1931- ) examines the music and milestones of the American folksinger's half-century career, detailing his role in the preservation of the music of Woody Guthrie and his mentoring of and influence on Bob Dylan. The book also provides a comprehensive discography of recordings, as well as a bibliography, index, and over 30 photographs.http://tinyurl.com/ya2p7c5============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2010/01/24 15:03_____________________________________The Observer, Sunday 24 January 2010 Ramblin' Jack Elliott: folk pioneerRoger McGuinn of the Byrds on a crucial figure in the development of Bob Dylan and the 60s folk boomhttp://static.guim.co.uk/sys-images/Observer/Pix/pictures/2010/1/23/1264247148270/Ramblin--Jack-Elliott-001.jpgRamblin' Jack Elliott, 78, photographed at the Soho Grand hotel, New York, 4 May 2009. Photograph: Jamie-James Medina"I knew about Jack in the 50s but I didn't really know his records. It was more that he validated a certain way of life. He was a Jewish kid from Brooklyn who joined the rodeo, hung out with Woody Guthrie and lived his dream. He's been a sailor, a trucker, he's lived all the lifestyles that folk songs sing about."Jack sang a high harmony on the demo of Mr Tambourine Man. Bob  was used to recording in one take and wouldn't go back and fix anything, and Jack was a little tipsy that night and was a hair out of tune. Bob decided not to use that version and it gave the Byrds a nine-month lead of the song â€“ we got it out first, thanks to Ramblin'! It's really a great recording, he's just a little out of tune."I didn't meet him until 1975 on Dylan's Rolling Thunder Revue. He was the elder statesman â€“ he'd go around introducing Bob as his son. He and I hung out quite a lot together, and he was responsible for encouraging me to go solo. I discovered he really does ramble! I remember him reciting this 15-minute Peter Ustinov monologue from memory, doing all the accents. He's an amazing raconteur. He told me, 'Roger, one of the best times I ever had was when me and my wife went on the road; I put my guitar in the Land Rover and barnstormed around the country.' I thought it sounded a great way to go on the road: just take your guitar and your wife! It was a pivot point, and I've been solo ever since."He came and stayed at my house one time. It was a surprise visit, he just showed up with his mobile home and parked it outside. He stayed for about two weeks, and I have to say we were ready for him to go by the time he left! I still see him on and off, we cross paths on the road.I saw him at Pete Seeger's 90th birthday party at Madison Square Garden, and he's still going strong. His last record  was great, it's up for a Grammy, and I think he's more influential than people give him credit for, for his impact on Dylan in particular."I love the guy. He's a lot of fun and really down to earth. One thing I can say about Jack: it's not an act. He could have been a New York surgeon, but he threw all that away for being a cowboy, and for that he's got all my respect."============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/01/31 08:08_____________________________________.Due for release, on FE 23rd:http://img7.imageshack.us/img7/87/atlansdownestudioslondo.jpghttp://www.amazon.com/Lansdowne-Studios-London-Jack-Elliot/dp/B002XKUWK8/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=music&qid=1264919062&sr=1-1This compilation is being released on the highly-regarded Bear Family label.  What may be of most interest to Elliott fans are the five unknown duets with Derroll Adams that were recorded in 1960. This is what Bear Family has to say:He was idolized by Bob Dylan - a true original Folk Era hero! He introduced American folk music to England and Europe! Includes 8 previously unissued recordings from the legendary Lansdowne Studio sessions, including duets with Derroll Adams. Rambling Jack Elliott might have been a doctor's son from Brooklyn named Elliott Adnopoz, but he looked and acted the part of the ramblin'-gamblin' folk hero. He toured with Woody Guthrie, Pete Seeger, and all of the original folk era greats. In 1955, he came to England, and began his recording career there. These recordings effectively jump-started the folk music craze in England, introducing the work of artists as diverse as Woody Guthrie and Jimmie Rodgers to European audiences. After a short sojourn back in the United States, Elliott returned to England in 1959 and recorded another classic EP, 'Kid Stuff - Rambling Jack Elliott Sings Children's Songs by Woody Guthrie - as well as the equally well-regarded Rambling Jack Elliott Sings Songs by Woody Guthrie and Jimmie Rodgers. His backing musicians included the great Alexis Korner. In addition to the previously issued (and extremely rare) original recordings, this set includes five previously unknown recordings by Elliott and Derroll Adams from 1960. Essential folk music - unavailable for FAR too long!CD content:1. Talking Guitar Blues 2. San Francisco Bay Blues 3. Roll In My Sweet Baby's Arms 4. East Virginia Blues 5. Ain't It A Shame 6. Muleskinner Blues 7. Ain't It A Shame (comic version) 8. Howdido 9. My Daddy 10. Why Oh Why 11. The Fox 12. Riding In My Car 13. Old Rattler 14. Rusty Jiggs And Sandy Sam (The Sierry Petes) 15. Git Along Little Dogies 16. My Little Lady (Sadie Brown) 17. Night Herding Song 18. The Old Chisholm Trail 19. Fifteen Cents And A Dollar 20. Rocky Mountain Belle 21. Talking Blues 22. Diamond Joe 23. Down In The Willow Garden 24. I Ride An Old Paint 25. Jack O'Diamonds 26. Pretty Boy Floyd 27. Do-Re-Me 28. Dead Or Alive 29. Grand Coulee Dam 30. Dust Storm Disaster 31. I Ain't Got No Home 32. So Long, It's Been Good To Know You 33. Whippin' That Old T. B.http://www.bear-family.de/repertoire/various-bearfamily-1/folkworld/at-lansdowne-studios-london.html?lang=1ETA: Having praised the usually fastidious documentarians at Bear Family, I noticed that they've got No. 14 wrong.  It should read: (The Sirey Peaks), being a reference to the Sierra Peaks.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by RustyJiggs - 2010/01/31 17:22_____________________________________I believe that Bear Family does have the title right. "The Sirey Peaks" is not correct. This is not a traditional song as so often thought. The actual title of the song is "The Sierry Petes" (or "Tying the Knots in the DevilÂ´s Tail)." "The Sierry Petes" is a local nickname for the Sierra Prieta Mountains, west of Prescott, Arizona. The words of the song (and the original title)come from a poem by the western writer/cowboy Gail I. Gardner, published in his book "Orejana Bull for Cowboys Only." The history of the song can be found in Sing Out! Vol. 17, No. 4, August/September 1967, 7-9.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/01/31 17:44_____________________________________.Thank you for the correction, and apologies to Bear Family.  I should have cited my source which was the liner notes to Elliott's Monitor LP (MF379).I just discovered the following link, thanks to your post:http://www.cowboypoetry.com/gardner.htm============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/02/01 01:27_____________________________________.Elliott won a Grammy for his A Stranger Here, and had a couple of things to say:Ramblin' Jack Elliott's "A Stranger Here" won Best Contemporary Blues Album. Wearing a black cowboy hat and leather jacket, Elliott strode on stage. "Please excuse my delay, I broke my back this morning lifting my grandchild who weighs 20 pounds," said Elliott. He thanked the label. "Anti-, I don't know what they're anti towards, but I'm in favor of it." http://www.countrystandardtime.com/news/newsitem.asp?xid=3727ETA: There's an error in the Country Standard Time report.  Elliott won for the Best Traditional Blues Album, not for the Best Contemporary Blues Album.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2010/02/01 11:08_____________________________________http://media.mercedsunstar.com/smedia/2010/01/31/19/756-627Grammy_Awards_Show.sff.embedded.prod_affiliate.111.jpgThe Grammy news is fantastic! :) A well deserved win - 'A Stranger Here' is a fine album.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/02/01 16:44_____________________________________.http://img64.imageshack.us/img64/5318/jackelliottwithhisgramm.jpg============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2010/02/05 01:15_____________________________________a tweet (today) from Jesse Dylan:Ramblin' Jack Elliott - Talking Merchant Marine - This was first -- This is great. http://bit.ly/ajsYil============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/02/06 14:37_____________________________________.Stetson Kennedy, among his other experiences, infiltrated the KKK, back in the day.  Jack Elliott drove Woody from New York to Florida, in 1953, to pay a visit to Kennedy.From The Florida Times-Union:Southern Exposure Music & Heritage FestivalI am very excited to announce a huge special event happening at Alpine Groves Park on Sunday, March 14. The second annual Southern Exposure Music & Heritage Festival will begin at 11:30 a.m. and run until sundown.This is an event you do not want to miss. My family and I had the best time there last year.This year's event promises to be even more special, with the Guthrie Family headlining the list of talented musicians slated to play.The Cultural Events division of St. Johns County is hosting the event with 100 percent of the proceeds benefiting the Stetson Kennedy and Guthrie Foundations.The festival will feature the best in old-time music, county, bluegrass, folk and blues. The event will unite folk legends Stetson Kennedy, Arlo Guthrie and Ramblin' Jack Elliott for what could be their last reunion performance.The three have played an integral role in the history of folk music, folklore and political activism in this area along with father, friend and mentor Woody Guthrie.Activities for everyone include story telling, cultural exhibits, a barn dance, antiques, activities for children and Southern cookin'.So mark your calendars, bring a chair or blanket to sit on and be prepared to have a foot-stompin', finger-lickin' good ' time on the banks of the beautiful St. Johns River.http://tinyurl.com/yfrau4z============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/02/14 02:10_____________________________________.RAMBLIN JACK ELLIOTT & STETSON KENNEDY TO PERFORMSunday March 14thStetson Kennedy, Florida's most beloved author and human rights activist, will be hosting the 2nd Annual Southern Exposure Music & Heritage Festival March 14th at Alpine Groves Park on 54 beautiful acres adjacent to the St. Johns River. This event is a momentous part of folk history as it reunites Ramblin' Jack Elliott, the Guthrie Family and Stetson Kennedy for what could be their last reunion performance.Over a half century ago, Stetson Kennedy infiltrated the KKK, ran for Florida Governor, wrote about Florida folklore, and befriended Ramblin' Jack Elliott and Woody Guthrie. History was made in St. Johns County by both Kennedy and his frequent house guest, America's legendary folk balladeer Woody Guthrie (whom wrote 80 songs and his autobiography at the Kennedy residence). Southern Exposure Music & Heritage festival celebrates the past, present and future with three generations of the Guthrie family, Ramblin' Jack Elliott and the best in old time music, country, bluegrass, folk, and blues. Activities for everyone include story telling, cultural exhibits, a barn dance, old Florida vendors, pony rides, crafts, and southern cookin.Arlo Guthrie's career exploded in 1967 with the release of "Alice's Restaurant," which became nothing less than an anthem of an entire age. His stock in trade comes in the form of classically styled folk songs intermingled with clever storytelling, always reminding one and all of Guthrie's father, the beloved singer/writer/philosopher Woody Guthrie. Now Arlo gathers three generations together on one stage with the Guthrie Family (Abe, Sarah Lee, Cathy, Annie & Johnny), in which the entire family performs favorite songs, Arlo's standards, and a selection of unpublished Woody Guthrie lyrics put to music by friends and family. http://img714.imageshack.us/img714/8745/jackelliottgrammy2010sm.jpg2010 Grammy award winner Ramblin' Jack Elliott tells stories of riding the rails with Woody Guthrie , getting off in Texarkana.  Rode in a lot of rigs, though.], carrying only a guitar and a razor. He was mentored by Guthrie, and returned the favor to Bob Dylan and the generation of folksingers who followed. Woody Guthrie had the greatest influence on Jack. Woody's son, Arlo, said that because of his father's illness and early death, he never really got to know him, but learned Woody's songs and performing style from Elliott. The festival features performances from Lonesome Burt & the Skinny Lizards, Frank Thomas, Alvah Allen, Willie Green, Shorty Robbins, and Anne Feeney.Proceeds from the event are to benefit the Stetson Kennedy Foundation & the Guthrie Foundation.Alpine Grove River Park contains 54.5 acres and is located in northwest St. Johns County between the St. Johns River and William Bartram Scenic and Historic Highway (SR13). Access to the festival grounds is best reached through the William Bartram Scenic and Historic Highway, located parallel to the Saint Johns River through a canopy of majestic oak trees. WHEN: SUNDAY, MARCH 14, 2010, Gates open at 11:30 pm, music starts at 12:00 noon, and ends at sundown WHERE: Alpine Groves Park 2060 SR 13. St. Johns, FL 32259Google map: http://tinyurl.com/alpinegroves ON SALE: Saturday February 13th at 10:00 amTicket link: http://tinyurl.com/buyseticketshttp://tinyurl.com/yfphqod============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by RustyJiggs - 2010/03/09 23:02_____________________________________From "Country Home," "Germany's Premier Country Music Magazine." Review byChristian Lamitschka.JACK ELLIOTT At Lansdowne Studios, London.Talking Guitar Blues; San Francisco Bay Blues; Roll In My Sweet Baby's Arms*;East Virginia Blues*; Ain't It A Shame*; Muleskinner Blues*; Ain't It A Shame(comic version)*; Howdido; My Daddy; Why Oh Why; The Fox; Riding In My Car; OldRattler; Rusty Jiggs And Sandy Sam (The Sierry Petes); Git Along Little Dogies;My Little Lady (Sadie Brown); Night Herding Song; The Old Chisholm Trail;Fifteen Cents And A Dollar; Rocky Mountain Belle; Talking Blues; Diamond Joe;Down In The Willow Garden; I Ride An Old Paint; Jack O'Diamonds; Pretty BoyFloyd; Do-Re-Me; Dead Or Alive; Grand Coulee Dam; Dust Storm Disaster; I Ain'tGot No Home; So Long, It's Been Good To Know You; Whippin' That Old T. B.(tracks marked * are duets with DERROLL ADAMS)....(Bear Family BCD 16630 AH)Although there were devotees spread around the country, Ramblin' Jack Elliotteffectively brought folk music to ....Britain.... in the mid 1950s and, buskinghis way around the nation, introduced the songs of his mentor Woody Guthrie andof the American Southwest to brand new audiences. Britain also launchedElliott's recording career, virtually beginning at the time of his arrival inthe country when he was signed up to Topic Records, a non-exclusive that alsosaw the American recording for record shop owner Doug Dobell's 77 Records. Butit wasn't until 1958, and his association with Lansdown Studios (created bybroadcaster, record producer and jazz critic Denis Preston, who had earlierachieved success with skiffle productions) and released through EMI's Columbialabel, that Elliott recorded the majority of his British output. The firstsessions comprised mainly traditional western folk songs like Git Along LittleDoggies, The Old ..Chisholm Trail.., Jack O'Diamonds and I Ride An Old Paint butit wasn't until a year later â€“ after a short break in the States - that he wouldrecord material from Woody Guthrie's much revered catalogue. In a lineup thatincluded Alexis Korner (mandolin) and Jack Fallon (string bass), Elliott firstcovered such familiar titles as Do-Re-Me, Grand Coulee Dam, I Ain't Got No Homeand So Long, It's Been Good To Know You before, at second session, recording aselection of children's songs like Howdido, Old Rattler and Riding In My Car.This collection of 33 tracks (with a running time of almost 89 minutes), bringstogether the majority of Elliott's Lansdown Studios recordings, hithertounavailable for years, alongside a handful of previously unreleased recordings.These include Guthrie's Pretty Boy Floyd, Jesse Fuller's San Francisco Bay Bluesand five titles laid down in a 1960 reunion with fellow American Derroll Adamswith whom Elliott toured during his initial British years as the duo TheRambling Boys. Regarded as a major influence on the development of the folkscene in Britain (as well as upon Bob Dylan, who idolized Elliott), thebackground of the recordings and this period of Ramblin' Jack Elliott's life, isprecisely detailed by Hank Reineke in the accompanying 42 page booklet that alsocontains photographs and discography.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/03/10 20:18_____________________________________http://img534.imageshack.us/img534/3751/jackelliottalexiskorner.jpgJack Elliott, Alexis Korner, Cyril Davies (12-string), c. 1959============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/04/12 06:00_____________________________________.Some upcoming Ramblin' Jack dates:Thursday, AP 29th 7:30 PM	Santa Fe, NM	CorazonSaturday, MA 1st 8:00 PM	Denver, CO	L2 Arts and Cultural CenterThursday, MA 6th 10:00 PM	Dallas, TX	Granada TheatreSaturday, MA 8th 	8:00 PM	Houston, TXDan Electros Guitar BarTuesday, MA 11th	9:00 PM	Galveston, TXThe Old Quarter	Sunday, JN 13th	1:30 PM Workshop3:30 PM Show	Chicago, IL	Chicago Blues FestivalThis latter appearance is no doubt a direct result of Elliott winning a recent Grammy for Best Traditional Blues Album (A Stranger Here).============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/04/25 15:09_____________________________________.Book Review:Reineke, Hank. Ramblin' Jack Elliott: The Never-Ending Highway. Scarecrow. Apr. 2010. 434p. illus. discog. bibliog. index. ISBN 978-0-8108-7256-1. pap. $55. MUSICReineke, the research consult on Aiyana Elliott's award-winning film about her father, The Ballad of Ramblin' Jack, has written the definitive biography of musical legend Ramblin' Jack Elliott, covering many of the seminal events in the history of American folk music. From Elliott's life-changing experience at the World Championship Rodeo at Madison Square Garden, through his formative musical years and friendship with mentor Woody Guthrie, and into the present, Reineke describes the development and maturity of Ramblin' Jack's distinctive musical voice. Elliott's career will be a study in contrasts to the hip, ambitious Bob Dylan. It should come as a surprise to no one that Elliott's story takes some interesting twists and turns as he pursued his muse. He refused to follow trends, seemed at times to lack direction, and could be infuriatingly unreliable and distant to friends and family.Verdict: This fascinating study of a musical legend never fails to inform and entertain. Recommended for anyone interested in American folk music of the last half century. Bill Baars, Lake Oswego P.L., ORhttp://www.libraryjournal.com/article/CA6726838.html============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/05/15 16:02_____________________________________.Back in 1971, a Earl Scruggs Revue film known as Banjoman was produced. A half-dozen years later, a soundtrack lp was released on a relatively obscure import.  Elliott had laryngitis at the time and he talks about this on the following recording.  To my knowledge, the album has not appeared as a CD, which seems a bit odd given that Baez, The Byrds, and Doc and Merle Watson are also on the album."Me and Bobby McGee," by Ramblin' Jack, in Kansashttp://www.sendspace.com/file/3j39rl============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2010/05/15 17:01_____________________________________Warren wrote:"Me and Bobby McGee," by Ramblin' Jack, in Kansashttp://www.sendspace.com/file/3j39rlNice one, Warren.Many thanks.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/06/07 12:51_____________________________________.Elliott has two dates in June.  First up is the the earlier cited Chicago Blues Festival, this coming Sunday (13th), with a 1:30 workshop and a 3:30 show.On Saturday, the 19th, he has a show in Minneapolis at The Cedar Cultural Centre, according to his agent's site.Here is a rare performance on the occasion of a celebration for Derroll Adams' 65th birthday, in 1990.  As far as I know, the album has not made it to CD and was a limited edition lp produced in Belgium."Willie Moore," by Ramblin' Jack Elliott and Derroll Adams, from 1990http://www.sendspace.com/file/6v42le============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/06/16 06:06_____________________________________.Elliott tells a tall tale at this past weekend's Chicago Blues Festival:"Tyin' Knots In The Devil's Tail"http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AeCTknumIak&feature=player_embeddedWhen referring to Peter LaFarge and the rooms at the Earle Hotel, he also refers to "Bob."  That would be "our" Bob.  The three of them all had rooms on the same floor, once upon a time.Note: Some other worthy vids are in this link:http://www.opednews.com/articles/Chicago-Blues-Fest-Now-Th-by-Kevin-Gosztola-100614-64.html?show=votes============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/06/17 13:55_____________________________________.Ramblin' ManEn route to a Twin Cities gig, folk legend Ramblin' Jack Elliott talks about Bob Dylan and his other Minnesota connections.By JON BREAM, Star TribuneLast update: June 16, 2010 - 3:48 PMFolk-blues legend Ramblin' Jack Elliott is on a roll. Two of his past five albums have earned him Grammys, including one this year for "A Stranger Here," a wonderful collection of pre-World War II blues. Not bad for a 78-year-old troubadour best known for tutoring Bob Dylan, Arlo Guthrie and Mick Jagger.Elliott, who will make his first Twin Cities appearance in 13 years Saturday at the Cedar Cultural Center, is renowned as a storyteller. In fact, his moniker has more to do with his long-winded yarns than his penchant for traveling with his guitar. Calling last week from San Francisco, Elliott, who does 50 to 60 gigs a year, rambled on several topics.On where he put his two Grammys"One is home  because the cats love to rub on it. It comes with an owner's manual that says 'Do not rub with rag.' Because you'll take the gold right off. The new Grammy I just saw an hour ago for the first time. It's here at  house. I don't need to keep two Grammys in my little house. One's enough. Maybe I'll just leave it here."On 1995 Grammy winner "South Coast," recorded in Minnesota"It was quite pleasant in that studio . I liked Bob Feldman, the owner of  Red House Records who produced that album. We didn't have a list of songs to do; we just informally recorded songs off the top of my head." Gene LaFond, my friend who was there, asked Bob a few days later about the recording, and Bob said he didn't really hear anything exciting about it and he was going to let it sit and not make it into an album. Gene encouraged him to listen to it again and said, 'You ought to make a record out of it.' So I must have Gene LaFond to thank for that Grammy for the album and, of course, Bob."On the last time he talked to Dylan"I saw him about three years ago at a concert in Oakland. He waved to me as he ran in from the bus, because his bus driver told him that I'd be waiting. I don't think he saw me wave back because he was moving so fast."The time before that was a year or two previous to that. Bob saw me and he said , 'What's in your life, Ramblin?' I repeated the question. Then I said, 'I got a new Ford truck and I drove it here from Colorado just to see you. Took me four days. Fed the cats and got a little sleep and here I am.' And he must have thought I was reciting haiku because he had a very appreciative giggle and he said, 'Fed the cats. Got to feed them cats, got to feed them cats.' That's all he said. And I'm still waiting for a Dylanographer to explain what he meant."On visiting Dylan's home in Hibbing at Dylan Days in 2008"The owner left the house open for me. We enjoyed looking around a bit. I played Bob's mother's upright piano. I'm not a pianist myself, but I've always liked to fool around with pianos. The house was not very spacious or exciting. Not much to look at. I feel like when I close my eyes and remember how the house looked, that I can associate it with the Bob that I know, which is not the same Bob that everyone else knows."Of course, the whole world knows Bob. Or they think they do. To me, he's mainly and mostly mysterious. The three M's. Isn't 3M a Minnesota company? Well, it makes sense. For the first time in my life, it makes sense."http://www.startribune.com/entertainment/music/96487349.html?page=2&c=y============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by up to you - 2010/06/17 23:23_____________________________________During the credits of a movie called "Where's Poppa?", I noticed that it read : "Music by Jack Elliot". It also stated that Clydie King sang the title song, which seems to point more strongly toward the chance that it's Ramblin' Jack. If so, did he do any other movie scores?P.S.- The "got to feed them cats" anecdote is hilarious.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/06/18 06:33_____________________________________.up to you - That's not Ramblin' Jack, but this guy:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Elliott_%28composer%29============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/06/21 08:05_____________________________________.Courtesy of a Marc Percansky and expectingrain.com:Folk legend Ramblin Jack Elliott lives up to his name at the CedarPosted by Jon BreamLast update: June 20, 2010 - 2:05 AM At a Ramblin Jack Elliott concert, you know you're going to get a lot of between-song stories as well as songs that are stories. The folk-music legend did not disappoint on either front Saturday at the Cedar Cultural Center.Elliott, 78, who is best known for tutoring Bob Dylan, Arlo Guthrie and Mick Jagger, told stories about hanging out with Dylan, working in the rodeo, performing in a winter storm in Bethlehem, Pa, watching his dog drive Jack's truck (the singer has a sense of humor) and being at an open mic night in "U Nork Titty" as he called his hometown of NYC ("Peter and Paul were there; Mary was out shopping" ). He also did talking impressions of Johnny Cash, Waylon Jennings and Dylan.Here's one of the Dylan stories: It was at a Newport Folk Festival and Jack and Bob were sitting in Bob's blue Ford station wagon and Bob turned on the radio. They heard the Animals' version of "House of the Rising Sun" and "at the same time, we said, 'That's my version.'" (Word in folk circles was that Dylan copped some of his stuff from Elliott.)For the Cedar crowd, Elliott sang, among other things, "San Francisco Bay Blues," "Can't Be Satisfied," "Nobody's Darlin' But Mine" and Dylan's "Don't Think Twice, It's Alright" (which, of course, was preceded by another Dylan story).  His girlfriend, rockabilly singer Vikki Lee, dueted with him, as well. (Jack met her singing in a band with her cousin, guitar great Albert Lee.)At one point during his 75-minute set, Elliott, a character who is sweet and funny, rightfully complained about the air conditioning (or lack thereof) and a stagehand brought him an electric fan onstage. He also chastised the crowd for taking photos of him. "I wanted to be a professional truckdriver; so when I see a redlight, I stop," he warned. Hanging on his every word, the crowd obliged and put away their cameras.The concert was opened by the Rolling Patches Revue, a parade of local musicians - including Gretchen Seichrist, Paul Metsa, Larry Long, Gene LaFond, Kevin Odegard and Slim Dunlap - singing tributes to Elliott.http://www.startribune.com/entertainment/blogs/96744814.html============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by PSB - 2010/06/21 16:12_____________________________________The Dylan Newport story is a bit, well, strange, whether on Elliott's part of Bream's part.  Dylan's version of "House of the Rising Sun," came from Dave Van Ronk, not Jack Elliott.  Elliott's own version of the song came from Woody Guthrie and is played with major chords, not minor ones and the melody as a result is slightly different, though obviously the same song.  Also the one album Elliott recorded the song on, "Jack Elliott" on Vanguard, if it was even out yet, assuming this was the summer of 1964 when the song was a hit may not have been released yet.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by raggedclown - 2010/06/21 16:58_____________________________________up to you wrote:During the credits of a movie called "Where's Poppa?", I noticed that it read : "Music by Jack Elliot". It also stated that Clydie King sang the title song, which seems to point more strongly toward the chance that it's Ramblin' Jack. If so, did he do any other movie scores?Nope, that's another Jack Elliott, a jazz musician: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0254477/bio============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/06/22 17:17_____________________________________.Just happened to stumble upon this.Transcript from the Music Experience ProjectRamblin' Jack Elliott:I took a room at the Earl Hotel on the corner of Washington Square. The building is still there, it has a different name now and it's been remodeled. It was a fairly crummy hotel at that time. I knew most of the cockroaches by their first name. I took a room on the third floor, I think it was room 310, and Pete La Farge was in room 312. He's an old rodeo buddy of mine. And Bob took a room down the hall, about 304, 305. Just a few doors down the hall from us. So we saw a lot of Bobby that first couple of months...He had that round face, you know, and that peach fuzz, he couldn't grow a beard. He was nineteen years old. And he told me that he had all of my records; I think I had six records out by that time, in England, and one in the States. And he had all the records that he could get his hands on, from Topic in England, and me and Derroll Adams singing cowboy songs and Woody Guthrie songsAnd since I had been a student of Woody's and a protÃ©gÃ© of Woody's, of course Bob appreciated what I was doing and he related to me more than he related to most other people. So even though a lot of people seemed to dislike him because he appeared to be strange in many ways, I felt comfortable with him because he was a fan of mine, and he was wide open to me. So I was wide open to him.There is a video of these comments in the link, plus other related vids.http://www.empsfm.org/exhibitions/index.asp?articleID=568============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2010/06/23 18:05_____________________________________from the June 19 show at Cedar Cultural Centertribute song: 'Ramblin' Jack Elliot', composed and sung by James Loney{youtube}7oD9Ty3n-PU{/youtube}(minor quibble: the song refers to Jack in the past tense, in spite of the fact that he is still on the road, producing fine albums and even picking up Grammys!)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2010/06/26 07:08_____________________________________and it's got his last name misspelled (unless that happened in your copying of the title)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/06/26 17:36_____________________________________.From the Sept. 20, 1969 episode of The Johnny Cash Show:"If I Were A Carpenter" and "Take Me Home ." The latter song was featured in Aiyana Elliott's The Ballad of Ramblin' Jack{youtube}nPjAL3fYDQI{/youtube}The person who uploaded this said, "pure Americana fabulousness." Great finger-picking and singing by Elliott on Tim Hardin's, "If I Were A Carpenter."============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Tim Out of Mind - 2010/06/27 12:56_____________________________________Is it odd that Bob can't or doesn't spend more than a second or whatever talking to Jack?I usually can defend or support most of anything I read or see about Bob but this seems different.Ain't talkin', just ramblin'?============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/07/23 17:08_____________________________________.A couple of Ontario dates in AU:Hugh's Room, Toronto, AU 11th & 12th.Ottawa Folk Festival, AU 14th and 15th.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by handlevandal - 2010/07/25 18:17_____________________________________PSB wrote:The Dylan Newport story is a bit, well, strange, whether on Elliott's part of Bream's part.  Dylan's version of "House of the Rising Sun," came from Dave Van Ronk, not Jack Elliott.  Elliott's own version of the song came from Woody Guthrie and is played with major chords, not minor ones and the melody as a result is slightly different, though obviously the same song.  Also the one album Elliott recorded the song on, "Jack Elliott" on Vanguard, if it was even out yet, assuming this was the summer of 1964 when the song was a hit may not have been released yet.Strange?  Oh yes. Of course it's strange.  How could it be anything else?Jack's "stories" that he does in his shows often change venues, or the people in them are different or they happened in different eras or maybe never happened.  The old air conditioner routine has been done at every show for the past 20 years and it could be that he tells it about being on the plane, or in the airport or right where he is now explaining why his voice isn't up to par.  Add to that the fact that we know Dylan makes up shit all the time (maybe one thing he really learned from Jack) and it's hard to find something that isn't strange about their stories and/or relationships.  Actually between the three players (I don't know anything about Bream) I'd tend to believe Van Ronk, but then we can't check with him any more.  Gotta love that finger pickin' on Carpenter, eh?============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/08/01 16:51_____________________________________.Ftr, the Hugh's Room dates, above, may not be accurate.  While the venue has Elliott performing on both the 11th and 12th, his web site has him down for the 11th. To confuse matters, his agent's site has him listed for the 12th.For any of you Toronto/Southern Ontario ppl, know that David "Honeyboy" Edwards is to be at Hugh's Room on AU 9th:http://img525.imageshack.us/img525/3514/edwardsstage.jpgNow in his 96th year and still doin' gigs.And on this day, August 1st., Ramblin' Jack enters his 80th year.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/08/16 06:44_____________________________________http://img230.imageshack.us/img230/5972/rjeottawafolkfestivalau.jpgRamblin' Jack lived up to his name, entertaining the crowd with his stories almost as much as his songs Sunday afternoon at the Ottawa Folk Festival at Britannia Park. Photograph by: Julie Oliver, The Ottawa CitizenOTTAWA - Folk music legend and veteran storyteller Ramblin' Jack Elliott proved true to the foot-loose part of his name at the Ottawa Folk Festival Sunday night.Elliott was scheduled to play the main stage right before the Jim Cuddy Band until the rain forced the closing of the main stage and a lineup shuffle. Cuddy wound up taking the stage after press time, while Elliott was shifted to an earlier slot in the dance tent.No matter. At 79, Elliott is clearly unfazed by life's vagaries.Accompanying himself on acoustic guitar and playing to an attentive audience, he led off with San Francisco Bay Blues. Elliott then got into full rambling mode by playing a few notes from Reuben James, commenting on it briefly, then somehow segueing into "Diamond Joe" after explaining how he learned the song from a cowboy in Belgium and later taught it to Ian Tyson.A few minutes later, he was telling us about eating fish and drinking tequila with Cat Stevens, drunkenly falling off a horse, and getting his Martin guitar stolen in Florida. "That has nothing at all to do with this song, does it?" he observed before breaking into the Carter Family's "Engine 143."Other tunes included a stirring rendition of the Rev. Gary Davis' "Death Don't Have No Mercy," from Elliott's 2009 album A Stranger Here, and his encore tune "The House of the Rising Sun."We also got stories about his now-departed dog, songs about troubled times, and Elliott's still-strong voice and infectious fondness for life.The world will be a poorer place when Elliott finally rambles off the stage for good.http://tinyurl.com/2uhhell============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by 4th Time Around - 2010/08/30 14:21_____________________________________Sunday, August 29Books and Beats (92.1, Madison, WI)1 hour with/about Ramblin' Jackdownload (right click -> 'Save as' )segment 1segment 2segment 3segment 4============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/09/01 06:21_____________________________________.Thanks for this, 4th.For those who might be wondering what these segments are about, they consist primarily of a telephone interview with Elliott that took place this past Sunday, AU 29th 2010. The interview, from Sun Prairie, Wisconsin, is in Segments 2, 3, & 4, with Segment 1 being primarily background.  Each segment averages about 14 minutes.  Because the interviewer speaks of Hibbing Days coming up in May, my guess is that some of the non-interview talk was done last year, sometime, before Jack had to cancel a tour to have bypass surgery done. But again, the interview itself was done this past Sunday as Elliott talks about Bob doing a show in San Francisco that evening.The most interesting segment for a Dylan fan is #3, where the subject matter is mostlty about the Dylan-Elliott relationship.  And #4 has some good stuff about Woody's impact on a young artist (Elliott) and the musical mentor-mentee relationship.  Also, there's a detailed account by Ramblin' Jack of the intersection of a (roughly) 12 year-old Mick Jagger and Elliott on opposite railway platforms in a station in Mick's hometown.Just one last note: The interviewer (who was quite effective, in my view) spoke of Dylan covering a Jack Elliott song, "Diamond Joe," the cowboy version (as opposed to the "riverboat" version on Masked and Anonymous).  Elliott did not write either of those.  He did have a hand in popularizing the cowboy version that Bob plays on Good As I Been To You.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/09/05 08:28_____________________________________.http://img337.imageshack.us/img337/7349/theramblingboysfront.jpgIn the film Don't Look Back, Dylan is holding court in a London hotel room. Among those present, is Derroll Adams.  When Bob realizes Adams is there, he greets him excitedly and speaks of having listened to records by him and Jack.  The Rambing Boys album, from 1957, is mentioned.  The songs on that original 10" album (above) were reisssued with additional songs as an LP, in 1963, titled Roll on Buddy.http://img192.imageshack.us/img192/8489/theramblingboysrear.jpgSide Two: It does not list "The Death of Mr. Garfield," by Adams, but it is cited in the Topic Records Discography. Some of these songs were re-recorded by Elliott and Adams, a few years later.  These above-mentioned albums are not available in CD format."Rich and Rambling Boy," from 1957http://www.sendspace.com/file/cvj9p0============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2010/09/10 14:11_____________________________________.From The Detroit Free Press:Posted: Sept. 9, 2010Five questions with legend Ramblin' Jack ElliottWhen Walt Whitman said "I hear America singing," he could have been describing the voice of Ramblin' Jack Elliott. Elliott is more than an American original, he is a living testament to this country's ability to deliver on its promises of reinvention, redemption and an open-ended highway of possibility.Demonstrating that the cosmos has a keen sense of humor, Elliott was born a doctor's son in Brooklyn, N.Y., in 1931. At age 14 he ran away to join a rodeo and has been running ever since.A love of cowboy songs led him to an association with songwriter, activist and working man's poet Woody Guthrie. Originally Woody's sidekick, he became a human repository for Guthrie's songs and stories as the older man slowly succumbed to a debilitating neurological disease.After spending much of the 1950s spreading the gospel of American folk music throughout the UK and Europe -- helping kindle the passions of future musicians like Mick Jagger, Paul McCartney and Rod Stewart -- Ramblin' Jack returned to find that an American folk resurgence led by Bob Dylan had anointed him a legend in absentia.Though initially revered as a living link to Guthrie, over the decades Elliott has come into his own inimitable voice, one that seems to contain all that is good about America and its music.After more than half a century of distinguished, if occasionally erratic and certainly under-appreciated, service, Elliott has finally begun to receive the laurels he so richly deserves. He won a 1995 Grammy for best traditional folk album, and was presented the National Medal of the Arts by President Bill Clinton in 1998. His most recent album, "A Stranger Here," produced by Michigan native Joe Henry, won a 2009 Grammy for best traditional blues album.Elliott, now a robust 79, comes to the Ark in Ann Arbor on Tuesday. Speaking from his home in northern California, the singer offered a typically freewheeling interview that followed its own careening course through a lifetime of roadwork, friends, experiences and adventures. What follows is but a tiny sliver of that conversation. It was a delightfully dizzying reminder that they don't call him Ramblin' Jack because he travels a lot.Question: You're obviously no stranger to the blues. How did the album come about?Answer: Owing to the world situation, my record company thought it might be an appropriate time for an album like this, and I agreed. I've always had a few blues songs in my repertoire. I've hung out with some of the great blues men, and was profoundly moved by their personalities as well as their music. Men like Brownie McGee, Sonny Terry, Big Bill Broonzy, Muddy Waters.I met Josh White through a friend I was rodeo-ing with named  Peter LaFarge. Peter later wrote "The Ballad of Ira Hayes," made popular by Johnny Cash. He introduced me to Josh in 1949. I remember it distinctly because it was the same time I first attempted to ride a bucking horse. Peter was competing in the national rodeo finals at Madison Square Garden, and though I'd never been on a bucking animal in my life I agreed to give it a shot for $10. That was no place to learn, I'll tell you.Everybody drew the name of the horse they'd ride out of a hat. I didn't know it, but they had something special planned for me ... a joke they arranged for me to draw a horse named Pennywise. I thought that was a good omen, because I was pound foolish.He turned out to be the fastest spinning horse in the world. I was only on him for the duration of maybe half a turn before he ejected me, but my left foot got stuck in the stirrup and I was left swinging like a helicopter blade. I guess he completed three or four turns before my boot came off and I was thrown. I was lucky I didn't get killed.Later we jumped in Peter's car -- Peter LaFarge may have been the only cowboy who drove an MG -- and I was taken to Greenwich Village to be introduced to Josh White and his blues. I tried the bucking broncs twice more that week, with only slightly better results.Q: Like most great blues records, on yours we really get the feeling of being in the room.A: There was very little artificiality. No splicing tricks if there was a mistake. None of that stuff. Incidentally, I didn't choose the musicians, but if I'd known 'em I woulda picked 'em. It was a brilliant job of casting by my producer, Joe Henry. We recorded 11 songs in four days. I guess I'm known for taking my time, because the record company said that if I went over five days they'd charge me a thousand dollars a day for studio time out of MY pocket. So I recorded the 11 songs in four days, and by the fifth day I was back at home.Q: What are you listening to right now?A: I'm having a sentimental moment. I was recently in a local bookstore and saw a CD with a beautiful picture of Nico from the Velvet Underground. I had a mad crush on Nico at one time. I once got a gig playing guitar with the Velvet Underground one weekend at a place called the Dom in New York. I spent a very long night with the guitar player Lou Reed teaching me the chords to their songs. I tried to tell Nico how I felt about her, but she told me in no uncertain terms that she was in love with Tim Hardin. For my two days' work they gave me a check for $75 signed by that artist who painted Coke bottles, Andy Warhol. With his signature that check would probably be worth $75,000 now. I cashed it the next day, of course. I needed the 75 bucks.Q: You were among the first of your generation to recognize and encourage new writers like Tim Hardin, Phil Ochs and of course Bob Dylan.A: Well, I'll tell you something about that. I remember being at one Newport Folk Festival many years ago. At the end of the festival I went to find Bob Dylan to say good-bye. We were sitting in Bob's old blue station wagon. He turned the radio on and punched a button, and there were the Animals singing "House of the Rising Sun." We were startled, but simultaneously we pointed at the radio and said, "That's MY version!" We were both wrong. It wasn't my version and it wasn't Bob Dylan's version. It was the Animals' version. That's how it's supposed to work.Q: When was the last time you were in Detroit?A: I'm not sure I rightly recall. I usually come through Ann Arbor these days. The first time I was performing at the Checkmate, and I stayed with Chuck Mitchell and his wife, Joni. I remember Joni Mitchell at the living room table late at night, working very hard on songs the world hadn't heard yet. They were very nice to put me up, and put up with me. The next time I was at a little bar in the dead of winter and nobody came to see me except an art teacher, his wife and their 10-year-old daughter. I ended up sleeping on their couch, next to a 500cc Velocette motorcycle.Those may be the only two times I've played Detroit, but I have one other memory. I went to see a camera dealer in another city with a friend of mine who was into Leica cameras. We knocked, and the guy jerked the door open and said "Ramblin' Jack!" It turned out he was a fan of mine. He and the guitarist were doing their camera business when the phone rang. It was a friend of his from Detroit who was also interested in Leica cameras."You'll never believe this," he tells his friend, "I've got Ramblin' Jack Elliott in the store," and hands the phone to me."Hello Jack," this voice says, "my name is Eric and I make beer. If you're ever in Detroit, c'mon out and I'll buy you a beer."Look forward to it, I said. I thought, wow, this Eric Stroh is sure a nice fella. But I haven't been back to Detroit since to take him up on it. Do you think I can still get that beer?http://www.freep.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20100909/ENT04/9090316/1322/Five-questions-with-legend-Ramblin-Jack-Elliott&template=fullarticle============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/01/10 02:28_____________________________________.Crawdaddy! reviews Elliott's 1964 Vanguard album, Jack Elliott:Ramblin' Jack ElliottJack Elliott(Vanguard, 1964)http://img257.imageshack.us/img257/8121/jackelliott1964vanguard.jpgRamblin' Jack Elliott's voice is one of the natural wonders of the folk music world. When he cut Jack Elliott in 1964, he was in his prime, possessing a flexible tenor that had chilling power. His vocal lines on this album are often stretched to the breaking point with wailing wordless accents that combine the high, lonesome sound of a bluegrass singer, the forlorn melismas of a down-and-out bluesman, and the painful, alcohol-fueled madness of a country boy. Hank Williams comes to mind in the latter regard, with Elliott using the same kind of keening, not-quite-falsetto high end that manages to convey desperation and self-destructive jubilation in the same breath.Not all the songs on Jack Elliot are laments, but with the exception of "Guabi Guabi," they are the tunes that leave the strongest impression. His performance of Woody Guthrie's "1913 Massacre," the story of a Christmas celebration that turns into a horrible tragedy, is one of his finest moments. He stretches syllables to the breaking point to mirror the sobbing of parents as they view the bodies of their dead children. "Diamond Joe," the tale of cowboys laboring for a dollar a day, is not without its ironic humor, but the misery of working long hours for almost no pay is palpable. His howling rendition of Blind Lemon Jefferson's "Black Snake Moan" still sends chills down my spine, with Elliott's forlorn warble wordlessly implying the world of pain he feels at being betrayed by his woman.On the upside, he gives us "Shade of the Old Apple Tree," an absurd vaudeville tune about bathing and marriage, and the aforementioned "Guabi, Gaubi," which was the album's big hit on folk radio. Elliott wasn't a world music artist, but he found "Guabi, Guabi" on an album of Zulu guitar music recorded by the South African folklorist Hugh Tracey. The original guitarist's name was George Sibanda and the tune is a well-known Zulu children's song that talks about buying sweets and bananas for your girlfriend. It was a hit in England in the late '50s, which is when Elliott probably heard it. Sibanda combined Zulu rhythms with ragtime, and Elliott copied Sibanda's syncopated picking almost note-for-note on his version, adding a long outro featuring a guitar jam with folk heavies John Herald (Greenbriar Boys,) Ian Tyson (Ian & Sylvia), and Monte Dunn, a folk session player who also backed up Judy Collins, Phil Ochs, Buffy Sainte-Marie, and eventually Cher. "Guabi Gaubi" is one of the most exuberant tunes Elliott ever cut, one of his greatest hits, and it's still an impressive bit of guitar work.Elliot went on to make more than 40 albums for dozens of labels, all mining his extensive knowledge of folk, blues, cowboy songs, early country, and old time music, but Jack Elliott may be his best album. The song selection is flawless, the recording quality pristine, and these songs still appear almost every time Elliott plays a live set.In case you need a little bit of back-story to put this all in context: Elliott was a cornerstone of the '60s folk revival and a close pal of both Woody Guthrie and Bob Dylan. Guthrie once famously remarked "(Elliott) sounds more like me than I do." Dylan went from being a Guthrie clone to being an Elliott clone before settling into his own unique style. Elliott grew up playing guitar and wanting to be a cowboy. He worked in a rodeo after dropping out of high school and went on the road with Guthrie for a few years, eventually landing in Topanga Canyon. Elliott met his wife June in California, and they moved to London in 1955. The Brits loved Elliott's authentic cowboy style, unaware of the fact that he'd been born in Brooklyn and learned his cowboy moves from Gene Autry movies. He made his first recordings for the legendary Topic Label in 1955, and toured extensively in Europe before returning to the US in 1961. He probably heard "Guabi Guabi" in London.Back in the US, he met Dylan in Guthrie's hospital room in 1961 and helped Dylan get into the musician's union. The folk scene was just starting to take off, driven in part by the people Elliott was drawing into the folk clubs of Greenwich Village. When Columbia signed Dylan, he tried to get Elliott a deal with the label, but they were only willing to take a risk on one folk singer at a time. Dylan's producer, the legendary John Hammond, helped get Elliott his deal at Vanguard, the label that helped fuel the folk revival with albums by the Weavers, Joan Baez, Ian & Sylvia, the Greenbriar Boys, Buffy Sainte-Marie, and the Rooftop Singers.The songs on Jack Elliott are the backbone of Elliott's live set, tunes he's perfected with countless performances over the preceding years. He'd made good albums before, but Vanguard's attention to sonic purity made the music on Jack Elliott really stand out and resonate. Forty-five years later, Jack Elliott still sounds fresh, one of the best albums to come out of the folk revival. Elliott is still playing gigs, although he's cut down some on his ramblin'. Today he lives in the San Francisco Bay Area.http://tinyurl.com/27q7syoBtw, the album is available in its entirety on The Essential Jack Elliott (Vanguard) label, which also includes a first-rate concert performance, ca. 1964.http://img33.imageshack.us/img33/2282/rjeantiblogpostgrammywi.jpg============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by PSB - 2011/01/10 07:44_____________________________________That may be Jack Elliott's all-time best album, which I've owned since it came out in 1964.  The notes by Shel Silverstein are a riot.  But what the review neglects is the appearance on one Tedham Porterhouse playing harmonica on "Will The Circle Be Unbroken?"  Also on that track is the great Erik Darling (of the Tarriers, the Weavers and the Rooftop Singers).  Elliott returned the favor to Mr. Porterhouse the same year by showing up to the session for the only album recorded in one session and singing "Mr. Tambourine Man" with him.  I really don't know about Monte Dunn playing with all the people mentioned, especially since the people he did play with namely Ian & Sylvia aren't included in the list of people he played with.  He did record two albums, "Northern Journey" and "Early Morning Rain" with them for Vanguard.  And while "The Essential" Ramblin' Jack Elliott doesn't have the Silverstein liner notes, nor the great cover pic of Jack, or the musician credits, what it does have is 10 songs from Jack's 1965 Town Hall concert in NYC, which to this day is the only full length concert in a concert hall Jack Elliott gave in his home town.  I happened to attend that concert, and go backstage and meet Jack, since he was amazingly enough married to the sister of a kid in my class in junior high school.  At the time, I happened to be one of maybe four people in the town who knew who Jack Elliott was.  Elliott, who stood up in those days, had to perform sitting on a stool, since he'd broken his ankle the week before skate boarding in Dallas.  Jack does an amazing Leadbelly impersonation on "Blind Lemon Jefferson" and it also has Elliott's first the first recording of a song associated with someone very close to Mr. Porterhouse, "Don't Think Twice, It's Alright."  Vanguard had a bunch of great acts, and put out some great records.  But they could take forever to put out albums.  In the case of Jack Elliott at Town Hall, it took them 11 years to stick it onto the Essential album.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/01/20 12:26_____________________________________.I wonder who came up with that Tedham Porterhouse alias for Bob.Explore the connections between cowboy music, poetry and the BluesElko, Nev.Hard work, scarce pay, lonesome nights, heartbreak and death-common themes of the blues and of the songs, poems and stories of the cowboy. Cowboy culture is a blend of traditions and influences; blues and other African American cultural traditions have been a major influence on the evolution of western music. The 27th National Cowboy Poetry Gathering, Jan. 24-29, in Elko, Nev., will explore the connections between traditional cowboy and western music and traditional African American blues music.Among the blues programs at the Gathering, legendary folk singer Ramblin' Jack Elliott will perform music from his GRAMMY Award-winning album, A Stranger Here. After last year's Gathering, Jack headed to Los Angeles to receive the GRAMMY Award for Best Traditional Blues Recording for A Stranger Here. At this Gathering, Jack will share a sampling of this blues music - all pre-World War II tunes that Jack loved. He will be joined by a few of the revered musicians featured on his award-winning album, including pianist Van Dyke Parks.Zydeco music is a synthesis of traditional Creole, Cajun and African-American music including R&B, blues, jazz and gospel. Geno Delafose and French Rockin' Boogie will perform their special brand of foot-stompin' zydeco from the bayou country of southwest Louisiana. And Sourdough Slim and Robert Armstrong will present blues and old-time music reminiscent of the 1920s and 30s, including Jimmie Rodgers songs.The National Cowboy Poetry Gathering is the nation's largest annual celebration of cowboy culture. For six days in January the community of Elko welcomes thousands of cowboys and cowgirls, poets and musicians, artisans and scholars, rural and city people-all of whom share a love of the American West and the artistic traditions of ranching and cowboy culture. More than 60 poets and musicians from the U.S., Canada, Australia and Hungary will perform on eight stages at five different venues throughout Elko. Additional highlights include cowboys from Hungary, the Marshall Ford Swing Band (featuring Emily Gimble, granddaughter of Texas fiddle legend Johnny Gimble), Ian Tyson, The Quebe Sisters, Wylie and the Wild West, and renowned cowboy poets Waddie Mitchell, Baxter Black and Wallace McRae. Tickets to the 27th National Cowboy Poetry Gathering can be purchased by calling 888-880-5885.http://www.agjournalonline.com/news/x1926723424/Explore-the-connections-between-cowboy-music-poetry-and-the-Blues============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by lostchords - 2011/01/20 13:15_____________________________________"Buffalo Skinners"{youtube}RkigmLaQJb0{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/02/12 09:51_____________________________________.Seeing as it's Grammy time, here's Jack' whole Grammy Award winner speech for A Stranger Here, from this time last year:{youtube}xK8SBe2QX9A&feature=bf_prev&list=PLDA54E4E035D1CC2F&index=17{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/02/22 09:34_____________________________________.Here is a "recent" recording by RJE.  Probably, 2010.  It is a decent sounding, well sung performance before what sounds like a roomful of folks:"Diamond Joe"http://www.sendspace.com/file/60dwsp============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/03/26 16:44_____________________________________.Looks like the annual "Mud Tour" is a go, according to his agent's site:Sat 5/7/2011 	8:00 PMFall River MANarrows Center for the ArtsMon 5/9/20117:30 PMRockville MDSaint Mark Presbyterian ChurchWed 5/11/2011	7:30 PM	Piermont NYThe Turning PointFri 5/13/20117:00 PMNew York NYRubin Museum of ArtSun 5/15/20118:00 PMCanton CTRoaring Brook Nature CenterThu 5/19/20118:00 PMPortland MEOne Longfellow SquareSun 5/22/2011	7:00 PMSaratoga Springs NYCaffe Lena============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/03/30 08:23_____________________________________.Elliott will be performing on Saturday, JL 30th., at this year's Newport Folk Festivalhttp://www.newportfolkfest.net/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/04/17 19:44_____________________________________.Nine minutes of recent ramblin' at Norman's Rare Guitars in Tarzana, California:{youtube}6neJ4NJlfjk{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2011/04/18 02:49_____________________________________lol i knew that was sanfransico bay wasnt postive untill he started singing 2 pts for me wahoo!!!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/04/22 12:45_____________________________________.http://img121.imageshack.us/img121/9651/jackelliottmacdougalstr.jpgRamblin' Jack Elliott (r), MacDougal Street, 1966...and 44 years, later.http://img64.imageshack.us/img64/851/jackbayareafundraiserno.jpgBay Area fundraiser, November, 2010============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2011/04/28 02:27_____________________________________curious anyone rad enough to attend a ramblin jack elliot show this year?============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2011/04/29 04:49_____________________________________guess not...:(============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/04/29 17:22_____________________________________.Washington Post Maryland gig announcement:http://tinyurl.com/42p6ewn============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2011/05/08 07:29_____________________________________IVE MET THE MAN... NAMED JACK ELLIOT (RAMBLIN) and ive got proof============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/05/11 06:16_____________________________________http://img196.imageshack.us/img196/5955/jackelliottma092011rock.jpgRockville, Maryland, MA 09 2011Music review: Ramblin' Jack Elliott at Saint Mark Presbyterian ChurchBy Scott Galupo, Tuesday, May 10, 5:32 PMRamblin' Jack Elliott is sort of an apostle of American folk music, having personally witnessed giants such as Lead Belly, Big Bill Broonzy and Woody Guthrie roam the land.And so the small assembly Monday night at Saint Mark Presbyterian Church in Rockville didn't seem to mind that Elliott's hour-long appearance, sponsored by the local nonprofit Institute of Musical Traditions, was as long on stories as it was on songs.The 79-year-old legend, seemingly carved from rock, slowly but wryly unspooled tales of encountering American rodeos in the oddest of places (Japan, Belgium), climbing up a mountaintop radio antenna in Bethlehem, Pa., during a driving snowstorm to meditate and being told by a cocky Greenwich Village-era Bob Dylan that he had "relinquished" to Elliott the classic "Don't Think Twice, It's All Right."Elliott delivered the latter - in a voice even froggier than latter-day Dylan's, if such can be imagined - as well as tunes such as "San Francisco Bay Blues," "Diamond Joe" and "Arthritis Blues."Through errant chord changes and a hacking cough, it wasn't always clear that Elliott - still a decent flat-picker, given the mileage on those hands - had ended the same songs as he had begun. But he weathered these lapses with the same rascally charm of his storytelling.Since he began recording for the indie label ANTI-, Elliott has enjoyed a kind of renaissance, nabbing a Grammy for best traditional blues album for 2009's "A Stranger Here." One cut from there, "How Long Blues," stood out Monday, sounding truly tormented, in contrast to the pleasant, lazy gait of the '09 rendition.That this national treasure wound up in the rec hall of a suburban Maryland church seemed somehow appropriate.Dude's been everywhere, man.http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/music-review-ramblin-jack-elliott-at-saint-mark-presbyterian-church/2011/05/10/AFHQ6hkG_story.html============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/05/27 07:05_____________________________________.Another review.Ftr, Elliott won't be 80 until this August. Furthermore, he's not really a "real" cowboy, tho' he probably rode horses on more ranches throughout North America (and Australia) than most anyone:LAUREN DALEY: Beloved 'Cowboy Poet' Spins Stories in City MillMay 26, 2011 7:11 PMWillie Nelson once asked, "Are there any more real cowboys?"Yes, Willie, there is one.And anyone who went to the Narrows Center for the Arts to see Ramblin' Jack Elliott recently saw him.After an opening set by Fall River native Michael Troy, the 80-year-old cowboy poet took the stage at 9 p.m., wearing faded jeans, a red collared shirt, dusty cowboy boots and his signature 10-gallon hat.He was hobbling, and needed help getting set up, but once he was steady on his perch, he put on one helluva show.His hour-long set included an incredible rendition of Tim Hardin's "If I Were a Carpenter," "House of the Rising Sun," a cover of Bob Dylan's "Don't Think Twice (It's Alright)," Woody Guthrie's "1914 Massacre," and "Falling Down Blues." After a standing ovation, he encored, aptly, with "South Coast."Throughout the evening, the octogenarian had the audience gathered 'round and listening like kids listening to a wise ol' granddad.Of course, you don't earn a name like "Ramblin' Jack" without being a talker. Jack can talk. Luckily, his tales are wildly entertaining.He had the crowd in the palm of his hand as he told tales of meeting Woody Guthrie, singing with Bob Dylan, and a Tall Tale about sneaking into folk singer Tim Hardin's house disguised as a house painter."It was a hoax, so I could get right up there on the ladder and look down his throat, to see how he sang and learn how he played," Jack told the crowd.He had a sore throat and allergies, and the night was also peppered with one-liners like: "Thanks for clapping. If I heard someone sing like I just sang, I'd head for hills." And, "I'm not a music-lover, thank God. I like dogs, boats and trucks."The irony, of course, is that Jack Elliott loves music more than almost anyone.He's the kid who ran away from his Brooklyn home at 14 to join the rodeo and learned his guitar from a real live cowboy.In 1950, he sought out Woody Guthrie, moved in with the Guthrie family and rode the rails with Woody from the redwood forests to the Gulf Stream waters.Woody Guthrie, it seemed, had a magic that captivated young folkies, and made them want to be just like him.Bob Dylan, as we know, imitated the way Woody walked, talked and dressed. But before him, Jack Elliott was so enthralled with Guthrie that he absorbed the inflections and mannerisms, leading Guthrie to remark, "Jack sounds more like me than I do."In 1954, Jack journeyed through Appalachia, Nashville and to New Orleans to hear authentic American country music. In 1955, he got married and traveled to Europe, inspiring a new generation of budding British rockers - from Mick Jagger to Eric Clapton - with his American cowboy folk repertoire.When he returned to America in 1961, he met another young folksinger, Bob Dylan at Woody Guthrie's bedside, and mentored him.In 1995, Ramblin' Jack received his first of four Grammy nominations and the Grammy Award for Best Traditional Folk Album, for South Coast (Red House Records). In 1998, President Bill Clinton awarded Jack the National Medal of the Arts.According to Jack's Web site, at age 80, he's "still on the road, still seeking those people, places, songs and stories that are hand-crafted, wreaking of wood and canvas, cowhide and forged metal. You'll find him in the sleek lines of a long haul semi-truck, in the rigging of an old sailing ship, in the smell of a fine leather saddle."The lucky roomful of people at the Narrows Center who saw him saw a living legend and a true entertainer.As Bob Dylan said in his "Chronicles: Volume One:""Most folk musicians waited for you to come to them. Jack went out and grabbed you. ... Jack was King of the Folksingers."http://www.southcoasttoday.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20110526/PUB03/105260429============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2011/05/27 15:34_____________________________________http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_B0Ngd7kV3ig/TMEr5PaqaTI/AAAAAAAALbY/ZPhlmKv_giA/s1600/Jack-Elliott-Young-Brigham-FrontUG.jpgmore man============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/05/29 08:26_____________________________________.http://img811.imageshack.us/img811/3452/92927388.jpg============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/06/25 05:47_____________________________________."Yeah, I even used to say things like 'This song is by my son, Bob,'" chuckles Elliott. "I saw Bob a few years ago and I'd just come from playing at the Bob Dylan Day thing they have at the high school there in Hibbing. They invite me every year. And Bob says  'Bob Dylan Day. What's that?'"Source:http://www.houstonpress.com/2011-06-16/music/the-storyteller/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by quanta - 2011/06/25 06:55_____________________________________great story Warren! Mr.Elliott really walks the walkthanks for your tribute thread keeping us up to date, wish he wrote a memoir, he needs to for his sake as much as history's============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/06/26 15:22_____________________________________^You're welcome, quanta. Here's about 30 seconds of '70s Jack (starts at 2;35) talking about Will Geer and Woody G.The video lasts for a little over 4 minutes and is called In Hollywood's Backyard... '70s Topanga. Here's the blurb that accompanied the video:During the 1970s, Topanga Canyon, nestled in the California mountains just behind Malibu, became a Mecca for many of Hollywood's top musical performers. These musicians and their artist friends blended in naturally with the latter day hippies and long-time eccentrics that made up this laid-back community a 'stoners' throw from Los Angeles.This is the inside story  of an iconoclast culture, filled with impromptu and staged musical performances by noted Topanga residents Billy Preston, Lowell George, Fred Tackett, Ramblin Jack Elliott, Spanky McFarlane, Gary Farr and others. The late Herta Ware Geer, former wife of actor Will Geer reminisces about the singular Topanga lifestyle, as Billy Preston rides through the canyon in his beloved cowboy garb.http://vimeo.com/24544068============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/07/06 13:52_____________________________________.Ramblin' Jack will be performing at 8:00pm on August 1st in South Yarmouth, MA. That date happens to be Elliott's 80th birthday.http://www.localendar.com/cal?JSP=PublishedCalendar&mode=PUBLISH_PUBLIC&search_type=D0&start_date=08/01/11&calendar_id=364200Two days previous, he will be performing at the Newport Folk Festival.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/07/22 08:38_____________________________________.He'll ramble on: The Cultural Center of Cape Cod has added a second show for notable folksinger Ramblin' Jack Elliott. You can catch him at the South Yarmouth venue Aug. 1 and 2 at 7:30 p.m. as he marks his 80th birthday.   For tickets ($22 in advance), call 508-394-7100 or go to www.womr.orghttp://www.barnstablepatriot.com/home2/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=25517&Itemid=42Spotlight on the Arts: Ramblin' Jack Performs in Larkspur House ConcertI saw a "living legend" play guitar and sing in a local living room. Ramblin' Jack Elliott in (house) concerthttp://img64.imageshack.us/img64/8628/shomesanfranciscoca.jpgJuly 9th or 16th, in San Francisco, CALet's be frank; a lot of us are not that big on the stadium-concert thing anymore. Too crowded, too crazy, too hard to get to wherever it is, find parking, find a seat, and get home again. For some, it's even a hassle to drive into the city to stand in line at Bimbo's or whatnot.It just got a little harder for me, I must say, now that I've fallen into the Acoustic Vortex. This is what Larkspur physician-musician-impresario Bruce Victor calls the house concerts he puts on every three weeks or so. More on him next time - I want to tell you about seeing Ramblin' Jack Elliott with fewer than 100 people in Victor's home last Saturday night.A psychiatrist with a practice in San Francisco, Victor has a two-story, nautically narrow house on the little inlet formed by Corte Madera Creek just east of Piper Park. For the past five years, he's been inviting music lovers on his Evite list to come to performances, which take place in a long, skinny room with floor-to-ceiling windows facing Mount Tam (and, on those evenings, filled with folding chairs).Normally, he says, within a few days some 35 to 55 people say yes - enticed by the $25 donation (wine and snacks included) and the chance to see stellar acoustic guitar players and other musicians in such congenial surroundings. One of his guests told him, "It's like a party with a concert thrown in."For Ramblin' Jack, Victor reached the cutoff of 85 people in 16 hours. "It's the only time we had to do the Studio 54 thing," he says, "with a table manned by an attorney at the door.""I'm not a cowboy, I just hang out with cowboys," Jack told us once seated with his Martin D-28 in the little stage area. "I'm not even a musician." No, he's just a Grammy-winning, National Medal of Arts-receiving, 40-plus-album-recording "American treasure" (President Bill Clinton), who traveled with Woody Guthrie and knew or knows everyone from Big Bill Broonzy to Bruce Springsteen."His tone of voice is sharp, focused and piercing," Bob Dylan wrote in Chronicles: Volume One. "He's so confident he makes me sick. All that and he plays the guitar effortlessly in a fluid flat-picking perfected style.... Most folk musicians waited for you to come to them. Jack went out and grabbed you."Jack is still doing that at 80, and his audience in Larkspur - many of whom were there for the umpteenth time - could not have been more into it. He chose from what seemed a massive list of songs ("I'm looking at strange titles of songs I used to know," ) telling long, occasionally hilarious stories between them. One involved the word pyrography, "which is in an old cowboy song I might remember to sing later." Another time, he commented, "This is a long story I can tell is miring down into the mud, so fast forward" into a song - it was "San Francisco Bay Blues," or maybe "Don't Think Twice" or "With God on Our Side."He only got stronger after the break (which included more of the ham and turkey wraps, fresh fruit and strawberry yogurt dip, fresh veggies and veggie dip, and all the wine or other drink you wanted, perhaps enjoyed on the spacious deck). A major highlight was Jack's rendition of a song by Scotsman Will Fyfe, complete with a great story told in a brogue so thick it took awhile to decipher the song's catch phrase and title, "I Belong to Glasgow." It was unforgettable, but you had to be there.The next Acoustic Vortex performance, with guitarist and pianist Ruth Gerson, is July 29. If you're interested in being added to the Evite list, contact Bruce@acousticvortex.com.http://larkspurcortemadera.patch.com/articles/spotlight-on-the-arts-ramblin-jack-performs-in-larkspur-house-concert============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2011/07/25 02:06_____________________________________i saw jack on his 78th birthday but now its wether to drive two hours after driving home for 6 hours since the folkfest sold out to see him again on his birthday im taking votes now!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2011/07/29 21:39_____________________________________i will be attending the show on jacks birthday anyone else going?============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/08/01 05:51_____________________________________^Doesn't look like it.http://img28.imageshack.us/img28/637/jackelliottjl302011newp.jpgRamblin' Jack at Newport, JL 30 2011A 53:30 set is available as a download, courtesy of National Public Radio:ETA - The sound gets fixed after about one minute. And btw, Pete Seeger shows up for a few ramshackle duets & philosophizing.  I think you had to be there. Crowd loved it.http://www.npr.org/2011/07/31/137182914/newport-folk-2011-ramblin-jack-elliott-live-in-concertNPR, in a brief synopsis, included this error, not to mention misspelling Elliott's name:A matter-of-fact singer with credibility to spare - the man used to ride the rails with Woody Guthrie, for heaven's sake - Elliott continues to release albums, the latest of which is 2009's A Stranger Here.The above is an example of sloppy research and how myths are made. Elliott DID NOT "ride the rails with Woody Guthrie" as has been stated earlier in this thread.  He made two major car trips with Guthrie: One out to California, and the other to Florida.  I've heard Elliott at a gig telling about the only time he hopped a freight.  He was alone, wound up in Texarkana, and was less than thrilled with the experience.Mr. Elliott's hard core fans know he'd much rather be behind the wheel of a semi. ;)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by quanta - 2011/08/01 07:38_____________________________________hey Warren why didn't you post these Newport videos of your Xerxeshappy birthday Jack  Ramblin' Jack Elliott & Pete Seeger sing "Hard Travelin"{youtube}4Nv6bHF0Aso{/youtube}1:33 -  Ramblin' Jack Elliott covers Dylan's "Don't Think Twice (It's Alright)"{youtube}Bb7hDOalWrU{/youtube}Goodnight Irene with Pete S http://vimeo.com/27112009============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/08/01 08:45_____________________________________^Because I don't want to do it all?Actually, I sampled a couple of vids, quanta, and wasn't all that impressed with the video quality, but "Irene" did seem to be the best of the Jack and Pete collaborations.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xerxes_I_of_PersiaAlso: Xerxes, a series of record turntables from Roksan Audio (UK)B)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by quanta - 2011/08/01 23:15_____________________________________i was teasing you about posting, youtube is so cool, like eyes and ears 'round the world and back in timelove your history, the wobblies taught woody taught jack taught bob taught us that huh============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2011/08/02 14:35_____________________________________his 80th birthday was unrealisticly incredible============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2011/08/03 23:19_____________________________________anyone go to both shows in capecod im curious about the comparison im pretty sick at the moment and just need a break from lying down so hopefully i get a response or if someone knows of a review from the birthday show============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/08/04 01:36_____________________________________.Ramblin' Jack Marks Birthday In StyleBy DANIEL SIDMANCONTRIBUTING WRITERAugust 03, 2011 2:00 AMSOUTH YARMOUTH  - Even at age 80, Ramblin' Jack Elliott remains the consummate entertainer. The famed folk troubadour and two-time Grammy winner took to the stage on Monday, the day he became an octogenarian, in front of a packed house at the Cultural Center of Cape Cod.He delighted the audience with an array of blues and folk tunes on his guitar, interspersed with humorous anecdotes acquired from his years of extensive traveling. Just off a performance at the Newport Folk Festival in Newport, R.I., Elliott ascended the stage sporting jeans, a cowboy hat and sunglasses. It quickly became evident that his voice hasn't lost its any of its charming luster and that he still retains all the vivacity and stage presence that endeared him to audiences in the first place.Elliott opened his set with "San Francisco Bay Blues," the invigorating and upbeat but still heartbreaking tune by bluesman Jesse "The Lone Cat" Fuller.After the opening number, Elliott talked briefly about his hitchhiking trip from New York City to the tip of the Cape in 1953 "to get away from Greenwich Village." In Provincetown he had a loaf of bread and a red onion for lunch because he heard that it was a meal fishermen in Brittany, France, routinely ate. "I didn't get seasick," he quipped.Next Elliott played a tune by his mentor Woody Guthrie, "Ranger's Command." The song's cadence replicates the plodding rhythm of a horseback trip through the desert, with cavalier cowboy lyrics to match: "Come all of you cowboys all over this land/I'll teach you the law of the Ranger's Command/To hold a six shooter, and never to run/As long as there's bullets in both of your guns."Elliott moved on to "Freight Train Blues" by John Lair. "I've got the freight train blues/ Lordy, lordy, lordy, got 'em in the bottom of my ramblin' shoes," he sang, prolonging the end of each line in imitation of the sound of a freight train whistle.He followed with Guthrie's "Talking Sailor," a talky story song about becoming "one of the merchant crew" that was inspired by his mentor's experience in the Merchant Marines during World War II.Throughout the show Elliott got laughs from the audience with his charming personality and keen sense of humor. "Can we dim the lights a tiny bit," he politely asked early in his set. "I feel like I'm at Miami Beach."He described playing with fellow folk legend Pete Seeger at the Newport festival and, because of his admittedly poor hearing at this point in his life, not understanding what Seeger was singing: "Pete was mumbling into the microphone. I knew it meant a lot to him. It meant a lot to me, too. I just wish I knew what it meant."He joked about his age as well. "By the way, this is my 78th birthday, not my 80th," he informed the audience. "I'm turning the boat around. It's a good thing, I was getting tired of being 79."Next came Guthrie's "Talking Columbia," and later Jimmie Rodgers' "Mule Skinner Blues," which featured Elliott appropriately singing, "I like working/I'm rolling all the time."Elliott brought blues musician Paul Geremia onstage for a solo performance of Gertrude "Ma" Rainey's blues staple "See See Rider" on guitar and harmonica. Geremia met Elliott in 1966 in Canada when Elliott had just returned from England and was sporting "a deerstalker hat, a houndstooth jacket and smoking a Sherlock Holmes-style corncob pipe.""Paul saved my life two or three times fishing," Elliott explained when he got back on the stage. "I'm a good sailor, but I'm not a very good fisherman."He played "The South Coast Ballad," a gripping story song by Lillian Bos Ross about a man winning a wife in a game of cards with the woman's father. "I learned this song from the woman that wrote it," he said. "No I didn't. I learned it from (folk musician) Frank Hamilton, who told me about the woman who wrote it."The staff at the Cultural Center wheeled out a birthday cake for Elliott with two lit candles on it. "It's great to be 2 years old again," he joked. The audience joined in singing "Happy Birthday" to the singer.Elliott's manager, Gaynell Rogers, read off some birthday messages sent to the folk singer, including one from Kris Kristofferson. His message: "Happy birthday, you old fart."The set ended with "Don't Think Twice, It's All Right," a Bob Dylan track. Elliott described performing the song at an open-mic night at Gaslight Lounge in New York City. Elliott did an accurate and truly hilarious impression of Dylan's distinct voice as he explained how Dylan poked his head out from a curtain in the back of the room as he sang and said to him, "I relinquish it to you, Jack."The emotional earnestness and openness of Elliott's voice as he sang this bittersweet tune about "traveling on" made for a truly moving closure for a memorable evening, an evening in which Elliott demonstrated with his inimitable charm and musical chops why he's regarded as a legend in the realm of folk music.Cultural Center of Cape Cod, South Yarmouthhttp://www.capecodonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20110803/LIFE/108030302http://img694.imageshack.us/img694/1756/spoolful.jpg"...sporting 'a deerstalker hat... .'" c. JA, 1967 on tour with The Lovin' Spoonful============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/08/04 19:18_____________________________________.{youtube}73MiYQyOQj8{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by diamond sky - 2011/08/05 05:12_____________________________________terrific you made it to the cape, goss.get well soon.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/08/19 12:36_____________________________________.Jack Elliott, two days shy of his 80th birthday, and Pete Seeger, 92, were on the same stage at the 2011 Newport Folk Festival.  Jack still has pretty good voice whereas Pete's is all but shot.  The spirit lives, though.Here are the two of them (via vinyl rips), 48 years earlier.  Elliott leads off with a bit of harmonica and the vocal:"Billy The Kid"http://www.sendspace.com/file/47r0z5And here they are with Ed McCurdy. Great stuff."Jesse James"http://www.sendspace.com/file/qn55o2============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by gossamerglenn - 2011/08/23 21:07_____________________________________yea diamond it was soooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo great heres a pic from that night http://a8.sphotos.ak.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ak-ash4/284315_10150743824180486_864065485_20342657_885891_n.jpg============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/09/09 01:51_____________________________________.Some upcoming shows in the U. S. and Canada:Fri, 9/9/2011	7:00 PM Show; 8:00 PM Set	Langley WA	Mukilteo CoffeeFri, 9/23/2011	8:00 PM	Kingston, Ontario	Octave TheatreSat, 9/24/2011	9:00 PM	Toronto, ONHugh's RoomThu, 9/29/20118:00 PM	Staunton VA	Mockingbird's Roots Music HallSat, 10/1/2011	8:00 PMWest Minster MD	Carroll County Farm MuseumSun, 10/2/20116:30 PMEaston MDNight CatWed, 10/5/2011	8:00 PM	New York NY	Highline BallroomThu, 10/6/20118:00 PM	Larchmont NY	Watercolor Cafe============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Liverpool66 - 2011/09/09 14:31_____________________________________how interesting ;)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/09/26 11:22_____________________________________.What follows is a review of Elliott's SE 24th gig, in Toronto, but it is equally as much about the man, himself. The article includes observations, insights and anecdotes for those who are interested. Cited are more than a few musicians, from Bob to Butch Hawes - who penned "Arthritis Blues" - to Bascom Lamar Lunsford, Elliott's source (via Derroll Adams) for "The Cuckoo."I particularly like the tale of the club owner who became upset because his act arrived with manure on his boots. :lol:  James Strecker Reviews the ArtsRAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT AT HUGH'S ROOM IN TORONTOPosted on September 26, 2011:"We come with the dust and we go with the wind" is one of the most haunting lines in the folk canon. It was penned by Woody Guthrie when he hitched a ride on the melody of Pretty Polly to compose Pastures of Plenty, his tribute to migrant workers. It's most appropriate that the line mirrors the quintessence of Ramblin Jack Elliott on whom, since their first meeting in the late 1940s, Woody Guthrie has been a profound and diverse influence. "Jack sounds more like me than I do," Guthrie once quipped and each man from square one was famously made of wanderlust. Ramblin Jack Elliot is an elusive constancy who comes and goes according to the dictates of some calling that only he knows, a calling that roots him in the essential magic of each life he encounters. If he finds no magic, he creates it, for he is the story teller who embodies the story he tells and remakes it anew. In turn, we become part of the story he tells and that is how it should be. He is the unbreakable thread in the fabric of folk culture he embodies, an everyday guy who seems to find new substance in life to quietly enchant him every day. He belongs everywhere and nowhere specific that might hold him down. We belong everywhere with him as he tells his tale.  And then he is gone. I first met Ramblin Jack around 1961 at a club, one with a pretense of sophistication, in Hamilton. "The guy has manure on his boots," said the owner disparagingly, trying to summarize an entertainer with a cowboy hat who didn't subscribe to a slick and shallow image of what folksingers were taken to be at the time. But does anybody really care to remember The Limelighters or The Brothers Four? "We met fifty years ago," I told Jack last year at Hugh's Room in Toronto, but you didn't have time to talk much because you were waiting "for your woman from Toronto." "When was that?" asked Jack. "1961 or so" He reflected for a minute and answered with an undercurrent of surprise in his voice, "You know, I married her," as if that union was a lifetime of wandering ago, and it was. I've tried to interview Jack a couple of times since the sixties and on each occasion he has talked about everything but my questions. His words like the man tend to wander away when any imposition is sensed.  They don't like to be corralled and confined, but instead like to take off and riff until they are spent. Part of it might be a need for self preservation in Ramblin Jack, who knows? Every man is a paradox, after all, and doesn't owe his accessibility to the world. In return, from Ramblin Jack we get a priceless and unforced stream of consciousness full of surprising connections that are profoundly delightful. Jack didn't answer my questions, to be sure, but I did learn about Rick Danko, tying knots, Rod Stewart, and especially Jack's beloved dog. Ramblin Jack was back to Hugh's Room last Saturday, a genuine legend with a National Medal of Arts from Bill Clinton and two Grammy statues back home and a flat pick in his pocket here in Toronto. Hugh's is a perfect venue for warm human connection and you find that conversation oozes around the room with ease.  It's a good place for Ramblin Jack, who is now eighty and as always likes to meet people. He hangs out in the audience before and after his set and meets many who want to make affectionate connection with him. At one point he drops an imitation of Bob Dylan, who many say copied Ramblin Jack down to the last detail in the early days, into the conversation and then smiles with enjoyment. The raconteur takes delight in himself - and he should, because he is funny and without guile. A ten song set that takes an hour begins with Jesse Fuller's San Francisco Bay Blues, moves on to The Cuckoo - with its haunting descending scale in a minor chord and learned from buddy Derroll Adams who learned it from Bascom Lunsford on Folkways - and slides into the Carter Family's Engine 143. "I was nineteen and Woody was thirty-nine when I hung around with him," reminisces Jack and then, to explain how he ended up on a week-long trip by car to California without a change in clothing, declares "My motto is to never say no."  Then he backtracks, telling us "I ran away from home when I was fifteen to join the rodeo ... I made only two dollars a day ... so I ended up eating my horses' oats." And then forward in time again to Guthrie's Talking Columbia, with the explanation that Jack's mentor wrote twenty-six commissioned songs in thirty days for the Department of the Interior. Ramblin Jack's unique flat picking style, one which I've long considered a musical wonder, remains beyond the emulation of mere mortals. It has a conversational feel to it with distinct punctuating bass notes that stand assertive and immaculate in their placement. Meanwhile, a subtle brushing of one or several treble strings has each note or partial chord sounding like a remote echo to the bass note runs that drive each song's momentum. Jack's magical touch produces sounds of crisp delicacy and clarity while the seemingly perfect balance between bass and treble notes is one I've heard nowhere else. Part of the secret is the way Jack holds the pick with the tips of his thumb and index finger, I've come to believe, but who can account for the incredible lightness of being in his sound? Next comes the Stones' Connection whose chords Jack once realized are not too far off Jesse Fuller's in San Francisco Bay Blues. He does Don't Think Twice It's All Right in a wistful and personal manner whose mood he demolishes in the last verse with an exaggerated and slurred emphasis on a few words. Then "another Woody song" in Ranger's Command, then Bedbug Blues from "was it Bessie Smith or Ma Rainey?" We also have, along the way, a tasteful but evocative accompaniment from Stan, a veteran guitarist from Yorkville years, who has climbed on board for the second half of the set. He shines in Jack's Arthritis Blues by Butch Hawes which enumerates many aches and pains in an ironically pulsating tempo. Who ever heard pain sound like so much fun? There are asides and anecdotes throughout about the authorship of Diamond Joe, about  Jack getting a shot at flying a plane with Jerry Jeff Walker sitting behind him, and about Winston Young, who I saw at the second Mariposa Folk Festival, allowing Jack to operate his crane and move a girder to the 40th floor. A requested I Threw It All Away gets a caressing intro and then, because Jack hasn't "done it for years" it goes unsung. Jack leaves the stage, strums his way through the audience, and then sits down for the many conversations that are to come before he heads off to his next gig in Virginia, a man unowned yet open to the hearts of all.http://jamesstrecker.com/words/?p=340============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by saut de basque - 2011/09/30 15:38_____________________________________A ten song set that takes an hour Well, we took a little drive last night to hear Ramblinâ€™ Jack over in a Blue Ridge Mountain valley and got two five-song sets separated by a 15-minute break that totaled close to 90 minutes. Jack would tell stories about his travels and his musician friends for five or ten minutes, then play for three or four. My wife doesn't get what all the fuss was about, but I had a great time. I used to live in downtown Staunton 20-some years ago, but that was before all the upscale restaurants opened and the old-time music scene took root. It's a college town, but a little college town, and I don't know where all the new money is coming from. The handsome streets are narrow, but dark and pretty much deserted by mid-evening. The place is charming in a homey kind of way, and lonesome at the same time. The eveningâ€™s venue was one of those part restaurant, part club places. At one point in the second set, Jack kept strumming but stopped singing and took notice of a waitress down front, asking her, not unkindly, to finish her business before he continued. Opening and closing doors were another pet peeve, and I was reminded of his set at Newport a few years ago when photographers were the issue.Jack came in 45 minutes before show time and chatted with a couple of guys wearing handlebar mustaches and â€“ Iâ€™ll wager - Civil War re-enactor duds. Before the show, the M.C. announced that it would be up to Jack if this was to be a one or two set night, and that Jack would stick around for photos afterwards â€“â€œ he has a real pretty face, youâ€™ll look good next to him.â€• The M.C. apologized for not having merchandise for sale - Jack had sold it all at previous gigs, but there was plenty on his web site. This led Jack to say later that he couldn't figure out a computer to save his butt, but that he didn't have much butt left, having lost his ass in the music business, so that he needs suspenders to keep his pants up.The opening act was a young couple â€“ he in a work shirt and cap, she in a turquoise dress with her hair in two long black braids, and an unfortunate mess of red and green ink up and down her right forearm â€“ playing "old time mountain music," as it's called around here, on the fiddle and the banjo. Now I think itâ€™s really wonderful that young people are taking up traditional music, and sometimes Iâ€™m even in the mood to hear it. Other times, as the saying goes, itâ€™s better than it sounds. In this case, I was in the latter mood, but they played well and they were so sweet, they were impossible not to root for. And they only did four tunes, the best of which was when the young lady danced â€“ â€œflatfootedâ€• â€“ to the young manâ€™s banjo. Jack ambled onstage about 10 minutes later, chatted a bit, sang a quick San Francisco Bay Blues, and put his sunglasses on. He asked for more bass in his microphone â€“ â€œmore Johnny Cash, less Tiny Tim.â€• The song list was largely the same as Toronto show : The Cuckoo, Talkinâ€™ Columbia Blues and Talkinâ€™ Sailor Blues (both of which he credited to Woody Guthrie â€“ is that correct?) and Diamond Joe.After the break, during which he kept his sunglasses on as he talked with fans, he took them off and played Engine 143, then the Arthritis Blues, then another train disaster song, Wreck of the Old â€˜97. Somewhere in there came the story about his dog Caesar, who could drive â€“ â€œI didnâ€™t teach him to drive; that would have been irresponsibleâ€• â€“ and drove 25 miles while Jack napped in the back for two hours before calling the club he was supposed to play that night and placating the club owner who called him â€œRambling Jackâ€• by singing the audience songs over the telephone. Then Donâ€™t Think Twice with the one line of Dylan imitation, preceded by the story he told at Newport about being holed up in a cabin with a friend during a snowstorm with a bottle of Cutty Sark and a Dylan record, and learning that song and singing it the first before a packed audience of folkies that included a drunken Bob slurring out â€œI relinquish it to you, Jack.â€• For a last verse, he ad-libbed a few lines about going up to Maryland; Maryland is his next stop. He was in good voice for a man his age all night long, singing with plenty of volume and mostly on key, but he gave this this song his strongest performance. Before the encore he asked for a half shot of good bourbon â€“ â€œnot Jim Beamâ€• â€“ for his throat, and told us a sad and remarkably revealing thing, that heâ€™d â€œintroducedâ€• his wife to Jim Beam, and that â€œshe fell in love with himâ€• and died about 10 years ago, and he still feels bad about that.The encore was the longest story of the night, maybe 15 minutes, about another road trip that ended up in New Orleans, in Jackson Square and the CafÃ© Du Monde and with a good look at the Mississippi River. He strummed through most of it, then sang just one line, â€œDid you even shiver, just because you were lookinâ€™ at a river,â€• and that was the set. No photo ops afterwards. The audience gave Jack a huge hand when he came on, and standing ovations after each set, and he really basked in their affection. Like I said, I had a great time and it was nice to see a few audience members in their twenties, even if the majority were older. The tall tales, one-liners and reminiscences, and the legend embodied in the reminiscences, very quickly became the focus of the evening. The songs punctuated the stories, and the songs were mighty good too.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/10/03 19:00_____________________________________.Very nice review, saut. I enjoyed the read.I'm not sure why you would wonder if Elliott's attributing of  authorship of "Talkin' Sailor" and "Talkin' Columbia" to Woody Guthrie might not be so.  Anyway, here's some background for you: http://www.woodyguthrie.org/Lyrics/Talking_Sailor.htmHere's Woody singing "Talkin' Columbia:"http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z58V-NxJcEIThis video is about 9 minutes long. It describes how Guthrie got a contract with the Bonneville Power Administration (Columbia River) to write songs. It opens with Studs Terkel saying a few words.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUoh2QSjXAwThe next link is the full 56-minute documentary (Roll On Columbia: Woody Guthrie and the Bonneville Power Administration) that begins, first, with the 9-minute segment, above.  Jack Elliot (misspelled), Woody's first wife, kids Arlo and Nora along with  Pete Seeger and others all tell anecdotes about Guthrie that aren't always that well known. This is quite an amazing film with Depression-era photos and film clips. It also includes remarkable footage of the building of the Grand Coulee Dam. It was a colossal project.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8gr2EOmlv8Btw, that tale of Ramblin' Jack traveling to New Orleans to see Billy Faier is the song Elliott will forever be remembered by.  It's called "912 Greens" and is on his album, "Young Brigham."  Sounds like you got a mailed-in performance. Elliott was traveling with Guy Carawan who had a hand in the development, if you will, of "We Shall Overcome," and Frank Hamilton whose name is synonymous with the Old Town School of Folk Music, in Chicago. They were all in the 20s, at the time:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Billy_Faierhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guy_Carawanhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Hamilton_%28musician%29============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by saut de basque - 2011/10/04 03:31_____________________________________Thanks, Warren, so glad you enjoyed it, and thanks a lot for the info. I just wondered if I'd understood Jack correctly, and Woody had written those songs or Jack had just learned them from him. I found 912 Greens on Spotify. The picking on the Young Brigham and Kerouac's Last Dream versions is a little more elaborate than what we heard last week, but not much. So nice to hear the song again.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2011/12/04 17:44_____________________________________."I personally think Ramblin' Jack Elliott should be on the $100 bill."Tom RussellLink:  http://www.local-iq.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=2250&Itemid=54Here's an obscure song featuring Jack Elliott (before he was known as Ramblin' Jack) with the City Ramblers Skiffle Group.   The song, "Midnight Special," was recorded in England sometime from 1955 to 1957, inclusive:http://www.sendspace.com/file/yk4li1============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/02/25 17:44_____________________________________.Bobby Bare interviewing Ramblin' Jack and John Prine, in 1985:{youtube}6U-zicUwDmo{/youtube}FTR, Bob sang Bare's "Detroit City, in East Lansing," in 1990.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/03/11 11:14_____________________________________.http://s17.postimage.org/v0k0yjelb/Ramblin_Jack_Elliott_1973_UCSC_Quarry.jpgUniversity of California, Santa Cruz, 1973Here is a heretofore rare film clip of Derroll Adams singing "Payday at Coal Creek:" {youtube}FxmnbbJJ9m8{/youtube}Paris, France, also 1973To the uninformed: Derroll Adams was one of the great banjo players and was Elliott's singing partner during the late 1950s in England and Europe.  It was there and with Adams, in particular, where Elliott made a name for himself.  Adams appears in the hotel room scene with Donovan in Dont Look Back where Dylan excitedly addresses Adams, telling him about listening to the duets that he and Jack sang on The Rambling Boys album.Elliott returned to the U. S. of A. in 1961. Adams chose to live out his life in Europe where he accumulated a devoted following of fans.  He died in Antwerp, Belgium, in 2000.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/03/24 09:08_____________________________________.Recent recordings by Ramblin' Jack:He sings a song titled, "The Guitar," on a recent double CD tribute album to Texas songwriter Guy Clark.http://s7.postimage.org/e5glpb3hn/Guy_Clark_s_This_One_s_For_Him_A_Tribute_to_G.jpgElliott will also be making a contribution on Loudon Wainwright III'salbum, Older Than My Old Man Now, scheduled to be released in April. The photo, below, of Wainwright and Elliott was taken by Jack's daughter, Aiyana.http://s17.postimage.org/3quevikq7/Loudon_Wainwright_III_and_Ramblin_Jack_in_the.jpg============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/03/30 18:26_____________________________________.{youtube}wija5N1U4DQ{/youtube}Singin' and talkin' in the studio:============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by mystery tramp - 2012/03/31 00:29_____________________________________Great thread!  thanx for the clips :cheer:============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by quanta - 2012/04/01 01:31_____________________________________yes - great thread Warren!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/04/12 18:43_____________________________________^Thanks, people.Wolfgang's Vault has released another Elliott gig from the Ash Grove, in Los Angeles. This one - a 35-minute set, from AU 25 1964 - is happening on a Tuesday night.  That doesn't always mean a full house. Performers like Elliott were usually booked for a week, sometimes two, starting on a Tuesday and finishing on Saturday night and usually played about three or four sets.You can hear the full performance, here, where it says Play Ramblin' Jack Elliott:http://www.wolfgangsvault.com/ramblin-jack-elliott/concerts/ash-grove-august-25-1964.htmlOnce again,, Elliott was simply known as Jack Elliott at this time, and had turned 33 that month. Dylan, ten years his junior, had released his fourth album (Another Side of Bob Dylan) a few months earlier.Elliott is in much looser form than on his excellent Town Hall performance from a few seasons, later (on Vanguard).  You'll either laugh or cry if you listen to his parody of "The Lonesome Death of Hattie Carroll."There are some very good performances, here, IMO.  It's available in both mp3 and flac formats from the Vault.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/04/23 12:43_____________________________________.http://s7.postimage.org/p7xgj3cob/The_Old_City_Hall_Redding_CA.jpgThe Old City Hall Performing Arts Center, Redding, CAThe link below is to a 90 minute performance (it begins after 40 seconds) of Elliott playing in the above setting on OC 23, 1988.  This is an excerpt of what the posters of the video say:Published on Apr 22, 2012 by austinpickers.This is a show we did back in 1988 with the great storyteller, Ramblin' Jack Elliott.  Redding Community Access Television was only months old when the Prism Music Society brought Jack to Redding.This is an incredible 90 minute concert from one of America's great treasures.  Just a note about the video...It's an old, old tape. There are a few audio dropouts during the first song but after that  looks and sounds great. Enjoy!{youtube}X-5lDAK5_9Q{/youtube} I will just add that the the filming is superb.  There are sound dropouts beyond the claim made above.  Otherwise, the sound is in very good quality, and Elliott's Martin guitar is a joy to hear.  As for Ramblin' Jack, himself (57 years of age at the time), he's in pretty good form.  He tells a great tale about a guy named Kris Kristofferson knocking on his motel room door in Nashville.  There's also a pretty funny comment about Renaldo and Clara and also his own movie "career."  And for any hardcore Elliott fan, there are rare performances of "Cool Water," "All My Trials," and "Philadelphia Lawyer."He closes after the credits roll with Tim Hardin's "If I Were a Carpenter."============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/05/03 05:10_____________________________________.Some upcoming gigs:May 3, 12 	Boston, MA     Museum of Fine Arts / Remis Auditorium    465 Huntington Ave May 5, 12 	Oberlin, OH    Finley Chapel  May 6, 12 	Kent , OH 	    Kent Stages    175 East Main Street    330.677.5005May 10, 12 	Rock Hall, MD    The Mainstay    5357 Main Street    410-639-9133 May 12, 12 	Chatham, NJ 	    The Sanctuary Concerts    240 Southern Boulevard May 13, 12 	Canton, CT    Roaring Brook Nature Center    70 Gracey Road    860.693.0263 May 16, 12 	New York, NY	    The Highline Ballroom    431 W. 16th Street    212.414.5994 May 18, 12 	New Holland, PA	    Spring Gulch Campgroundhttp://ramblinjack.com/shows============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/05/03 05:32_____________________________________^Meant to add a little music.  Available from Wolfgang's Vault:"Candy Man," from the Ash Grove, Los Angeles, 1964http://www.sendspace.com/file/fcaq5vCourtesy of 4th T A.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by quanta - 2012/05/03 05:53_____________________________________thanks Warren - talk about ramblin' - wowyou sure are his most loyal publicist - thanks for bringing us more candy,man!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/05/03 07:58_____________________________________^I should be on the payroll, right! B)Check this out: RJE and Suze Rotolo talking about the Woody>Jack>Bob connection.  Courtesy of British taxpayers (from about 5:30 to 8:15):{youtube}sbNU5dcgzj0{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/05/07 15:05_____________________________________.From the Woody Guthrie Centennial event, AP 14, 2012:{youtube}wU8mXUK7IP8{/youtube}{youtube}qkVFJTbBdNA{/youtube}{youtube}GsWmc3XzGRY{/youtube}{youtube}2_uMX6Ff9Y0{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2012/05/17 21:12_____________________________________Jack took the few steps down to 116 MacDougal Street last evening. He remembered the stairs. Was looking for a cup of coffee.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/05/18 00:07_____________________________________^Presuming you were at the Highline Ballroom, last night, how was his show?BTW, anyone, of the four videos posted above, #3 is the more  musically entertaining, IMO. Elliott pulls off a fine version of "Pretty Boy Floyd."============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2012/05/19 18:52_____________________________________non, malheursement I didn't get to see/hear Jack. In the late afternoon Jack went looking for a cup of coffee, and headed down the steps at 116 Macdougal Street, former site of the Gaslight Cafe.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/06/03 03:30_____________________________________.This song was among Elliott's earliest recordings.  It appeared on a 4-song EP record. It was recorded at the home of John R. T. Davies, in 1956."Alabama Bound"http://www.sendspace.com/file/wa2c4d"For many,  was considered 'the world's leading specialist in the art of sound restoration ... .'"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_R._T._Davies============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/06/12 13:20_____________________________________.Some upcoming dates:Jun 22, 12 Galveston, TXFriday    The Old Quarter    413 20th StreetNote: Where Townes van Zandt made his great live recording.Jun 23, 12 The Woodlands, TX 	Saturday    Dosey Doe Coffee Shop    25911 I-45 North    281-367-3774Jun 27, 12 Austin, TX 	Wednesday    The Cactus Cafe    24th & Guadalupe    512.475.6515Jun 29, 12 Dallas, TX 	Friday    Poor David's Pub    1313 S Lamar St    (214) 565-1295	Jul 10, 12 Portland, ORTuesday    Mississippi Studios    3939 N. MississippiJul 12, 12 Bellingham, WA 	Thursday    Green Frog Cafe Acoustic Tavern    902 N State St., #104Jul 14 & 15, 12 Vancouver, BC CanadaSaturday    Vancouver Folk Festival    Jericho Beach Parkhttp://thefestival.bc.ca/Jul 29, 12 Santa Rosa, CA 	Sunday    Woody Guthrie 100th Birthday Celebration    Railroad Depot Park Set Time 5 PMhttp://ramblinjack.com/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/07/21 13:58_____________________________________.http://s16.postimage.org/q8jv3n4g5/Ramblin_Jack_Elliott_JL_15_12_Vancouver_Folk.jpgRJE - JL 15 12 Vancouver Folk Music Festivalhttp://blogs.theprovince.com/2012/07/19/looking-back-at-the-35th-vancouver-folk-music-festival/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/07/25 07:11_____________________________________.Bobby Bare interviewing Elliott, in 1985, the year Jack turned 54. Jack plays "Muleskinner Blues" at the end of the interview.{youtube}sIggd7ZvwEk{/youtube}An upcoming date:Sunday, July 29, 2012 Santa Rosa, CA USRailroad Depot Park @ 11:30 AM============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/08/09 09:23_____________________________________.Some upcoming shows:Aug 16, 12 	Kansas City, MOThursday    Knuckleheads Saloon    2715 Rochester AvenueAug 18, 12 	Tulsa, OKSaturday	    Tulsa Little Theater    1511 S. Delaware Avenue    918.483.6407Aug 19, 12 	Oklahoma City, OK 	Sunday    Blue Door    2805 N McKinley AveAug 23, 12 	St Louis, MO 	Thursday    Old Rock House    1200 South 7th Street    314.588.0505Aug 26, 12 	Friendship, INSunday    Old Mill Campground    7249 1st Street    513.787.1232Aug 29, 12 	New Orleans, LAWednesday    Chickie Wah Wah    2828 Canal Street    70119Aug 30, 12 	Baton Rouge, LAThursday    Red Dragon Listening Room    2401 Florida BoulevardSep 2, 12 	Cookeville, TNSunday    Muddy Roots Music Festivalhttp://ramblinjack.com/shows============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/09/03 17:56_____________________________________.From the Whispering Beard Folk Festival in Friendship, IN; AU 26 12:"Don't Think Twice, It's All Right,"{youtube}oLiC8EvEiso{/youtube}"The Cuckoo"{youtube}B7rhW8gazDI{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/09/21 11:05_____________________________________.This is one of the most unusual versions of "Home On The Range" that anyone is likely to hear.  Ramblin' Jack kicks off with a bit of guitar and some yodelling, and then is not heard from again as the song segues into David Amram's jazzy ensemble.  Mid-song, Odetta kicks in with the vocal.From a 1978 Amram album:http://www.sendspace.com/file/8cmepiSeveral Amram CDs are available from the usual sources.http://s13.postimage.org/ltlqy6tiv/David_Amram_Bob_Dylan_1982_Songwriters_Hall.jpgSongwriters Hall of Fame - 1982============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/09/22 11:20_____________________________________^Speaking of David Amram, this SE 18th, 2012 article, courtesy of Scott Miller over at ER:http://s11.postimage.org/kyubuv6v7/David_Amram_with_flute_Probably_2012.jpgMusic legend David Amram on his creative process, why he loves the Colorado Symphony, and meeting Woody GuthrieFrom collaborating with jazz legends to hanging out with Jack Kerouac and Neal Cassady, David Amram has accumulated quite an impressive resume. He's written multiple books as well as musical pieces, and he's in Denver this week performing at a variety of events to celebrate the hundredth birthday of Woody Guthrie.We recently spoke with Amram about his creative process, why he loves Denver, and hanging out with Woody Guthrie one day in 1956.See also:- Happy birthday, Woody Guthrie! Celebrate the folk legend's centennial with a week of events- David Amram: "Playing jazz reminds me all the time of how important every note is, every person is, every situation is"- Keeping the Beat: Musician David Amram remembers Neal CassadyWestword: What made you want to participate in a Woody Guthrie tribute?David Amram: Well, I met Woody Guthrie in 1956 and had a wonderful time speaking to him and saw how different he was from the public perception. He was so much more than the man who rode around on boxcars playing the guitar and getting in trouble. First of all, he was so brilliant in terms of his knowledge of classical music, classical European music, jazz, world politics, a view of America and his understanding and reverence for the native people of Oklahoma. He was one of the first people, aside from Will Rogers, to make people around the world understand that we have a very precious heritage in this country and that all of us who come here from all over the world are in a very special country that has its origins with very special people. And he also had a great reverence and appreciation for all the cultures that were brought here from all the great European nations and all the other places around the world where people came to this country for a better life and a chance to excel and be free.So he was really a very old-fashioned super-patriot. He served in the Merchant Marines in World War II, but because of the nature of politics a lot of people who spoke out for basic human rights that we all have today and don't even think about were considered to be un-American, which was exactly the opposite case, of course. Now he's revered in his home state of Oklahoma and his home town of Okemah as a hero. He was kind of a reporter that during those hard days of the Dust Bowl and the hard days of the Great Depression, and always spoke up for people who had no voice. And in such a beautiful way. When we hear those songs today, and people hear them all over the world in different languages, it sounds as if he could be writing about today. He was an inspiration for me way back in 1956 and I just spent that wonderful day with him. He was way more than just a folk musician, he was a musician and a person for all our folk.How did you meet him?I had a young man I was playing with, Charles Mingus, the great bass player, and another great musician I was blessed to play with, Sonny Rollins, had a very good friend who was an excellent scat singer named Ahmed Bashir and Ahmed was playing with me. I played on what they called the Lower East Side, I was going to the Manhattan School of Music on the G.I. Bill studying classical composition and conducting, playing with Charles Mingus's jazz group and beginning to write music for Joe Papp's Shakespeare in the Park. I didn't get much sleep. And one night we were up late talking about music and philosophy and trying to do homework and practice, and he turned to me, and he said, "Dave, you don't have school tomorrow, you're not playing, you wanna go meet Woody?" And I said, "You mean Woody Herman?" And he said, "No, Woody Guthrie."So we walked over about one block, we went into this very nice woman's place with a tiny kitchen, and there was Woody Guthrie, a thin, wiry, very intense-looking man. And I noticed that he had on cowboy boots, and it was 1956 and I never saw anybody wearing cowboy boots at that time. And jeans. He looked just like people I had seen when I went out to visit my uncle in New Mexico or the time I first came to Denver and went through Colorado in 1945 when it was still pretty much the old-fashioned West. And he didn't look like someone who was a Hollywood actor imitating somebody. I said, man, this guy's the real deal, and he talked in this wonderful style that sounded like just folks, a lot of them still speak that way in Okemah and parts of Oklahoma. It was so fascinating to see somebody like that right in the concrete jungles of New York City, and I just never forgot meeting him.How did you begin writing Symphonic Variations on a Song by Woody Guthrie?I met his wife later on, Marjorie, and found out that she had danced with Martha Graham in the premiere of Appalachian Spring by Aaron Copland. And her little kids Arlo and Nora told me when they were grownups, years later, that was the piece that they listened to at home all the time. And they said to me, forty years after I met Woody, that they would like to have a piece honoring him. They said, "We would like it to be like Appalachian Spring."{youtube}XmgaKGSxQVw{/youtube}So I figured, okay, I think I can do that. So I thought I would use the melody from "Deportee" or "Pastures of Plenty," which are almost like a kind of melody that Tchaikowsky or Brahms or Aaron Copland would have used in their wonderful pieces based on folklore. "No, no," Nora said, "I love those melodies, but we need to do 'This Land Is Your Land.'" I said, "Uh oh. How can I possibly do anything?" Because I played that with Woody's son Arlo probably nearly 100 times over the years from the time he started playing up until we played together the last time a few months ago. And I did it with Pete Seeger probably 200 times. I've done it with Willie Nelson every Farm Aid that we play. And every time we do it that way, with the audience singing, just doing the song is so perfect that you don't really need an orchestra, you don't need anything. It just worked by itself. So I was sitting there for a month and a half thinking, "What the heck am I gonna do?" And even though I really believe in ecology I must've poured through a tree and a half of paper that hit the wastebasket without ever being used. I hope it was recycled, okay? I just couldn't figure out what to do. And then Nora said, "How's the piece coming?" And I said, "It's great, but you know, I'm not sure." And she said, "Here's something to think about. You met my dad way back when. You know all of his friends. Why don't you read Joe Klein's wonderful biography and also retrace the steps that Woody took when he was writing that song?"He didn't just write that, as he very often did, in one afternoon. He spent years writing a verse here and there in his travels to all the places he went. So then I said, "Wow." I suddenly got a flash. I said, "I know what to do."What did you do?See, the very beginning of the piece starts with some of the fanfare of today and then the first variation is based on the Oklahoma Indian stomp dance, and just in the middle of it suddenly you hear the melody for "This Land Is Your Land" coming into it. Then the next variation is Woody in church at an Okemah Sunday morning church service because Pete Seeger told me that the melody for that song was an old church melody from way back and undoubtedly Woody heard that as a kid when he went to church, because his whole family were all churchgoers. Then the next variation I made was when he moved to Pampa, Texas, I said, "Okay, I'll have something like a barn dance." Of course, the variation I did wasn't as refined, and in the middle of that you hear the theme again coming back. Then the next one was based on dreaming of Mexico, when he worked with Mexican workers; in what sounds like Mexican music suddenly you hear that melody. It keeps coming back in some form in every variation. And after that I have one which I call the Dust Bowl Dirge, because he had lived through that Dust Bowl.And then the last part he came to New York, where he lived longer in Brooklyn than in any place else in his life, because he was always travelling. And I have a series of neighborhood scenes because Nora told me that when he was, especially later on in life, when he was not in very bad health he would take the subway or walk or get out of the subway and go through all the different neighborhoods. He was fascinated by all the different people and the food and the languages and the history and the lifestyles of all the different people who lived in this big city who had brought something with them from another place. And then finally it comes back to the very beginning. It's almost like a biographical journey of the places that Woody went when he was playing the piece. And this is just something, like so many things in life, that can happen if you remain open and receptive and take the tiniest idea and then develop it.When you're writing, how do you know when you've hit upon something that's good?Well, that's a feeling to me. It's all based on feeling. And very often the feeling comes about after I try about thirteen times and it just isn't happening. Then suddenly, womp, I say, "Boy, I feel that's the right thing." I can make that choice of the feelings because of the fact that aside from writing stuff down I've also spent as much time in my life making stuff up, improvising lyrics, improvising free-styling. When you live in that world of what seems to be natural, then when you're writing something down and then you look back at it and say that doesn't sound real, then you hit the old wastebasket and try to do it again. And eventually you can come up with the right thing because your instinct will tell you that's what feels right. And if that's what feels right, that's the correct thing to do because you're telling your story. And everyone has a story. Everyone has a song. Everyone has a family and a history and everyone has a heritage, and each one is different and they're all beautiful and all of us are born being creative.It's a question of just harnessing all those things that are kind of gifted to us at birth and then as they get beaten out of you, rehabilitating them and re-energizing yourself and trying to be around people or around works of literature or art or excellence at sports or carpentry or law or whatever you're doing where you could have some sort of high standards to aspire towards.What do you hope people take away from your performances?A lot of the schools that I go to, I'm gonna try to show the young folks how the folk instruments, all the ones I play, have become sources for our modern-day symphony orchestra and encourage people young and old to come and hear the Colorado Symphony Orchestra. Because that's an orchestra I've been following personally since 1945 when a great musician named Saul Caston left the Philadelphia Orchestra, of which he was the associate conductor -- that's like a giant job in music, to come all the way out to Denver because he felt there was this exciting orchestra in a beautiful town that most people on the Eastern seaboard just weren't even aware of out there with tremendous potential. And he did so many amazing programs that in 1951 Time magazine wrote a whole article about Saul Caston and what was then called the Denver Symphony. And Saul Caston in 1945 was a friend of my father's, because my father was a big music fan and being born in Philadelphia had a lot of friends who played in the orchestra and he used to always tell me about that. And when we visited Denver way back when when I was a kid we went to hear them.And I always remembered that and I had many many friends over the years who played with the orchestra, and every time I was in Denver I would go and hear them play and they just keep getting better and better and better. And now they're one of the top orchestras in the country and it's such a thrill to be able to come for the first time to guest-conduct them and have them do my music and music that I love. My hope is that some people who might come to the concert, who might get the recording over the years, will realize wherever they are in the world that if they come to Denver they not only have the greatest sports teams and the most beautiful city and the healthiest people and a great jazz scene and great universities and a wonderful opera company and great theater, but they'll also realize they have one of the best orchestras in the country and one where the musicians in the orchestra have a lot to do with determining the future of the orchestra.And that's a very beautiful thing, to see that that is happening. So it's just so exciting to see that, and it's worth waiting till I'm 82.You seem to visit Denver a lot.Well,you know, Jack Kerouac was my old buddy and he loved Denver. He wrote about it so beautifully and Neal Cassady, who was the hero of On the Road, who was his friend, was from Denver. And now they have a Neal Cassady Day every year and I'll be back in February for that. It's a special joy in life to see old friends no longer here, who really, frankly, like Woody and Jack Kerouac for that matter and Neal, never during their lifetime got what you think they should have gotten.But I always tell people in our culture what you deserve and what you get have nothing to do with one another. Therefore, you just gotta do your best, period, and just keep doing it no matter what. And also I always tell young people that whatever you have to do to pay your rent has no bearing on your value as an artist or as a person. And if you have something that you love to do, no matter how hard it is or hopeless it seems, just to go ahead and do it because it's worth the effort. That's scarcely an original thought, but it's worth thinking about.http://blogs.westword.com/showandtell/2012/09/draftmusic_legend_david_amram.phpNOTE: Video of Guthrie is in the link.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/09/23 10:10_____________________________________.http://s9.postimage.org/a34ewqcv3/Ramblin_Jack_Elliott_SE_15_12_Nevada_County.jpgRamblin' Jack opening for Merle Haggard, Nevada County Fairgrounds, Grass Valley, CA, SE 15, 2012Some upcoming shows:Oct 06, 12 	Portsmouth, RI 	TicketsSaturdayMore Sharing ServicesShare	   Common Fence Music    933 Anthony Road    401.683.5058Oct 07, 12 	Shelbourne Falls, MA 	TicketsSundayMore Sharing ServicesShare    Memorial Hall Theater    51 Bridge StreetOct 11, 12 	Byram, NJ 	TicketsThursdayMore Sharing ServicesShare    Salt Gastropub    109 US Highway 206 	Oct 14, 12 	Washington D.C.SundaySOLD OUT	    Kennedy Center 	Woody Guthrie's 100th Birthday Celebration with Jackson Browne, Rosanne Cash, Judy Collins, Ry Cooder, Del McCoury Band with Tim O'Brien, Ani DiFranco, Donovan, Dropkick Murphys, Arlo Guthrie, Jimmy LaFave, John Mellencamp, Tom Morel-lo, Old Crow Medicine Show, Joel Rafael, and Rob Wasserman.OC 16th., Tuesday, Ashland, VA Ashland Coffee And Tea 8:00 p.m.Oct 19, 12 	Rosendale, NY 	TicketsFridayMore Sharing ServicesShare    Rosendale Cafe    434 Main St  	Oct 20, 12 	Newbergh, NY 	TicketsSaturdayMore Sharing ServicesShare	    Ritz Theater    107 Broadway    845.784.9199  	Note: Dates are from both the -Anti label website and Elliott's own site.  Both have some errors, and Elliott's site does not include the Virginia show.  The above should be correct, but it would be better to verify a date with the venue.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/10/09 08:22_____________________________________.Jack and Arlo Guthrie at The Guthrie Centre, Great Barrington, MA, OC 7th.{youtube}skFFWkFuMKQ{/youtube}These guys should play together, more often. The second of two songs is a classy performance of "San Francisco Bay Blues."Pro-shot, BTW.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2012/10/09 18:23_____________________________________great, thanks for posting Warren.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by adamdean - 2012/10/10 01:24_____________________________________This is fantastic! Listening to Ramblin' Jack solo reminds me of early Dylan circa 61-64 doin' the Talkin' Bear Mtn. Picnic Massacre - great talkin' blues! The Guthrie Center in Gt. Barrington is the church where Alice (y'all remember Alice?) hosted Thanksgiving Dinner way back "in the day". Has anyone seen Offier Obie? Now here I've got 27 8x10 color glossy pictures.....============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/10/14 21:27_____________________________________.One more show has been added to the current tour:Oct 21st., Sunday	Sugar Loaf, NY 	Tickets: More Sharing Serviceshttp://www.fourfour.com/venue/show/id/23112/lr_id/2386085Venue: Sugar Loaf Performing Arts Centerhttp://www.sugarloafnewyork.com/fun/2012/09/sugar-loaf-performing-arts-center-grand-opening/Tonight, Elliott et al are at the Kennedy Centre in Washington to honor Woody Guthrie's 100th birthday.  The show is sold out:List of performers:http://www.woody100.com/concerts.htmOn the horizon:Nov 2nd, Friday 	Heber City , UT 	Tickets: More Sharing Services	Heber City Cowboy Poetry Gatheringhttp://www.fourfour.com/venue/show/id/23113/lr_id/2386104There's a 6-minute promo video in the link, below. Ramblin' Jack appears a couple of times.http://hebercitycowboypoetry.com/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2012/10/15 04:20_____________________________________It is with great sadness that we learned of the passing of Jacki Guthrie today.http://www.examiner.com/article/jackie-guthrie-wife-of-arlo-dead-at-68Jackie battled liver cancer in these last months. An absolute joy, a concerned and gentle woman.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/10/18 14:17_____________________________________^Thanks for posting. Sad.Needless to say, Arlo wasn't at the Kennedy Center, Sunday night.Here's a report on a controversial performance:When it came to the expected finale of the performers and audience singing "This Land is Your Land," Morello interrupted the singing, walking in front of all the others and began a lecture, hectoring the audience to build a revolutionary populist movement. He of course used his now well-worn shtick he used at the anti-Scott Walker rally the night before the Wisconsin Governor's victory. Repeating the same words - as if they were spontaneous and new and not what he has done at every OWS event - he ranted that you "motherf...ers have to get out there and become serious, and defeat the fascists." He then said he has to be excused for the vulgarity, but the populist revolution can't afford to be PG-13, because the goal is that serious. Doesn't he know that epat le bourgeoise lost its shock value decades ago? At this point, as Morello said we should all sing the much heralded so-called censored version of This Land, which in fact were cut out by Guthrie himself and not by anyone else - my wife and our friends stood up and left in a huff, making clear to those around us that we were leaving in protest of Morello's antics.Poor Ramblin' Jack who once wrote that because he hung out and learned from Woody, most people thought that he had Woody's politics. Actually, Elliott wrote, Woody would spout and he let it go in one ear and out the other. Jack looked sad and dispirited to be standing on stage having to listen to Tom Morello ruin a tribute to Woody Guthrie. Yes, Guthrie was a Communist. But the times were different, and he showed a love for his country that the likes of this new New Left simply does not have. And Guthrie wrote some good songs, unlike Morello.It's just as good Arlo wasn't there. The reason for his absence is sad, and he was sorely missed. But he was fortunate to be able to avoid the last major tribute of the year-long series. As for the rest of us, PBS was there filming it for their next annual fund-raising telethon. You can DVR it, listen to the best performers, and cut out the rest. If PBS doesn't eliminate the screeds, I think they will find those donating will be insulted and not respond to their pleas for funds. Or perhaps PBS by now is used to appealing only to the hard, sectarian Left, thinking that that is their natural audience.****http://pjmedia.com/ronradosh/2012/10/15/the-woody-guthrie-tribute-concert-at-the-kennedy-center-some-good-music-and-some-dreadful-politics/3/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by PSB - 2012/10/18 17:17_____________________________________It is always important to consider the source, and Ron Radosh is a rather notorious once upon a time left wing, but now right wing dick.  I'm actually surprised he went.  I'm not necessarily a Tom Morello fan, and have seen other reports of this where he tried to get the crowd to stand and boogie or dance and apparently according to another report, the "elderly" crowd wasn't into it, and apparently he invoked something about the occupy movement in his exhortations.  So Radosh didn't get the usual let's be nice and unified everybody on stage singing "This Land Is Your Land" he wanted, and if Radosh stayed true to form, he would have found a way to put that down as well.  But what Radosh is missing is Morello's actions were totally in keeping with Guthrie's spirit and more than likely he would have done something quite similar himself.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/10/18 17:58_____________________________________.PSB wrote:It is always important to consider the source, and Ron Radosh is a rather notorious once upon a time left wing, but now right wing dick.  I'm actually surprised he went.  I'm not necessarily a Tom Morello fan, and have seen other reports of this where he tried to get the crowd to stand and boogie or dance and apparently according to another report, the "elderly" crowd wasn't into it, and apparently he invoked something about the occupy movement in his exhortations.  So Radosh didn't get the usual let's be nice and unified everybody on stage singing "This Land Is Your Land" he wanted, and if Radosh stayed true to form, he would have found a way to put that down as well.  But what Radosh is missing is Morello's actions were totally in keeping with Guthrie's spirit and more than likely he would have done something quite similar himself.I was "directed" to the Radosh comment by a Christian Toto in the link, below. As with Radosh, I am neither familiar with Toto's political bent (although the Breitbart factor suggests his probable political proclivity) nor whether or not he's a "dick." (I only scanned his article, incidentally.)  I'm just the messenger, here. But thanks for your take.  I'll keep it in mind should I ever come across Radosh's name a second time. http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Hollywood/2012/10/16/morello-occupy-trashes-kencen============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by up to you - 2012/10/18 19:49_____________________________________{youtube}CBatw0iiHLM{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2012/10/18 21:26_____________________________________whatever colours your diapers may have been - the cloth ones are sadly out of fashion. anyway, I just want to correct a typo - it should read "Jackie" Guthrie. I'll let Nora or Arlo speak for Woody; not keen on anyone else doing it.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by quanta - 2012/10/19 02:42_____________________________________WOW WOW WOW hadn't heard the dramaPSB thanks so much for your concise explanation, you always nail it and i want to congratulate you on your great writing at that c-mm-ie rag, keep at it, love your memoir stuff bestso many layers of preconceptions at play at the big line up, what a scene, where's Kubrick or Altman when you need'em. PSB, you would remember this story, tell me if i have it right. (and bob's tangled history with the family could be subject for a thesis i would figure right)bob and some others were visiting the Man at Greystone, Woody was valiantly attempting to speak. and someone was somehow cutting him off, interrupting the declasse moment.and that brash kid from MN in turn cut that person off instead, saying -he wants to say something, man!-glad bob was a million miles away and he's got depp bringing out Woody's Tropic of Earth finallyNora has a rough job trying to get her message out when Pogo was right, good luck! The piano played a slow funeral tuneAnd the town was lit up by a cold Christmas moonThe parents, they cried and the miners they moaned,"See what your greed for money has done"============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/10/19 08:23_____________________________________.quanta wrote:The piano played a slow funeral tuneAnd the town was lit up by a cold Christmas moonThe parents, they cried and the miners they moaned,"See what your greed for money has done"http://vimeo.com/30913221============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2012/10/19 21:09_____________________________________http://static.guim.co.uk/sys-images/Observer/Pix/pictures/2010/1/23/1264247148270/Ramblin--Jack-Elliott-001.jpgPhotograph: Jamie-James Medina****************************couldn't agree with you more, Jack.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/11/24 19:05_____________________________________.Ramblin' Jack on skiffle music, from 2000:{youtube}zqtRM-3Ekqo{/youtube}Shirley Collins puts down skiffle and Lonnie Donnegan, and talks about Bob and Ramblin' Jack, Muddy Waters and the blues scene back in the day.{youtube}bdzeeeORQLc{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/11/24 19:21_____________________________________.Priceless!  Jimmy Page in a skiffle band, 1957:{youtube}j0tAOIQiz-8{/youtube}The between song "interview" is pretty amusing in light of the direction his career took.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2012/12/18 12:51_____________________________________.{youtube}73MiYQyOQj8{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Chimes - 2012/12/23 04:43_____________________________________Have you seen the news, Warren (and friends) ?  :  This Land is Your Land ProjectFrom PBS American Masters: The THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND PROJECT is an interactive documentary to record us all singing Woody Guthrieâ€™s â€œThis Land Is Your Land.â€•Read more: http://www.bobdylan.com/us/news/land-your-land-project#ixzz2FqGFmnkwAh, the ribbons!  Should be very interesting to hear the collective glory. Here the lyrics (with spirit) and sheet music are found:Practice, Practice, Practice :) http://www.themomi.org/museum/Guthrie/sheet_music/index.html{youtube}iJFOnhX5rwQ?t=2m20s{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2013/01/21 04:42_____________________________________.Hadn't seen the news, Chimes.  Think I'll take a pass, though. :)You might want to check out Nos. 4 & 12 in the link, below.http://s7.postimage.org/b3axx7yh7/Jack_Elliott_at_mic_for_Oklahoma_cast_recording.jpg 1964 Studio Cast Recordings for Oklahoma!http://tinyurl.com/ay7gkxt============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2013/02/09 08:39_____________________________________.Into mountain biking?{youtube}u7AgfYMXcqk{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2013/03/01 18:18_____________________________________.From earlier this year at the National Cowboy Poetry Gathering at Elko, Nevada.  Elliott sings, talks, tries and fails to tune his guitar, and amuses the crowd for about 24 minutes. A couple of the songs are cut off mid-song, including "Diamond Joe," but at about the 15 1/2 minute mark, Jack sings a fine and complete version of "Arthritis Blues," with a voice still powerful. The video is pro-shot and the man is sporting a moustache.  His set is followed by Tom Russell's.{youtube}xxjbIMdY3LA{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2013/07/30 20:24_____________________________________.{youtube}o6ZPaQ1k7ls{/youtube}Newport Folk Festival, JL 28/13.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by clairdelalune - 2013/08/02 02:14_____________________________________Jack's birthday today. Wishin' him the best.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2013/08/03 09:28_____________________________________^82No date on the video (...happiest on the spar of a clipper ship), but I'm guessing 1980s. The uploader is a  Australian fan-buddy of Elliott's:{youtube}fcQlanqTBe8{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by quanta - 2013/08/03 15:38_____________________________________i want the heart he's got, i want the class he's refused to abandon. i wish i could feel like i won the day's fight when i fall asleep each night like he must if integrity means anything anymore. thanks for representing, Warren.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2013/11/18 03:54_____________________________________.Here's a concise CBS "mini-bio" about Elliott.  This was done after he won his second Grammy, four years ago.  Ends somewhat abruptly, possibly due to an edit:{youtube}ODsrOE3j9Jo{/youtube}Here is a longer and better (pro-shot) video of Jack with Beck at Newport, earlier this year:{youtube}V7eh4gXtN9o{/youtube}And here's Elliott singing "Don't Think Twice ...,"  also at Newport:{youtube}Rff9eSTtw8w{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2014/03/08 12:31_____________________________________.Billy Faier talks a bit and then sings "The Great Assembly," accompanied by his banjo, JA 04 14, in Frisco. Elliott is present and there are a couple of nice photos of Ramblin' Jack and Faier, together.{youtube}rqu2PrKvQOg{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2014/05/20 05:23_____________________________________.Still ramblin' ...Upcoming shows in WA, OR, AZ, NM, TX, and LAhttp://www.ramblinjack.com/shows============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2014/06/19 10:41_____________________________________.Billy Faier talks about the circumstances of his meeting Woody Guthrie, and also traveling with him. He shares an interesting anecdote about being with Guthrie in Okemah. Jack Elliott is mentioned several times. {youtube}T6sBXlE7RKE{/youtube}Setting: Marathon. Texas, seemingly on a porch at a truck stop.  Marathon - pop. less than 500 - was a filming location for Wim Wenders movie, "Paris, Texas" (soundtrack by Ry Cooder).============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by quanta - 2014/06/20 15:59_____________________________________o my l--rd Warren, i just got to this, i can't believe it, i just finished watching the harry dean stanton doc, the theme of his Paris texas film seemed to be the theme of his doc too and here's the real Marathon texas from the film behind Mr Faier. and too, when Mr. Faier talks about Woody saying he held nothing sacred, that same sentiment echoed like the Ry Cooder slide guitar from Paris in both the harry dean stanton doc and the sam shepard doc that i watched right after it. the counterpoint Mr. Faier and Ramblin' Jack make is also there in the doc when sam's shepard friend's says "everything counts" - thats the victory over the desert, the point Woody was saying, joining into the fight to change counts, hopelessness and anger are a starting point, not the end point.sorry to go on, those two docs were very well done and i've been made to ruminate on those themes - and it's your fault, you posted the answer with Mr Faier and Ramblin' (and Woody) giving the clue to the victory over the desert! can you believe he also mentions that there also was "a jazz player on the road trip being gruff with the folkie" just like in the Coen's Llewyn Davis film? unbelievable. then to hear of the reaction in Okemah, like the Paris texas movie all over again, in real life, surreal. i really admire these two guys, Faier and Ramblin' for staying true to their code of the road.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2014/07/27 10:48_____________________________________.Some of you will be familiar with some of the anecdotes, but there are a few fresh ones, and the Ramblin' Jack humor surfaces here and there in the telling of the tales.  Bob is cited several times.Dateline JL 24th:http://www.pacificsun.com/news/feature-ramblin-on-with-ramblin-jack/article_9fe14208-1345-11e4-b1ed-001a4bcf6878.htmlCourtesy of ER & Scott Miller.Incidentally, Elliott turns 83 on August 1st.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2014/08/16 09:09_____________________________________.quanta wrote :o my l--rd Warren, i just got to this"This" being the Billy Faier video.quanta, I just got to your post. :(   I scanned it, initially, with the intention of getting back to it.  No need to apologize about going on.  I know what it's like to catch the fever.  I enjoyed your interesting (and thoughtful) read.  And speaking of "reads," a tour without your "day-by-day" posts has the feeling of something missing around here.  Hopefully, you're just taking a break.Ramblin' Jack is on the road again with upcoming gigs from AU 17 to SE 13 in:CA, NV, CO, WI, IL, MI, and MOhttp://www.ramblinjack.com/shows============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2014/10/09 12:32_____________________________________.More gigs in CA, MA (Club Passim), and NY:http://www.ramblinjack.com/news============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by diamond sky - 2014/10/27 01:57_____________________________________"the ballad of ramblin' jack" recently added to hulu.comwell done!  loads of bob footage & others.http://www.hulu.com/watch/703979if this is already posted on this thread,  humble apologies.if in the area, i'd suspect ramblin' jack will be at the paramount in oakland this wknd.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2014/10/27 07:35_____________________________________^Only available in the U.S., diamond sky, but thanks for posting.  May be available in Japan, soon.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2015/02/06 10:51_____________________________________.From the Uncut Version of the AARP interview:Q: This is a wide-ranging curation of songs from what people call the American Songbook. But I noticed Frank recorded all 10 of them. Was he on your mind?A: You know, when you start doing these songs, Frank's got to be on your mind. Because he is the mountain. That's the mountain you have to climb even if you only get part of the way there. And it's hard to find a song he did not do. He'd be the guy you got to check with. I particularly like Nancy, too! I think Nancy is head and shoulders above most of these girl singers today. She's so soulful also in a conversational way. And where'd she get that? Well, she's Frank's daughter, right? Just naturally. Frank Jr. can sing, too. Just the same way, if you want to do a Woody Guthrie song, you have to go past Bruce Springsteen and get to Jack Elliott. Eventually, you'll get to Woody, but it might be a long process.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2015/03/22 07:15_____________________________________.http://s24.postimg.org/wo2srmumd/ramblin_jack_elliott_11_8_14_ludlow_theater_Scot.jpgSome upcoming dates in CA, KY, NY, and TN:http://www.ramblinjack.com/shows============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2015/04/13 19:06_____________________________________.{youtube}iPY2xWx-feg{/youtube}Jack on the water. Tells a Merle Haggard story and talks sailing.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2015/07/09 16:45_____________________________________.Courtesy of Hollowhorn and ER:http://pauleisen.blogspot.no/2012/08/bob-dylan-and-revolutionary-jews.htmlThis article, retitled "Bob Dylan and the Revolutionary Jews," was one I  missed the first time around (not that it was necessarily posted at ER at the time under its original title, "Cosmopolitan Folk Music" ). I confess to not having yet finished reading the article.  What I have read, however, I found to be utterly fascinating.It is loaded with references to all kinds of individuals, household names and otherwise.  I posted it, here, because Jack Elliott is written about extensively in several places.  (Don't let the article's 30,000 words scare you off, dear reader.)This piece is a literal goldmine of information and anecdotes. It also has some terrific photographs (check out how much a young Abe Zimmerman looks like his son).  Hopefully, the article will generate some interest and discussion.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2015/08/02 12:45_____________________________________^So much for my last sentence, above.Some upcoming dates:Aug 21 Baltimore, MD 		  	Aug 23 Brooklyn, NYWhile born in Brooklyn - his 84th birthday was yesterday - he has never performed there.	Aug 26 Charlottesville, VA 	  	Sept 3 Nashville, TN  	Sept 5 Cookeville, TNSept 30	Portland, OROct 2 Seattle, WAVenue info at:http://www.ramblinjack.com/shows============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2015/08/08 15:33_____________________________________^Three more shows:Aug 13, Worthington, OHFeaturing Nell Robinson & Jim NunallyAug 15, Chicago, ILFeaturing Nell Robinson & Jim NunallyAug 29, Floyd, VA============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2015/09/23 03:09_____________________________________.Some more dates, including one the night after the Seattle concert:Oct 3, 15 	 Olympia, WA 	  	Oct 8, 15 	 Helena, MT, with Nell Robinson, Jim Nunally & Your Good Luck CharmNov 18, 15 	 Austin, TX 	  	Nov 20, 15  	 Conroe, TX 	Nov 22, 15  	 Fort Worth, TXNov 27, 15       Galveston, TXNov 29, 15       San Antonio, TX   	Dec 11, 15 	 San Francisco, with John Prine at The Warfield TheatreVenue details:http://www.ramblinjack.com/shows============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2015/11/06 17:18_____________________________________.Two more dates with John Prine, in addition to the one cited above:Dec 12, 15, Saturday, Folsom, CA 8:00 PM 	Harris Center for the Arts10 College Parkway  	Dec 14, 15, Monday, Arcata, CA8:00 PM 	Van Duzer Theatre1 Harpst St/Humboldt St. Univ.707-826-4411- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - Because Elliott never recorded an album for Elektra, I suspect the version of "Pretty Boy Floyd," below, was in the vaults for some decades.It was probably recorded in either 1961 or '62 at the latest, Elliott having returned from a half-dozen years in England and Europe in 1961.  That would be the year Bob Dylan met him when Jack went to see Woody at the Greystone Park State Hospital.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBcCcmqP52o============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2016/03/21 08:52_____________________________________.A current interview, courtesy of Scott Miller and ER:http://www.sfweekly.com/shookdown/2016/03/18/at-84-ramblin-jack-elliott-teacher-to-bob-dylan-and-best-friend-of-woody-guthrie-is-still-keeping-folk-music-aliveEDIT:  The following sentence should read Roy Acuff, not George Acuff. I loved the music of George Acuff, Jimmie Rodgers and Woody Guthrie, and then I met Woody when I was 19.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2016/04/16 08:34_____________________________________.http://s23.postimg.org/4o72p5f7v/Happy_Traum_l_Ramblin_Jack_Elliott_Lifetime.jpgHappy Traum (l), Ramblin' Jack (with Lifetime Achievement Award), Folk Alliance Executive Director, Aengus Finnan, FE, 2016Some Upcoming California Dates:Apr 16 National City, CASaturday7:30 PM 	    AMSD Concerts    Sweetwater Union High School     2900 Highland Avenue    (619) 303-8176Berkeley Hart opensApr 22 Santa Clarita, CAFriday	Santa Clarita Cowboy Festival    The Repertory East Playhouse    24266 Main StApr 29 Yreka, CA 	Friday7:00 PM 	Yreka Community Theatre  	May 17 Santa Rosa, CATuesday8:00 PM 	John Prine & Ramblin' Jack Elliott    Wells Fargo CenterMay 18 Sacramento, CAWednesday	John Prine & Ramblin' Jack Elliott    Crest Theatre    1013 K Street============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2016/05/18 10:48_____________________________________.Guy Clark, one of Ramblin' Jack's pals, died yesterday, MA 17th, at age 74.  Here he is singing a beautiful "Dublin Blues," in 2010, in Texas.  Clark, born in 1941, appears on a couple of songs on Elliott's Friends of Mine album, from 1998:{youtube}N5XGfMrWYa0{/youtube}============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2016/06/09 20:18_____________________________________.Grateful Dead luminaries attended Ramblin Jack's June 3rd Mill Valley CA show:http://www.deadheadland.com/2016/06/04/grateful-dead-luminaries-attended-ramblin-jack-elliotts-sweetwater-music-hall-show-last-night/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2016/09/17 02:06_____________________________________.Some Upcoming Dates:Sep 28, 16 	Hampden-Sydney, VAWednesday7:30 PM 	Hampden-Sydney College  	Oct 2, 16 Cleveland, OH Sunday7:30 PM 	Beachland Ballroom15711 Waterloo Road(216) 383-1124Oct 3, 16Buffalo, NYMonday7:30 PM 	Sportsmen's Tavern326 Amherst Street716-874-7734Oct 5, 16 Oneonta, NYWednesday7:00 PMThe B Side BallroomOct 7, 16Newmarket, NHFriday7:00 PMRamblin' Jack ElliottThe Stone Church on Zion Hill5 Granite St.Oct 9, 16Philadelphia, PASunday7:30 PM 	Calvary Center - Crossroads Music801 South 48th StOct 12, 16Somerville, MAWednesday8:00 PM 	The Davis Square Theatre255 Elm StOct 14, 16Great Barrington, MAFriday8:00 PM 	Ramblin' Jack ElliottMahaiwe Performing Arts CenterOct 16, 16Toronto, ONCanadaSunday8:30 PM 	Hugh's Room2261 Dundas Street West(416) 531-6604Oct 18, 16Tulsa, OK,Tuesday6:00 PMKris Kristofferson & FriendsCain's BallroomRamblin' Jack Elliott performs============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN\' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2016/10/27 08:28_____________________________________.Courtesy of Scott Miller and ER:Ramblin' Jack Elliott on the debts between him and Bob Dylan: http://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/music/ramblin-jack-elliott-talks-about-the-debts-between-him-and-bob-dylan/article32516437/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2017/01/20 05:43_____________________________________.A recently remastered Derroll Adams disc:https://ghostsfromthebasement.bandcamp.com/album/feelin-fineIncludes "Freight Train Blues" plus additional recordings not on the original Feelin' Fine album  The whole album can be heard at the link.Scroll to bottom of the link for recording details.Guardian Review from JA 12, 2017:Derroll Adams: Feelin' Fine review - welcome reissue of folk hero's great songsDerroll Adams, who died in 2000, was an American banjo-player, singer and song-writer, and one of the most colourful figures on the folk scene. He travelled across the US, met everyone from Woody Guthrie to James Dean, and worked as a duo with the legendary Ramblin' Jack Elliott. After they toured together in the UK, Adams stayed on here to be treated as a hero in the folk clubs, and famously introduced Donovan to Dylan.These recordings from the 70s, released on CD for the first time, show Adams at his very best. His instrumental work includes a rapid-fire treatment of Muleskinner Blues, while his voice is deep and delightfully laid-back. The songs range from the traditional Darling Corey and Wildwood Flower- both helped by backing from the still-excellent British guitar hero Wizz Jones - to his own thoughtful, autobiographical compositions such as The Sky. A welcome reissue.https://www.theguardian.com/music/2017/jan/12/derroll-adams-feelin-fine-review-welcome-reissue-of-folk-heros-great-songs============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2017/05/01 08:46_____________________________________.https://s13.postimg.org/fpl0lhohz/Ramblin_Jack_Elliott_with_friend_-_Elko_NV_FE.jpgRamblin' Jack Elliott, at 85 years.  Elko, Nevada, FE 2017 What follows is a recent (FE '17) podcast interview with Elliott.  The first four minutes are of the host reciting a poem, followed by a banjo interval where the host gives a bit of background about Ramblin' Jack, and then the interview begins at about the six-minute mark.It will either bore you to tears or leave you hanging on every word:https://soundcloud.com/cowboycrossroads/episode-7-ramblin-jack-elliott-part-1============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2018/04/14 09:30_____________________________________.I stumbled upon this video a while ago.  It was broadcast in 1999 on the day of the Grammy Awards.  Just past the one minute mark, the narrator mistakenly says "half a decade."  He no doubt meant to say, "half a century."Sitting on the right of the screen where Jack doffs his hat is legendary film actor Gregory Peck. Peck is cited in Dylan's "Brownsville Girl."https://www.cbsnews.com/video/ramblin-jack/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2018/07/29 02:49_____________________________________.From the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation:Ramblin' Jack Elliott, in Toronto to perform at the Riverboat, talks to 90 Minutes Live host Peter Gzowski about horses, sailing, Johnny Cash, and joining the Bob Dylan Rolling Thunder Revue in 1975.  Asked for one Woody Guthrie story, he tells a long story about meeting him - "they call me ramblin' but I don't know if it's cause I travel or cause I talk so much."http://www.cbc.ca/archives/entry/ramblin-jack-elliott-on-90-minutes-liveI happened to stumble upon this video, last night. IMO, the video (recorded in 1976) is well worth watching if you have an interest in Elliott (or Bob or Woody, for that matter).  Elliott is 44 or 45 at the time.  He turns 87, on AU 1st, still does a handful of gigs, here and there - recently opening for John Prine - and was seen backstage at Dead and Company's Mountain View show in early July.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2018/10/17 01:02_____________________________________.Still doing gigs: singing, picking, and story-telling (both humorous and otherwise):    Oct 19, 18 	Canton, CTFriday    Roaring Brook Nature Center    70 Gracey Road    860.693.0263	Oct 21, 18 	Buffalo, NYSunday7:00 PM    Sportsmen's Tavern    326 Amherst Street    716-874-7734Oct 22, 18 	Jamestown, NYMonday7:00 PMRolling Hills Radio at Shawbucks    Shawbucks    212 W 2nd St    716-484-1101	Oct 24, 18 	Toronto, ON CanadaWednesday    Hugh's Room    2261 Dundas Street West    (416) 531-6604	Oct 27, 18 	Pomeroy, OHSaturday	    Fur Peace Ranch    39495 Saint Claire Road    740-992-6228============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2018/11/24 22:02_____________________________________.Some more dates:Nov 24, 18 	Prescott, AZ	    Prescott Center for the Arts    208 North Marina Street	  	Nov 27, 18 	Tomball, TX 		    Main Street Crossing    111 W Main Street    281-290-0431  	Nov 29, 18 	Galveston, TX	    The Old Quarter    413 20th StreetDec 1, 18 	Austin, TX	    The Cactus Cafe    24th & Guadalupe    512.475.6515  	Dec 2, 18 	San Antonio, TX    Sam's Burger Joint    330 E Grayson St    210-223-2830  	Dec 5, 18 	Fort Worth TX8:00 PMRamblin' Jack Elliott LIVE    Fort Worth Live	  	Dec 6, 18 	Oklahoma City, OKThursday8:00 PM    The Blue Door    2805 N McKinley Ave.    (405) 524-0738  	Dec 8, 18 	Little Rock, ARSaturday8:00 PM    Whitewater Tavern    2500 West 7th St    (501) 375-8400  	Dec 9, 18 	Little Rock, ARSunday    Whitewater Tavern    2500 West 7th St    (501) 375-8400============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2018/12/01 08:48_____________________________________.Elliott being interviewed:Excerpts from an Oct. 22, 2018 interview with for music icon Ramblin' Jack Elliott at the National Comedy Center located in Jamestown N.Y. He was in town to perform on Rolling Hills Radio program Episode 79. He discusses his life story including Woody Guthrie, Bob Dylan and Lenny Bruce.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_w9TBLc9fugRick Robbins on Ramblin' Jack:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VONzJsg9pGk============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/01/09 05:06_____________________________________.This seemingly current video - "Trailer" - was posted, yesterday.  It includes commentary by the Grateful Dead's Bob Weir, legendary narrator of PBS's "Frontline," Peter Coyote, among others.  It also include Elliott's first wife sharing the story of the time while staying with Mick & Keith that she learned that they were familiar with Jack's records.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cysbXD7vde4============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by ian in warsaw - 2019/01/09 12:26_____________________________________Hi Warren,Happy New Year.Good to see Jack is still kicking!!!!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/02/17 07:31_____________________________________^. . . and, belatedly, to you, Ian. New location duly noted. :)    Updated news about the "Beyond The Music" film:https://www.ramblinjackbeyondthemusic.com/Note: Post-production donations welcomed by the producers.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/05/07 13:11_____________________________________."Beyond the Music" film premiere is set for MA 30th, 2019:https://rafaelfilm.cafilm.org/ramblin-jack/Renowned narrator (seven documentaries by Ken Burns, for example) Peter Coyote will host the event, and Ramblin' Jack will be present.This film appears to be a labour of love. Having spoken to the director through a connection I have, I know that the production team would still welcome any donation that any of you can make.Method of payment - including personal cheques/checks - is outlined in the link below:https://www.ramblinjackbeyondthemusic.com/"Jack has entrusted director Oleg Harencar to take on this project, giving his full support to create a film of his life. Harencar has had the rare opportunity to spend time with Jack, developing a friendship and getting access to paint a portrait of this living legend. The urgency to finish this film in 2019 comes from our desire for Jack to attend the premier and see his legacy on the big screen. We take this responsibility to heart and our team will put the appropriate amount of time, respect and effort into creating a final product that Jack will feel proud of, and a film that will transcend generations."============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/05/29 10:14_____________________________________.Elliott, at 87, singing "Buffalo Skinners," at Chama, New Mexico, (elevation, 7,900' ) on SE 26, 2018:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xShcxTog2DEThat's Tom Russell sitting back of Jack.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Derek - 2019/05/30 08:40_____________________________________The movie premieres today and I just realised that it's only 60 minutes long. How do you even scratch the surface of a life so well lived in an hour? (Bring on the 8-part PBS series - just dreaming there...)PS Great video! Thanks.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Derek - 2019/05/30 08:51_____________________________________Damn! And then I watched the next video that came up, Ramblin' Jack with Tom Waits. It's probably on this thread somewhere but it was new to me and simply fantastic! You can find it here:Rambln' Jack & Tom Waits============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/06/01 08:00_____________________________________.My pleasure, Derek.As for the "Louise" duet, I don' think it has been posted in this thread.  Sweet.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/07/02 00:46_____________________________________.Some news about the Oleg Harancar film premiere Ramblin' Jack: Beyond the Music:https://www.facebook.com/pg/Ramblin-Jack_Beyond-the-Music-1010662398958613/posts/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/07/14 04:41_____________________________________.Some upcoming dates, including Newport:https://www.ramblinjackelliott.com/tour-dates-1As for the Vancouver Folk Music Festival, the site shows Elliott doing afternoon concerts on JL 20th & 21st, whereas Elliott's Tour Dates indicates two evening concerts on those dates.  Personally speaking, my guess is that the Festival's site is the more reliable one:https://thefestival.bc.ca/2019-weekend-schedule/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by up to you - 2019/07/14 06:13_____________________________________Question , Warren...Do you feel that Bob "stole" things from Ramblin' Jack or not? And if he did, do you feel it is "forgivieable"/Also, who was it that he stole "House of the Rising Sun" from?....   Is that forgivable?over and OUT!!!!!!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by up to you - 2019/07/14 06:41_____________________________________Ok, it's dave von ronk that i am thinking of...However, none of the people that he possibly "stole" from EARLY ON could have written what he wrote later..{I. E. --- "Visions of Johanna"... "Bob Dylans Dream"... "Mr. Tambourine Man"....etetetetetcetera.....}TRUE???????============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by up to you - 2019/07/14 06:41_____________________________________Ok, it's dave von ronk that i am thinking of...However, none of the people that he possibly "stole" from EARLY ON could have written what he wrote later..{I. E. --- "Visions of Johanna"... "Bob Dylans Dream"... "Mr. Tambourine Man"....etetetetetcetera.....}TRUE???????============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/07/30 12:42_____________________________________.Ramblin' Jack Elliott Swaps Songs and StoriesOne week shy of his 88th birthday, Ramblin' Jack Elliott provided a lucky few with a precious performance, exchanging cowboy songs and swapping stories with one of his young disciples, the Lubbock, Texas Western song collector Andy Hedges. In between his finely polished stories and extended song introductions, the duo traded off on Woody Guthrie originals like "Philadelphia Lawyer" and Guthrie-associated standards like "Buffalo Skinners." Fifty-six years after making his Newport debut in 1963, the famous folk troubadour was still affecting, if not downright commanding, on renditions of "Arthritis Blues" and a poignant closer of "Don't Think Twice, It's All Right." With precious few performers from Newport's Sixties heyday still around to play the 60th anniversary of the historic festival, Ramblin' Jack's showcase was an urgent reminder of folk music's storied history as the genre continues to expand and progress. J.B.https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-live-reviews/newport-folk-fest-2019-recap-864579/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/10/09 06:21_____________________________________.12 October dates with Todd Snider:https://www.ramblinjackelliott.com/tour-dates-1============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/10/16 07:23_____________________________________.OC 10 19 Rolling Stone:https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-features/ramblin-jack-elliott-interview-bob-dylan-bob-weir-894982/This is a long but interesting read, and a couple of the tales I've never seen in print.Interesting story of Arlo's in which he talks about Jack driving Woody's kids out to Long Island in a Model T., and stopping at gas stations and only paying for 25 cent's worth (about $2.50, today) of gas.It ends on a rather sad note, but it happen to most everyone when their years are winding down.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2019/11/26 10:23_____________________________________.This is perhaps Elliott's finest album.  It is certainly among the most rare  of Jack Elliott albums.Like 1980's Kerouac's Last Dream (the original European version), which is arguably his best studio album, this one was also recorded outside the United States.  Live in Japan, from 1974, has excellent sound and features some of Elliott's best singing and guitar-playing that these ears have heard. https://www.mixcloud.com/ttboxcar/my-favorite-folkie-ramblin-jack-elliott-live-in-japan-1974/I hope you enjoy it, and if anyone knows how to download it, then PM me, please.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Derek - 2019/11/26 10:31_____________________________________Nice one. Thanks Warren. (No, I don't know how to download it.)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2020/08/03 21:06_____________________________________.From East Germany, in 1991, two videos.  Both are 35-40 minutes and are well-filmed.The first is banjo-picker and Elliott's singing buddy, Derroll Adams, when they performed and recorded together in the mid-late '50s in England and Europe.After Adams' first song, there's a bit of footage of he and Jack walking on the fairgrounds.  The festival is huge with over 200 venues, apparently.  At about 26:22, Adams calls out Elliott from backstage and they sing two duets together:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_3My23MouIThe 2nd video is Jack's performance at the venue:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lDPuWon09w============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2021/05/15 11:16_____________________________________.An excellent recent interview interspersed with snippets of songs or artists that Elliott cites.  I swear he has a photographic memory.Bob is cited.https://vimeo.com/540254402Ramblin' Jack will turn 90, on AU 1st.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by ian in nouakchott - 2021/05/15 15:50_____________________________________Hi Warren,Many thanks for that.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2021/08/01 14:43_____________________________________Hi, everybody.  It's been a while.Jack jammin' with Bob Weir (Grateful Dead) and the Wolf Bros on JL 24th, a week shy of his 90th birthday which is today.The performance - "Muleskinner Blues" - is at the famed Greek Theatre in Berkeley, California.  Worth hanging with it for the crowd response.  And Jack does have his moments.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GltDVTT7c78============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by BobLandy - 2021/08/02 01:12_____________________________________Many thanks. Thatâ€™s great stuff. Cheers.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by up to you - 2021/08/03 04:59_____________________________________That was some sweet yodeling.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Derek - 2021/08/03 06:12_____________________________________Great stuff! Thanks Warren - we can all only hope that we're in such good shape at Jack's age!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2022/03/30 15:00_____________________________________.Still doin' it in his 91st year:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpTqt2BvKCQ============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by ian in gandia - 2022/04/12 01:43_____________________________________!!The guy is ridiculous!Good luck to him============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2022/06/24 14:20_____________________________________.Bob Dylan's Mentor Ramblin' Jack Elliott Tells Little-Known Tales About the Iconhttps://www.goodtimes.sc/bob-dylans-mentor-ramblin-jack-elliott-tells-little-known-tales-about-the-icon/Elliott met Bob, backstage, at one of two recent Oakland shows that he attended.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2022/08/01 17:23_____________________________________.91https://www.beachamjournal.com/journal/2022/08/ramblin-jack-elliott-is-91-years-old-today.html============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Derek - 2022/08/02 00:14_____________________________________Happy Birthday Jack!(Does anyone else think that photo of a young Jack looks just like Oscar Isaacs?)============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2022/08/14 04:32_____________________________________.From the September issue of Guitar Player magazine:https://www.guitarplayer.com/players/ramblin-jack-elliott-reflects-on-his-friendship-with-woody-guthrie-and-why-bob-dylans-act-made-him-stop-playing-harmonica-onstageCourtesy of ER.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2022/09/20 14:32_____________________________________.Some upcoming tour dates Including SE 24th at The Ryman with Todd Snider:https://www.ramblinjackelliott.com/tour-dates-1============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2022/09/29 15:55_____________________________________.At 91, Ramblin' Jack Elliott Still Wants to Tell You a Storyhttps://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/28/arts/music/ramblin-jack-elliott.html============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Derek - 2022/09/29 21:08_____________________________________Go Jack! Thanks for these updates Warren - he really is an inspiration!============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2022/12/29 14:15_____________________________________^You're welcome, Derek.Courtesy of ER & Cliff Warnken:Ramblin' Jack Elliott: Brooklyn's Ultimate Maverickhttps://brooklyneagle.com/articles/2022/12/26/ramblin-jack-elliott-brooklyns-ultimate-maverick/============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2023/04/17 07:50_____________________________________.Review of the March 9th show in Eugene, OR:https://www.lawyersgunsmoneyblog.com/2023/03/music-notes-153Has Dylan comments by the reviewer.============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2023/05/03 12:42_____________________________________.On the road again.  Last night in Ft Worth, TX. Oklahoma City, MA 4th and at the Woody Guthrie Center in Tulsa on the 7th.  He'll no doubt be given the royal tour of the Bob Dylan Center while there.https://www.ramblinjackelliott.com/tour-dates-1============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2023/10/18 21:58_____________________________________.Ramblin' Jack is among the Top 10 Living Artists in the inaugural announcement made by the Folk Americana Roots Hall of Fame:     https://www.folkamericanarootshalloffame.org/news/detail/folk-americana-roots-hall-of-fame-announces-inaugural-class-of-inductees============================================================================Re:RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT THREADPosted by Warren - 2024/01/31 15:04_____________________________________.Courtesy of Cliff Warnken and ER:Ramblin' Jack Tribute in San Franciscohttps://www.jambase.com/article/bob-weir-joan-baez-ramblin-jack-elliott-tribute-concertThere's a video in the link of Joan Baez singing "Don't Think Twice."Bob Weir (Grateful Dead) tells an amusing story of how he met Elliott at age 16.  Weir then sings "When I Paint My Masterpiece."https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8vSD1PDbyI============================================================================
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